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ABSTRACT

Quorum sensing is utilized by many different proteobacteria, including the two studied
for this dissertation work, Vibrio parahaemolyticus and Pantoea stewartii subsp. stewartii. V.
parahaemolyticus causes acute gastroenteritis in people who eat contaminated raw or
undercooked shellfish. It is found in warmer marine waters and in rare cases, causes systemic
infections when bacteria enter the body through open wounds. P. stewartii, on the other hand, is
a phytopathogen that causes Stewart’s wilt in maize. It is found in soil or the mid-gut of the corn
flea beetle, its insect vector. Both V. parahaemolyticus and P. stewartii utilize quorum sensing
to control their pathogenicity.
Quorum sensing enables coordinate gene expression across a bacterial population. The
V. parahaemolyticus quorum-sensing system utilizes the master regulator OpaR, which is
homologous to the V. harveyii LuxRVh and the P. stewartii system contains EsaR which is
homologous to the V. fischeri LuxRVf regulator. While the two systems differ in the molecular
details of their mechanistic control, they are both forms of cell density dependent regulation that
are either directly or indirectly controlled by small signaling molecules. Three different
signaling molecules are found in V. parahaemolyticus, and only one signal is used in P.
stewartii. The focus of this dissertation has been on understanding the downstream targets of
OpaR and EsaR in their respective quorum-sensing systems.
Prior to this work, it was known that when OpaR is not present or is nonfunctional V.
parahaemolyticus changes from an opaque to a translucent colony morphology phenotype and

the cells also become swarm proficient and more pathogenic. The complete genome of the V.
parahaemolyticus BB22OP strain was assembled and annotated (Chapter 2). RNA-Seq was then
used to analyze the transcriptomes of OpaR-active and OpaR-deficient strains of V.
parahaemolyticus and identify genes that were regulated via quorum sensing (Chapter 3).
Similarly, P. stewartii was also analyzed using RNA-Seq to identify genes controlled by
EsaR in the transcriptome that had not been detected through prior proteomic studies. The initial
RNA-Seq work confirmed the control of some previously identified direct targets of EsaR and
newly identified ten other genes also directly controlled by EsaR (Chapter 4). Two direct
targets of EsaR, rcsA and lrhA, became the focus of additional studies to further define the
hierarchy of gene control downstream of the quorum-sensing regulator EsaR. RcsA controls
capsule production, while LrhA controls motility and adhesion in P. stewartii. The regulons of
rcsA and lrhA were defined by RNA-Seq, which also revealed multi-level control of rcsA gene
expression (Chapter 5). Tight coordinated and temporal control of virulence factors is important
for successful disease progression by pathogens. This dissertation work aims to enable a better
understanding of the quorum-sensing hierarchy of genetic control in V. parahaemolyticus and P.
stewartii.
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CHAPTER ONE
LITERATURE REVIEW

1

Quorum Sensing
Quorum sensing enables the coordinated regulation of certain aspects of bacterial
physiology through intercellular signaling (1, 2). Individual cells in a population are able to
function together as a multicellular unit to produce outputs such as: biofilms, antibiotics,
bioluminescence, and virulence factors (3). Gram-positive and Gram-negative eubacteria both
utilize quorum sensing to coordinate gene expression (4-6).
During quorum sensing, bacteria produce and release a signal molecule, originally called
an autoinducer (7). Once a critical concentration of signal is present in the local environment, the
bacteria respond to it and certain sets of genes are activated or repressed (1, 2, 8, 9). Quorum
sensing can involve intraspecies and interspecies communication so that a bacterial population is
constantly aware of other species in close proximity, as well as, the size of its own population
(2). For example, knowing how many organisms are part of their “network” allows pathogens to
know when it is beneficial to produce virulence factors. By working together the population can
conserve energy used to generate secreted products important to pathogenesis (2, 10).
The model type of quorum-sensing system used by Gram-negative proteobacteria is
related to that of Vibrio fischeri (Vf) and minimally at its core, involves LuxI-LuxRVf proteins
(Fig. 1.1). Organisms with LuxI homologues primarily produce acylhomoserine lactone (AHL)
autoinducers (1, 11). The amount of AHL increases or decreases depending on the concentration
of the bacterial population and the rate of environmental diffusion. A change in AHL
concentration is sensed by the LuxRVf homologue and gene expression of select genes is
increased or decreased in response to it (12). In V. fischeri, this type of quorum sensing controls
bioluminescence (13-15). A related quorum-sensing system with LuxI-LuxR vf homologues,
studied as part of this dissertation research, exists in Pantoea stewartii subsp. stewartii, although
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the LuxRvf homologue EsaR is rendered nonfunctional (rather than functional) by AHL (11).
Another type of quorum-sensing pathway found in the Gram-negative proteobacterium
Vibrio harveyi (Vh) uses a complex phosphorelay cascade to control bioluminescence expression
(16). At least three different signal molecules, HAI-1 [N-(3-hydroxybutanoyl) homoserine
lactone], CAI-1 [(S)-3-hydroxytridecan-4-one], and AI-2 [3A-methyl-5,6-dihydro-furo(2,3d)(1,3,2)dioxaborole-2,2,6,6A-tetraolare] are released by the bacterial cells and three different
receptors, LuxN, CqsS, and LuxP, respectively, monitor the amount of the signals (Fig. 1.2) (17,
18). The three receptors work together to activate a phosphorelay cascade that determines when
small regulatory RNAs called Qrrs are produced, which in turn regulate the expression of the
master transcriptional regulator, LuxRVh (not homologous to LuxRVf), responsible for
controlling additional downstream output genes (4). This is the type of quorum-sensing system
also used by Vibrio parahaemolyticus, which is pertinent to this dissertation work (19).
Defining the quorum-sensing mechanism of V. parahaemolyticus BB22OP was hypothesized to
provide a better understanding for how colonization and pathogenicity are regulated in this
bacterium.
Vibrio parahaemolyticus BB22OP
V. parahaemolyticus is a ubiquitous marine bacterium that is also a human pathogen. In
humans, it causes acute gastroenteritis when consumed while eating raw or undercooked
shellfish (20). V. parahaemolyticus has the ability to survive in a variety of environments with
varying concentrations of salt and ranges in temperature (21). Increases in ocean temperatures
due to global warming have contributed to the spread of V. parahaemolyticus. Thus it is now
considered an emerging pathogen that is CDC reportable (22). Prior to this study, the only V.
parahaemolyticus isolate that had been completely sequenced and annotated was the
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RIMD2210633 strain, a clinical isolate from 1996 (23, 24). However, the BB22OP strain,
isolated prior to 1983 in Bangladesh, has been more extensively genetically characterized (25).
V. parahaemolyticus BB22OP displays an unusual phenotypic change from an opaque (OP) to a
translucent (TR) colony morphology when OpaR, a LuxRVh homologue serving as the key
transcription regulator involved in quorum sensing, is not expressed (Fig. 1.3) (26).
The OP to TR phenotypic switch in BB22OP coincides with a decreased production of
capsular polysaccharide (CPS) (27). An analysis of phenol-chloroform extracted CPS from OP
and TR strains showed a 12-fold increase in carbohydrate levels in the OP strain, suggesting that
more CPS is present (27). Several proteins have been identified that are involved in capsular
polysaccharide (CPS) production and regulating swarming, leading to expression of the
distinctive OP or TR phenotypes of BB22OP (28). One of the proteins is LafK, a σ54 dependent regulator that controls the lateral flagellar system (29). Second, the operon scrABC
encodes proteins that determine if the bacterium is a swimmer in liquid or swarmer on solid
medium by regulating the number of flagella present on the cell surface (30). The opaR gene is
a third gene involved in controlling opacity (27). OpaR was found to positively regulate the
expression of CPS production. Identifying what genes OpaR controls and how opaR, itself, is
controlled is important because the TR and OP phenotypes correlate with V. parahaemolyticus
being more pathogenic or nonpathogenic respectively (27). An understanding of how V.
parahaemolyticus switches between pathogenic and nonpathogenic states may ultimately lead to
better intervention strategies to prevent infections.
V. parahaemolyticus Quorum Sensing
OpaR in V. parahaemolyticus BB22OP is an homologue of LuxRVh in Vibrio harveyi
(19). It is the major quorum-sensing regulator that controls opacity, biofilm formation, swarming
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motility and type III secretion (T3SS) in V. parahaemolyticus (26). As a reminder, OpaR of V.
parahaemolyticus and LuxRVh of V. harveyi are not homologous to LuxR in V. fischeri (31).
Based on the V. harveyi model it is predicted that in V. parahaemolyticus, at low cell density
(low autoinducer levels), LuxU is phosphorylated by upstream receptors that sense the levels of
autoinducer (Fig. 1.4) (19). LuxU phosphorylates LuxO, which activates the transcription of five
small RNAs (Qrrs1-5) that repress the expression of OpaR. When OpaR is not expressed, the
cells are translucent, swarm proficient and pathogenic (32). OpaR is only expressed when the
Qrrs are not being produced (33). At high cell density, LuxO is not phosphorylated and the five
Qrrs are not transcribed, leading to the expression of OpaR; the V. parahaemolyticus BB22OP
cells become opaque colonies, lose the ability to swarm, and are less pathogenic (29).
One T3SS in V. parahaemolyticus is negatively regulated by quorum sensing just as the
T3SS in V. harveyi is negatively regulated (18). These T3SS genes are repressed at high cell
density which would suggest the organism is less virulent because T3SS are transmembrane
systems used by bacteria to inject effector proteins into host organisms (18). It has been found
that there are actually multiple genes encoding several T3SS and type VI secretion systems in V.
parahaemolyticus, and that OpaR controls the expression of these genes (34, 35). Therefore,
identifying additional direct and indirect targets of OpaR in the regulatory network controlling
these and other virulence factors was one major focus of this research plan.
Pantoea stewartii subsp. stewartii
A second focus of this dissertation project was the phytopathogen Pantoea stewartii
subsp. stewartii and its quorum-sensing regulon. P. stewartii is the causative agent of Stewart’s
wilt disease and leaf blight in corn (36). The proteobacterium is a Gram-negative rod that
produces a yellow pigment (37). It was previously classified in the Erwinia genus and is similar
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to E. coli (38, 39).
A corn plant may become infected with P. stewartii through contaminated soil, manure,
seed, or most commonly from contact with the corn flea beetle vector (40-42). The bacterium
lives in the mid-gut of the corn flea beetle and is transferred to the plant while the beetle is
feeding on the corn plant (40). The pathogen then travels to the vascular tissue where it secretes
large amounts of exopolysaccharides (EPS) that block the xylem of the plant, causing chlorotic
and necrotic lesions to form from the lack of water flow (39, 43, 44). Production of the excreted
EPS, called stewartan, is regulated by RcsA which is in turn controlled by quorum sensing (43).
It is known that altering the amount of stewartan (either higher or lower) decreases the virulence
of P. stewartii (45). The EPS is also important for the motility of P. stewartii (39). The protein
LrhA, controls the surface motility exhibited by the bacterium during the early stages of
infection and biofilm formation (46). This temporal control of virulence factor production
through quorum sensing is important to disease progression (45).
Pantoea stewartii subsp. stewartii Quorum Sensing
Quorum sensing in P. stewartii is controlled by EsaI and EsaR, homologues of V, fischeri
LuxI and LuxRVf (47). Opposite to the quorum sensing of V. fischeri, when AHL is present at
low concentrations, at low cell density, the EsaR dimer binds to esa boxes in the DNA. This
leads to either repression or activation of target genes depending on where EsaR binds with the
promotor of the target gene (38). For example, EsaR is known to repress rcsA and thereby
indirectly represses EPS production at low cell density (48). Conversely, at high cell density,
AHL binds EsaR and thereby renders EsaR incapable of binding to its DNA targets (esa box)
resulting in derepression or deactivation of gene expression (Fig. 1.5) (38, 43, 48, 49).
EsaI, a homologue of LuxI, produces the same AHL, N-3-oxo-hexanoyl-L-HSL, used by
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V. fischeri (11). The expression of EsaI is independent of EsaR unlike most other LuxI
homologues that are controlled by a positive feedback loop (50). The genes esaI and esaR
overlap by ~30 bases and are convergently transcribed, another feature making them distinct
from most other quorum-sensing systems (11, 43). Before this work, only a few direct targets of
EsaR were known (11, 46), therefore similar to the V. parahaemolyticus OpaR project described
above, efforts were made to better define the EsaR regulon in P. stewartii. For both projects, it
was decided that next-generation sequencing and RNA-Seq methodologies would be employed
to define the genome of BB22OP and analyze the transcriptomes of both V. parahaemolyticus
BB22OP and P. stewartii DC283.
Next Generation Sequencing
Next generation sequencing (NGS) has provided new opportunities and applications for
nucleotide sequencing (51). Whole genome sequencing is no longer as labor intensive as it once
was and can be completed relatively quickly and easily with the new sequencing platforms
created by Illumina, Roche, and Life Technologies (52). NGS is being applied not only to whole
genome sequencing, but also to the resequencing of genomes for variation (53), profiling of
mRNAs and other small non-coding RNAs (RNA-Seq) (54), and determining DNA targets of
proteins (ChIP-Seq) (55, 56). The advantages of NGS versus older techniques such as
microarrays, are a complete genome is not needed, high volumes of data are produced and
results provide deeper sequencing (57). Two dominant NGS platforms are the Roche 454
Genome Sequencer (Roche) and Illumina Genome Analyzer (Life Technologies).
The Roche 454 platform uses sequencing-by-synthesis with pyrophosphate chemistry,
described below (58). Fragments of DNA are created by shearing and then two adaptors are
ligated to the ends of the fragments to provide priming sites for amplification. The double
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stranded DNA is denatured and hybridized to beads and captured in an emulsion microreactor
for independent clonal amplification. The amplified DNA attached to the beads are loaded onto
a picotiter plate with enzyme needed for sequencing (57). Individual nucleotides along with
sequencing reagents flow across the cell and if the nucleotide is complementary, light is
produced (59). The light production is related to the release of the pyrophosphate (PPi) when the
phosphodiester bond is formed during incorporation of the dNTP into the complementary DNA
sequence. The PPi is bound to adenosine phosphosulfate via the enzyme APS sulfurylase which
yields ATP (60). The ATP is then used by luciferase to convert luciferin to light producing
oxyluciferin (61). If the same dNTP is incorporated multiple times, then the intensity of the light
will increase proportionally. If the dNTP is not incorporated, it is degraded and the next dNTP is
added (62). Raw reads are screened for quality and then downstream analysis can be completed
(63). The disadvantage of this approach, is that the dominant error that occurs is nucleotide
insertion-deletion events because the intensity of the signal may be misinterpreted when a
nucleotide is highly repeated (57). The major advantage is its read length of ~250-700 bp which
makes this platform more useful for whole genome sequencing (51). This technology was
utilized to sequence the genome of V. parahaemolyticus BB22OP (Chapter Two).
The Illumina Genome Analyzer is also a sequence-by-synthesis platform that begins with
hydrodynamic shearing to generate fragments of DNA smaller than 800 bp (63). The fragments
are “blunt ended” and a single “A” nucleotide is added to both ends so adaptors with a T
overhang can be ligated to the fragments. Complementary adaptors on a flow cell bind the
adaptors on the fragments and bridge PCR is carried out to produce about 1000 copies of each
fragment (57). A reaction mixture that includes four reversible terminator nucleotides labeled
with four different fluorophores is washed over the flow cell. The fluorophores are excited to
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activate the light emission and a camera is used to distinguish each fluorophore and the location
it has been incorporated into the strand (64). The fluorophore is then removed and the process
repeated depending on the number of rounds the user specifies (63). The advantage of Illumina
sequencing over traditional Sanger sequencing is the increased data that is generated (57). The
disadvantages of this technique are the increased error rate that results in false-positives when
looking for strain variations and the much shorter reads of 35-75 bp (51). However, the error
rate issue can be overcome by the increased coverage gained (57). The current NGS platforms
are constantly being improved and updated to provide more applications and to improve the read
length while decreasing the error rate (57). Besides genomic sequencing, next-generation
sequencing methods have enabled analysis of the transcriptome as well (Chapters Three, Four,
and Five).
Transcriptomics: RNA-Sequencing
Transcriptomics via RNA-Sequencing (RNA-Seq) enables the quantification of gene
expression, transcript annotation, and discovery of transcribed single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) or somatic mutations (54). One primary goal of transcriptomics is to catalog all
transcripts, such as, messenger RNA (mRNA) and non-coding RNA (ncRNA) including small
RNA (sRNA), transfer RNA (tRNA), and ribosomal RNA (rRNA) (65). A second application of
transcriptomics is determining the transcript structure and identifying post-transcriptional
modification events. By examining the data, the transcriptional start sites can be identified along
with post-transcriptional sRNAs that may control the gene expression (54, 66). Finally, a third
use for this method is to quantify the expression levels of each transcript during development or
under different physiological conditions (57).
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The RNA-Seq process starts by first purifying total RNA. The total RNA is then
analyzed for quality, the ribosomal RNA is removed, and the resulting enriched mRNA is
converted into complementary DNA (cDNA) (54). Isolating the mRNA is much harder in
bacteria because there is no poly-A tail to distinguish the mRNA from the tRNA or rRNA, which
are more abundant (65). The solution to this problem is to deplete the rRNA and tRNA so the
mRNA becomes enriched in the total RNA pool. The depletion is done by ligating the tRNA
and rRNA to beads with complementary sequences and then removing the beads (67). A
decrease from 95% to 50% rRNA and tRNA can provide a tenfold increase in data from the
mRNA (68). The cDNA library is then sequenced and typically the result is millions of short
sequence reads that can then be mapped to annotated genes to determine what RNA was being
expressed at a given condition (68) (Fig. 1.6).
Two of the first bacterial transcriptomes analyzed were Listeria monocytogenes and
Vibrio cholarea (69, 70). Insight into several aspects of the genome from gene structure and
operon structure, to identifying riboswitches and small RNAs were gained. Previous annotations
that had been unreliable in providing a clear identification of certain genes are now being
validated by transcriptome work because automated open reading frame (ORF) finders,
identifying potential protein coding regions, are no longer the only source of information about
gene structure (71). The transcriptome data provides a clearer understanding of where
transcription is starting and stopping even when ORF finder software declares a region
noncoding due to size or structure. The complete assembly of any genome can be facilitated and
more efficiently annotated with the help of transcriptome data (68).
Small RNA discovery is another major result of transcriptomics (66). Quorum sensing is
often controlled by sRNAs that play a key role in bacterial physiology. The sRNAs are between
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50 and 500 nucleotides in size and can regulate characteristics such as virulence and stress
response. Small RNAs are determined by looking at the transcription of non-protein-codingregions (69). They are functionally analogous to eukaryotic miRNAs in that they often base pair
to the mRNA and cause degradation of the mRNA or inhibit translation (72). However, some
sRNA instead bind RNA-binding proteins to inhibit translation (73). The key to discovery of
sRNAs lies within transcriptome data because previous computer-based technology for
predicting these genes has proven to be largely inadequate (68). For example, the two common
bacterial databases for sRNAs, Bacterial Small Regulatory RNA Database (BSRD) (74) and
sRNAPredict (75), widely differ on the number of sRNAs in the V. parahaemolyticus genome
due to differences in computational algorithms used to identify possible sRNAs. Although
initially used for eukaryotic research because of the ease in isolating the mRNA, transcriptomic
analysis can provide a better understanding for how all genomes are arranged and how they
regulate gene expression (65).
Research Summary
The quorum-sensing systems of two different bacteria, V. parahaemolyticus and P.
stewartii, were analyzed using state-of-the-art next-generation sequencing methodologies. First,
the complete genome of V. parahaemolyticus BB22OP was sequenced, aligned, and annotated
(Chapter 2). This laid the groundwork for a subsequent analysis of the transcriptome controlled
by the V. parahaemolyticus quorum-sensing regulator OpaR using RNA-Seq (opaR vs. wildtype strains) (Chapter 3). Several transcriptional regulators identified as being in the OpaR
regulon were determined to be direct targets of OpaR using electrophoretic mobility shift assays
(EMSAs), helping to build an understanding of the downstream regulatory network.
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Bioinformatics methods were used to putatively identify additional genes that were also direct
targets of OpaR.
A similar RNA-Seq approach was used to examine the hierarchy of gene control for
EsaR in P. stewartii. Gene expression in a quorum-sensing null mutant of P. stewartii was
compared to a constitutively active quorum-sensing mutant (Chapter 4). EMSAs were again
utilized to identify direct targets of EsaR regulation. Two of the direct targets of EsaR, rcsA and
lrhA, encode transcriptional regulators that were further studied. The regulons controlled by
RcsA and LrhA were analyzed when the transcriptomes of two strains of P. stewartii missing
either, rcsA or lrhA, were compared to the wild-type strain (Chapter 5). This work revealed a
coordinated multi-level control of RcsA that is important for successful plant disease
progression. Collectively, these studies have contributed to an understanding of the hierarchy of
quorum sensing gene control utilized by two pathogenic bacteria.
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Figure 1.1 Schematic of core quorum sensing system in Vibrio fischeri. V. fischeri is one of
the best understood model organisms for quorum sensing. LuxI is an autoinducer synthase that
makes an acyl homoserine lactone (AHL) (represented by stars) which is freely diffusible across
the cell membranes. LuxRVf is the cytoplasmic quorum-sensing regulator that senses an increase
in AHL concentration. When AHL binds LuxRVf , a conformational change in the protein
structure enables LuxRVf to bind to the promoter of target genes as a dimer and control
transcription. Pantoea stewartii also utilizes LuxI and LuxRVf homologues in its quorumsensing system, although AHL decreases the activity of the transcription factor.
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Figure 1.2 Schematic of quorum-sensing in Vibrio harveyii. The quorum-sensing system in V.
harveyii includes three autoinducer (AI) synthases, CqsA, LuxM, and LuxS producing the
signals CAI-1, HAI-1, and AI2, respectively. Three autoinducer receptor proteins, CqsS, LuxN,
and LuxP respond to these signals by activating a phosphorylation cascade that involves LuxU
and LuxO. There are also five small RNAs, Qrr1-5, that are controlled by LuxO, which
modulate the master quorum-sensing regulator LuxRVh. LuxRVh controls the expression of
downstream gene targets. This system is similar to the quorum-sensing system used by V.
parahaemolyticus.
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Figure 1.3 Vibrio parahaemolyticus BB22 translucent (TR) and opaque (OP) strains. Streak
plate of V. parahaemolyticus on LB agar. The left side is the BB22TR strain that has a
genetically altered quorum-sensing pathway with a nonfunctional OpaR. The right side of the
plate is BB22OP that has a fully active quorum-sensing pathway and regulation. The TR strain
is swarm proficient and has reduced capsule production, while the OP strain is swarm deficient
and produces capsule for biofilm formation.
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Figure 1.4 Schematic of the quorum-sensing pathway in V. parahaemolyticus. The V.
parahaemolyticus quorum-sensing system is related to the V. harveyii system. In each pair, the
protein names on top are from V. parahaemolyticus and the protein names below are the
corresponding protein in the V. harveyii cascade. (Left) At low cell density LuxU and LuxO are
phosphorylated activating the expression of the small RNAs (Qrr1-5) that block transcription of
OpaR (LuxRVh). (Right) At high cell density LuxU and LuxO are dephosphorylated and the
Qrr1-5 are not transcribed leading to the transcription of OpaR and its ability to activate or
repress downstream targets.
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Figure 1.5 Schematic of the quorum-sensing pathway in Pantoea stewartii. The quorumsensing pathway in P. stewartii is related to the V. fischeri system. (Left) EsaI is the LuxI
autoinducer synthase that makes an acylated homoserine lactone (AHL), 3-oxo-hexanoyl-Lhomoserine lactone, indicated by the stars. The AHL freely diffuses across the cell membranes.
EsaR is the LuxRVf regulator that functions as a dimer and can repress or activate target genes in
the absence of AHL depending on where the dimer binds to the promoter region. (Right) At high
cell density the EsaR dimer complexes with AHL changing the protein conformation which
causes the dimer to release from the promoter of target genes resulting in their deactivation or
derepression.
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Figure 1.6 Diagram of RNA-Seq method workflow. The method of RNA-Seq utilized
throughout this dissertation is outlined starting with RNA extraction and DNase treatment, then
rRNA depletion and Illumina sequencing. This method was applied in order to analyze the
entire transcriptomes of V. parahaemolyticus and P. stewartii and understand more about the
role of quorum-sensing in each organism.
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Abstract
The number of inflammatory gastroenteritis outbreaks due to the food-borne pathogen
Vibrio parahaemolyticus is rising sharply worldwide and in the United States in particular. Here
we report the complete, annotated genome sequence of the prepandemic V. parahaemolyticus
strain BB22OP and make some initial comparisons to the complete genome sequence for
pandemic strain RIMD2210633.
GENOME ANNOUNCEMENT
Vibrio parahaemolyticus is found in marine-associated aquatic environments freely
living, attached to abiotic and biotic (e.g., plankton and shellfish) surfaces, or associated with
marine animal hosts (1, 2). It is also a major cause of seafood-borne gastroenteritis in humans,
occasionally causing death (2–4). Since the complete genome sequence of clinical isolate
RIMD2210633 was published (5), draft genome sequences for several other V. parahaemolyticus
strains have been announced (6–8) or are available online (http://www.genomesonline.org). Here
we announce the complete genome sequence of V. parahaemolyticus BB22OP, a Bangladesh
environmental isolate from the early 1980s (9). This strain, with an O4:K8 serotype, has been
extensively studied with respect to swimming and swarming motility, biofilm development, and
phase variation (10–15).
A single opaque colony of the V. parahaemolyticus BB22OP strain LM5312 (16) was
grown in heart infusion (HI) broth (13) at 30°C overnight. The Qiagen DNeasy blood and tissue
kit protocol for Gram-negative bacteria was utilized to extract DNA, which was sequenced using
a Roche/454 GS FLX titanium system. A 200X coverage of the genome was achieved and de
novo sequence assembly of the reads was then performed using Roche/454 Newbler software.
MIRA (http://www.chevreux.org/projects_mira .html) de novo assembly was performed to assist
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in filling in gaps in the genome assembly. Alignment to the RIMD2210633 reference genome
sequence using the Lasergene 8 software package also facilitated complete genome assembly
into circular chromosomes 1 and 2 of lengths 3.297 Mbp and 1.806 Mbp, respectively. When
necessary, primers were designed and traditional Sanger sequencing was performed to confirm
putative assembly junctions. The BB22OP genome contains eleven ~5-kbp rRNA/tRNA clusters
at the same locations as those in RIMD2210633. Since unique Roche/454 or Sanger sequences
could not span these regions, the corresponding RIMD2210633 sequences were used to help fill
these gaps.
The genome sequence was annotated on the Rapid Annotation using Subsystem
Technology (RAST) server (http://rast.nmpdr .org/) with the help of the GenBank annotation of
RIMD2210633. Annotation of sequences unique to BB22OP was performed using both
GeneMark-P+ and Genemark.hmm-P (http://exon.biology .gatech.edu). Coding sequences for
2,973 genes on chromosome 1 and 1,653 genes on chromosome 2 were identified. Overall, there
is extensive homology between the two strains; >90% of the coding sequences have the same
annotation, length, and relative position. There are ~300 genes novel to BB22OP, and ~400
genes novel to RIMD2210633. Many of the novel genes appear to be remnants of transposons or
phages. With respect to potential virulence traits, and like RIMD2210633, the BB22OP genome
encodes thermostable direct hemolysin (Tdh) and two type-3 and two type-6 secretion systems,
and it lacks genes encoding thermostable direct hemolysin-related hemolysin (Trh) and urease
(Ure) (17). BB22OP also lacks prophage f237 (18) and genomic islands VPaI-1 and VPaI-3 to
VPaI-6 (19). The two strains differ in the superintegron on chromosome 1 (~90 genes) and in
two small blocks encoding the O and K antigens (~12 genes each). With BB22OP being a
prepandemic isolate, the genome sequence will provide an important anchor for future
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comparative genomic and virulence studies.
Nucleotide sequence accession numbers. The complete, annotated genome sequence
for V. parahaemolyticus BB22OP strain LM5312 is available in GenBank under accession
numbers CP003972 (BB22OPChr1) and CP003973 (BB22OPChr2).
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Abstract
Vibrio parahaemolyticus is an emerging world-wide human pathogen that is associated
with food-borne gastroenteritis when raw or undercooked seafood is consumed. Expression of
virulence factors in this organism is modulated by the phenomenon known as quorum sensing,
which permits differential gene regulation at low versus high cell density. The master regulator
of quorum sensing in V. parahaemolyticus is OpaR. OpaR not only controls virulence factor
gene expression, but also the colony and cellular morphology associated with growth on a
surface and biofilm formation. Whole transcriptome Next Generation sequencing (RNA-Seq)
was utilized to determine the OpaR regulon by comparing strains BB22OP (opaR+, LM5312)
and BB22TR (∆opaR1, LM5674). This work, using the published V. parahaemolyticus
BB22OP genome sequence, confirms and expands upon a previous microarray analysis for these
two strains that used an Affymetrix GeneChip designed from the closely related V.
parahaemolyticus RIMD2210633 genome sequence. Overall there was excellent correlation
between the microarray and RNA-Seq data. Eleven transcription factors under OpaR control
were identified by both methods and further confirmed by quantitative reverse transcription PCR
(qRT-PCR) analysis. Nine of these transcription factors were demonstrated to be direct OpaR
targets via in vitro electrophoretic mobility shift assays with purified hexahistidine-tagged OpaR.
Identification of the direct and indirect targets of OpaR, including small RNAs, will enable the
construction of a network map of regulatory interactions important for the switch between the
nonpathogenic and pathogenic states.
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Introduction
Vibrio parahaemolyticus is a marine bacterium that causes gastroenteritis in humans
when consumed while eating raw or undercooked shellfish and potential life-threatening
systemic infections if it enters open wounds (17). It has the ability to survive in a variety of
environments with varying ranges of salt and temperature (57) and in particular, oysterassociated outbreaks are occurring with increasing frequency worldwide (50). In the USA, it is
an issue throughout the Atlantic, Gulf and Pacific coasts (18, 46). BB22OP (6), an environmental
non-clinical isolate, is one of the most genetically characterized V. parahaemolyticus strains. It
exhibits a profound phenotypic change from opaque (OP) to translucent (TR) when OpaR, a key
transcriptional regulator involved in quorum sensing (QS), is mutated (45). During bacterial QS,
intercellular signaling molecules enable individual cells to function in unison to coordinately
control outputs such as biofilm formation, antibiotic production, bioluminescence, and virulence
factor expression. Signaling molecules, called autoinducers (AIs), are produced and released by
the bacteria and once a critical concentration of signal is achieved the bacteria respond by
changing their patterns of gene expression (22, 34, 68, 70, 73). Different bacterial species
produce diverse AI molecules and use these communication signals to control specific traits.
Defining the QS mechanisms specific to V. parahaemolyticus BB22OP will provide a better
understanding for how colonization and pathogenicity are coordinately regulated as the organism
transitions between environmental and host-associated niches.
OpaR is a homologue of LuxR in Vibrio harveyi (45). It is the master QS regulator that
controls opacity, biofilm formation, swarming motility, type III secretion, and type VI secretion
systems in V. parahaemolyticus (26). The QS pathway upstream of OpaR in V.
parahaemolyticus appears to utilize a phosphorelay cascade similar to that of the well-studied V.
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harveyi system (26). In the V. harveyi QS system, at low cell density, which corresponds to low
levels of three different AIs, LuxU is phosphorylated by upstream receptors that sense the AIs.
LuxU-P in turn controls the phosphorylation state of the sigma54- dependent regulator, LuxO
(63). Then the activated LuxO-P induces the expression of five small quorum regulatory RNAs
(Qrrs) that target luxR transcripts, silencing their translation. At high cell density, the higher
concentration of AIs causes LuxO dephosphorylation, the Qrrs are not expressed, and LuxR is
synthesized (54).
In V. parahaemolyticus, when its LuxR homolog OpaR is not synthesized, this strain
produces translucent colonies, is swarm proficient and expresses virulence factors such as the
type III secretion system on chromosome 1 (T3SS1). Conversely, when OpaR is present, the V.
parahaemolyticus colonies are opaque. The OpaR-producing strain swarms poorly and is less
virulent in cytotoxicity assays (26). V. parahaemolyticus BB22OP is of particular interest
because it has a functional QS system, whereas V. parahaemolyticus RIMD2210633 and many
other clinical isolates are postulated to have mutations in genes within the QS cascade that lock
the system in the pathogenic state, e.g., mutations resulting in constitutively active variants of
LuxO that cause repressed production of OpaR at all cell densities (26).
Previous microarray work comparing the transcriptome of V. parahaemolyticus BB22OP
(LM5312) to an opaR deletion strain BB22TR (LM5674) was performed using an Affymetrix
GeneChip designed using the V. parahaemolyticus RIMD2210633 genome (26). This microarray
analysis provided valuable insights into the QS regulon. However, the recently completed
assembly of the BB22OP genome has revealed a number of differences between RIMD2210633
and BB22OP (33), including genes unique to RIMD2210633 and genes unique to BB22OP.
Further analysis of BB22OP using RNA-Seq (16, 69) as a technique to capture the entire
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transcriptome, is now providing a more complete understanding of the QS pathway for the
BB22OP strain, as well as information with respect to operon structure, transcription start and
stop sites, and small noncoding RNAs expression.
In this study, RNA-Seq was used to compare the transcriptome of V. parahaemolyticus
BB22OP (opaR+, LM5312) with BB22TR (∆opaR1, LM5674), at one time point during midexponential phase growth. Overall there was excellent agreement between the microarray and
RNA-Seq data. Hundreds of genes were found to be up or down regulated by OpaR. To begin to
trace the network of direct and indirect QS regulation, eleven transcription factors regulated
greater than four-fold by OpaR were identified and their QS control was further confirmed by
quantitative reverse transcription PCR (qRT-PCR) analysis. The transcriptional start sites for the
genes encoding these transcription factors were located using the RNA-Seq data and direct OpaR
binding to their promoters was analyzed by electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSAs). In
addition, the differential expression of previously predicted small noncoding RNAs was
examined. Collectively, these efforts have further defined the QS signaling network downstream
of OpaR in V. parahaemolyticus.

Materials and Methods
Growth conditions. The strains used for these experiments have been described (26); V.
parahaemolyticus BB22OP strain LM5312 is opaR+ and BB22TR strain LM5674 contains the
∆opaR1 allele, which is an 85-bp deletion in the upstream and N-terminal coding region of
opaR. Extraction of total RNA following, growth and harvesting procedures, were performed
similarly to Gode-Potratz et al (26). Heart infusion agar (HI, 25g/L, Remel, Lenexa, KS with
15g/L NaCl and 2% agar) was used to grow LM5312 and LM5674 overnight. The cells were
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then scraped from the agar plates and suspended in HI broth to an OD600 of 0.05. Fifty
microliters of the suspended cells were spread on fresh HI agar and incubated at 30°C for 6
hours. After incubation, the cells were again scraped from the agar and suspended to an OD600 of
1.0 in RNAprotect (Qiagen, Gaithersburg, MD) that had been diluted 2-fold in phosphatebuffered saline (8 g NaCl, 0.2 g KCl, 1.44 g Na2HPO4, and 0.24 g KH2PO4 per liter), pH 7.1.
Cells were vortexed for 10 sec and incubated at room temperature for 5 min to stabilize mRNA
before samples were centrifuged for 10 min at 5000 x g. Cell pellets were stored at -20°C until
RNA extraction was completed.
RNA extraction. Cell pellets were suspended with 200 µl of Tris EDTA (TE) buffer (pH 7.0)
containing 15 mg/ml lysozyme (Sigma, St. Louis, MO), 20 µl proteinase K (Qiagen), and 700 µl
of QIAzol (Qiagen). The total RNA was harvested using a miRNeasy kit (Qiagen) following the
bench protocol in the miRNeasy Mini Handbook. The sample purity and concentration were
first analyzed using a NanoPhotometer (Implen, Westlake Village, CA) and the final quantity
and quality of total RNA was assessed on an Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100 at the Virginia
Bioinformatics Institute (VBI) (Blacksburg, VA). Total RNA was subjected to a depletion
protocol to enrich the mRNA fraction using the Ribo-Zero rRNA Removal Kit for Gramnegative Bacteria (Epicentre, Madison WI). The rRNA-depleted sample was assessed for
quality, including rRNA removal, prior to sample processing for Illumina sequencing (VBI) with
single-paired end 50-bp reads.
ExpressSeq pipeline for RNA-Seq data analysis. The V. parahaemolyticus LM5312 (opaR+)
and LM5674 (∆opaR1) RNA-Seq data were processed as per Ramachandran et al. (55) with the
transcriptome sequencing read files in FASTQ format transformed into FASTA format using the
SeqIO module of BioPython (14). Then the standalone BLAST+ suite (2, 11) was used to align
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the reads to the annotated V. parahaemolyticus BB22OP protein coding sequences downloaded
from the NCBI nucleotide pages for Chromosome 1 (CP003972.1) and Chromosome 2
(CP003973.1). First, a BLAST database and its index were created using the FASTA files for
each of the samples using the makeblastdb and makembindex BLAST+ routines. Second, for
each sample, standalone blastn queries were performed using the nucleotide sequences for the V.
parahaemolyticus BB22OP protein coding genes against the BLAST database for each sample.
In blastn a word size of 16 and a maximum e-value of 1.e-10 were chosen for alignment.
Finally, the table format output (outfmt 6) of each blastn query was subsequently processed
using an awk-based shell script to count and list the total number of blastn hits for each of the
protein-coding genes in the V. parahaemolyticus data set. Although the BLAST alignment is
slower than other alignment algorithms (such as Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (36)), every step uses
analysis tools that can repeatedly be used for each protein coding gene and for any other
transcribed sequence (43). Since read hits are counted only if the alignment to the reference
sequences are sufficiently close (e-value < 1.e-10), no quality filtering is required and no biases
are introduced by preprocessing the reads using quality scores. The one caveat with this pipeline
is that reads can be counted as hits to multiple genes, so that differential expression levels for
paralogous genes with sufficient sequence similarity will be difficult to determine without
further analysis.
Subsequent data processing was done using Microsoft Excel. To calculate the foldchanges in differential expression, the read counts for each sample were first normalized to the
total number of reads mapped to all genes to determine the numbers of reads aligned to each
gene per million mapped reads (RPM). Then the fold-change for each gene was computed by
taking the ratio of the RPM values for the two samples. Finally, the error for the ratios of
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normalized gene expression levels were conservatively estimated using the standard deviation of
the ratios across all genes with fold changes < 4-fold on Chromosome 1 (94% of the genes) and
Chromosome 2 (91% of the genes). This error estimate assumes that the expression of most
genes is not changed and the overall difference in expression levels measured between the two
samples is a good surrogate for biological replicates and that a multiplicative biological/sample
preparation dominates over the purely technical sampling errors (43).
Procedure for identifying OpaR regulon genes of interest. Previous microarray data for the
V. parahaemolyticus BB22OP LM5312 (opaR+) and BB22TR LM5674 (∆opaR1) strains
generated using an Affymetrix GeneChip designed to the V. parahaemolyticus RIMD2210633
strain (25) was initially analyzed for transcriptional regulators differentially expressed four-fold
or more. Then the RNA-Seq data was also analyzed to expand the list to include any additional
regulators that exhibited a similar four fold or greater change in expression. The normalized
RPM for the LM5312 (opaR+) and LM5674 (ΔopaR1) strains were compared to determine the
regulation. Genes that were activated by OpaR had a greater RPM in the wild-type strain and
genes that were repressed by OpaR had a greater RPM in the deletion strain. The list of
regulated genes was also filtered to remove low expression genes with ~ 1x read coverage or less
(corresponding to an absolute read alignment count of 50). In addition, genes that are unique to
BB22OP and not found in RIMD2210633 were examined for differential expression to
determine the information that was missed by using the V. parahaemolyticus RIMD2210633
strain GeneChip in the original microarray study (26).
Quantitative reverse-transcription PCR (qRT-PCR). Cloning primers were designed and
used to amplify the coding regions of 11 transcription factors of interest identified as being
differentially expressed greater than four-fold in the microarray and/or RNA-Seq studies, plus
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two negative control genes rpoD and fliAP (for polar flagella), and the 16S rRNA gene for
normalization of data (Table A.1). PCR was performed using Phusion polymerase (New
England Biolabs (NEB), Ipswich, MA). The annealing temperatures used were gene specific
and are listed in Table A.1. Following PCR amplification, the coding regions for the 14 genes
were ligated into pGEM-T vector (Promega, Madison, WI), transformed into E. coli Top 10 cells
and the recombinant plasmids were sequenced at VBI to confirm sequence fidelity.
Primer Express 3.0 (Applied Biosystems) was used to design primer pairs for qRT-PCR
analysis of the 14 genes (Table A.1). Primer design parameters were set as: 18-24 base pairs, a
melting temperature (Tm) of 60-65°C and amplicon length of 80-120 bp. Plasmid DNA was
used as template to optimize qRT-PCR primers to within 95% and 105% efficiency, at
concentrations ranging from 0.001 ng to 1 ng per 25 µL reaction. The reaction mix contained
300 nM each of the specific forward and reverse primer pair and 2x SYBR green PCR master
mix (Applied Biosystems) diluted to a 1x concentration with dH2O and template DNA or cDNA.
V. parahaemolyticus LM5312 (opaR+) and LM5674 (∆opaR1) were grown and RNA
was extracted as described above for the RNA-Seq method (26). The RNA was then converted
to cDNA using the High Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit (Applied Biosystems, Foster
City, CA) per the manufacturer’s instructions. The cDNA was quantified using a
NanoPhotometer and samples were used as templates in an Applied Biosystems 7300 Real-Time
PCR system. cDNA was used at a concentration of 10 ng per 25 µL reaction containing 300 nM
each of the specific forward and reverse primer pair and 2x SYBR green PCR master mix
(Applied Biosystems) diluted to a 1x concentration with dH2O. Reactions were carried out in
triplicate in a MicroAmp Optical 96-well Reaction Plate (Applied Biosystems). The thermal
cycler settings were programmed for 95°C for 10 min, 45 cycles of 95°C for 15 sec and the
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appropriate annealing temperature (Table A.1) for 1 min. The annealing step was also set as the
data collection point. A dissociation stage was added at the end of the PCR run to confirm
specific product amplification. The relative expression of the genes of interest was then
determined using the PFAFFL method (53) and standardized using 16S rRNA relative
expression. The error in fold changes for each gene was estimated by computing the standard
deviation for four replicates of the qRT-PCR measurements.
OpaR protein purification. An N-terminally 6x-His-tagged OpaR fusion protein gene was
constructed in the pET28a vector and purified following the procedure previous outlined by
Zhang et al. (75). Functionality of the his-tagged protein was confirmed by EMSAs.
EMSAs. A published master QS regulator binding site (MQSR) matrix (75) was used with the
position-specific scoring matrix (PSSM) program, PATSER (Regulatory Sequence Analysis
Tool) (30), to identify putative OpaR-binding sites in the regions upstream of the 11
transcription factors of interest (Table A.2). Transcription start sites were determined by
viewing the alignment of reads to the genome in the Seqman Pro (Lasergene, DNASTAR Inc.,
Madison, WI) browser and looking for a sharp cliff of at least ten reads in height upstream from
the translation start site. A candidate promoter region was designated from the end of the
adjacent upstream gene, to the +1 site of the gene of interest. These promoter regions were
cloned via PCR amplification using primers designed with a FAM label at the end closest to the
+1 site (Table A.2). The fragment was visualized using 1% agarose gel electrophoresis, purified
using the Qiaquick Gel Extraction kit (Qiagen) and quantified using a NanoPhotometer.
Purified His-OpaR in the concentration range of 0-400 nM, was used to test binding to
the putative promoters in reactions with 10 nM FAM-DNA and EMSA buffer (1 mM MgCl2, 0.5
mM EDTA, 0.5 mM DTT, 50 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl [pH7.5], 0.05 mg/ml poly d(I-C), 150
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µg/ml of BSA) (75). A control competition reaction with 100 nM unlabeled DNA and 100 nM
OpaR was performed to prove specificity of the binding. The reaction was visualized on a 4%,
5%, or 6% TBE (10.8 g/L Tris, 5.5 g/L boric acid, 4 ml 0.5M EDTA) polyacrylamide gel
depending on the size of the fragment (75) (Table A.2).
Putative small RNA (sRNA) identification. Putative sRNAs were identified using the
sRNAPredict 2 (39) and BSRD (37) prediction databases, which self-contained the
RIMD2210633 data for analysis. This cumulative list was then analyzed to determine the subset
of sRNAs identified in both databases. The RNA-Seq expression of the sRNAs from this
shortened list was determined as previously described above for the protein coding genes. In
addition, previously unidentified sRNAs were located using the intergenic regions of microarray
data (26) plus an examination of the RNA-Seq data to determine if the sRNA was real or part of
an untranslated region of a neighboring gene. Expression of one novel sRNA that was controlled
by OpaR and not previously predicted or deposited in a database was verified using qRT-PCR as
described above for the transcriptional regulators.
Accession numbers for data. The read data for the V. parahaemolyticus BB22OP LM5312
(opaR+) QS-proficient strain, and V. parahaemolyticus BB22TR LM5674 (∆opaR1) QSdeficient strain, have been deposited in the NCBI Sequence Read Archive (SRA) with accession
numbers GSM1297676 and GSM1297677, respectively. An Excel file summarizing the
differential gene expression in total counts and normalized RPM, using the BB22OP and
RIMD2210633 annotations, has been deposited in the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO)
database (GEO Accession GSE53639).
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Results
Overview of RNA-Seq data analysis of the OpaR regulon in V. parahaemolyticus. A
screening RNA-Seq analysis established the full scope of the V. parahaemolyticus OpaR regulon
by comparing the transcriptome of V. parahaemolyticus LM5312 (opaR+) and LM5674
(∆opaR1). The total RNA extracted from LM5312 and LM5674 had RNA integrity values
(RIN) of 9.8 and 10 respectively. Following rRNA depletion, approximately 30 million 50-bp
transcripts were obtained for each sample corresponding to an average gene coverage of more
than 300 times. Greater than 15% of the genome showed a two-fold or greater change in
expression between the opaR+ and ∆opaR1 samples (Fig. 3.1). Similar to what had been
observed in the microarray comparison (26), OpaR activated genes involved in capsular
polysaccharide production and the type VI secretion system located on chromosome 2 (T6SS2),
and repressed the type III secretion system 1 located on chromosome 1 (T3SS1), type VI
secretion system 1 (T6SS1), and the lateral flagellar regulon. Chromosome 1 has a total of 2848
predicted genes, of these 237 were activated two-fold or greater by OpaR and 219 were
repressed at least two-fold. Chromosome 2 has 1600 potential genes, 206 genes were activated
and 128 genes were repressed two-fold or more. The RNA-Seq data confirmed that OpaR plays
a significant role in global regulation of gene expression in V. parahaemolyticus BB22OP as had
been previously demonstrated via microarrays using an Affymetrix GeneChip designed to the V.
parahaemolyticus RIMD2210633 strain (25). The microarray data and RNA-Seq data showed a
high degree of similarity (Fig. A1). Only 18 genes appeared to exhibit expression changes in
opposite directions for these two platforms (Table A.3). Since six of the discordant genes from
chromosome 2 were phosphate transport related and two of the discordant genes from
chromosome 1 were DNA uptake related genes, it is likely that most of these minor differences
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in expression may be attributed to subtle differences in growth conditions.
Genes that are unique to V. parahaemolyticus BB22OP and not found in V.
parahaemolyticus RIMD2210633 were also analyzed to determine what limitations had been
imposed on the BB22OP transcriptome analysis by using the RIMD2210633 GeneChip.
Twenty-four genes that were regulated four-fold or greater by OpaR and had greater than 50
reads for at least one of the sequencing reactions were identified as being unique to BB22OP
(Table A.4). Three of these genes are on chromosome 2 and 21 are on chromosome 1. Of the 21
unique OpaR-regulated genes on chromosome 1, fourteen are found in an integron region that is
unique to the BB22OP strain (33). Twenty-one of the 24 unique genes are annotated as
hypothetical proteins, whereas the other three genes encode a putative lipase, an
acetyltransferase and a halogenase.
NCBI BLAST was used to analyze the homology of 21 genes encoding hypothetical
proteins to determine if a function could be assigned. VPBB_1425 shares 74 of its 132 base
pairs with the gene for an Rhs-family protein found in V. parahaemolyticus UCM-V493 with the
locus tag VPUCM_1621. However, the Rhs-family protein in UCM-V493 is 960 bp suggesting
that VPBB_1425 may be truncated. VPBB_2301 matches 116 bp of its 117 bp to a 117 bp gene
encoding glutamate-1-semialdehyde aminotransferase in V. parahaemolyticus O1:Kuk str.
FDA_R31 with the locus tag M634_14765. This suggests that VPBB_2301 should also be
annotated as encoding glutamate-1-semialdehyde aminotransferase.
Identification of transcriptional regulators in the OpaR regulon and validation of their
expression via qRT-PCR. The RNA-Seq data (Table A.4) and microarray data (previously
published (26)) were analyzed for OpaR-controlled transcription factors that were differentially
expressed four fold or greater between the LM5312 (opaR+) and LM5674 (∆opaR1) strains, using
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at least one of the two approaches. Eleven transcription factors were chosen for further study as
described above (Table 3.1) and qRT-PCR was performed to validate the changes in gene
expression observed in the Illumina sequencing.

Two separate RNA samples extracted

independently of the sample generated for RNA-Seq analysis were used. The expression of the
16S rRNA coding region was used as reference to normalize expression of other genes. Although
the ratios of change in expression obtained via RNA-Seq and qRT-PCR differed slightly, all genes
displayed similar trends in regulation (activation vs. repression) (Table 3.1). The two control
genes, rpoD and fliAP, had been previously demonstrated to be constitutively expressed in V.
parahaemolyticus BB22OP regardless of OpaR function (26).
EMSA analysis of OpaR-controlled transcription factors. A bioinformatics search using the
PATSER program (30) and a previously published LuxR family binding sequence (75) identified
putative binding sites upstream of eight of the 11 genes encoding transcription factors (Table
3.2). Two of the genes, VPBB_1558 (encoding the T3SS1 regulator ExsA) and VPBB_A0869
(encoding an ArsR-family regulator), appeared to be at the beginning of operons with predicted
OpaR-binding sites directly upstream of the transcription factor; whereas three of the regulatory
genes, VPBB_1307 (encoding an FhlA-family transcription factor), VPBB_1322 (encoding an
AsnC-family regulator), and VPBB_A1405 (encoding the flagellar regulator LafK), are located
within operons with the potential OpaR-binding site not directly upstream of the gene encoding
the transcription factor (Fig. 3.2). Three genes, VPBB_0645 (encoding a Crl-family regulator),
VPBB_2619 (encoding the low-cell density regulator AphA), and VPBB_A1319 (encoding the
capsule regulator CpsQ), are not part of an operon and have the putative binding site directly
upstream of the start site. It was predicted that OpaR would not bind the promoter regions of
VPBB_0491 (encoding another capsule regulator CpsR), VPBB_2530 (encoding a CsgD/VpsT-
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family regulator), or VPBB_A0554 (encoding an AraC-family regulator) because they lacked
potential binding sites. Most of the PATSER scores for the eight candidate binding sites were
between three and five (Table 3.2). Only three transcription factor genes, aphA, exsA, and lafK,
had upstream putative binding sites for OpaR with PATSER scores greater than seven, which is
the default setting for significance in PATSER.
Remarkably, the EMSA analysis demonstrated that OpaR bound nine of the 11 target
promoters (Fig. 3.3). Thus, the weaker scoring OpaR-binding sites appear to be functional. This
was clearly illustrated by the multiple shifted bands observed in several of the promoters. The
MQSR matrix (75) utilized with PATSER, in combination with the RNA-Seq data selecting for
highly regulated genes, appeared to be quite effective in identifying possible OpaR-binding sites
since even sequences with low scores appeared to be valid based on the EMSA results. OpaR
did not bind the promoter region of VPBB_2530 and VPBB_A0554 (Fig. 3.3), which were two
of the three genes that lacked predicted binding boxes. However, it did bind to the promoter of
VPBB_0491 with no predicted OpaR-binding site, illustrating that there are limits to the ability
of the bioinformatics tools to identify all possible OpaR targets. This in part may be due to the
fact that the MQSR matrix is not specific for OpaR, since binding sites for multiple LuxR
homologues were used to design it. Nevertheless, for the purpose of this study, the MQSR
matrix did serve as a useful tool to identify putative target genes for further EMSA analysis.
Bioinformatics analysis of RNA-Seq data to identify additional OpaR direct targets. Since
the bioinformatics method was quite effective in identifying putative OpaR targets, a second
purely theoretical bioinformatics approach was applied to the RNA-Seq data in an effort to identify
more OpaR direct targets. First, a list of genes with a five-fold or greater change in OpaRdependent expression was generated. The more stringent five-fold cut off was used to help
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decrease possible false positives. This initial list was then cross-referenced with 2702 putative
OpaR-binding sites with a PATSER score of 3 or higher identified by the PATSER program using
the MQSR matrix with the RIMD2210633 genome (42). The RIMD2210633 genome was utilized
since it was already accessible in the PATSER program and there were only five unique BB22OP
genes with greater than five-fold differential OpaR-dependent expression. This analysis yielded a
list that included eight of the 11 transcription factors of interest and 60 additional OpaR-controlled
genes that may have OpaR-binding sites in the V. parahaemolyticus BB22OP genome (Table A.5).
The 60 newly identified genes, not including the eight transcription factors, can be
classified into nine different categories. Sixteen genes appear to encode hypothetical proteins,
nine encode methyl-accepting chemotaxis related proteins, seven encode cell surface related
proteins, seven encode transporter proteins, seven encode regulatory or metabolic enzymes, three
genes encode lateral flagellar proteins, five encode proteins with domains predicted to be
involved in c-di-GMP synthesis or degradation, and one gene encodes the polar flagellar protein
FlhA. There are five remaining genes that do not classify into one of the above categories:
VPBB_1560 (encoding type III secretion regulator ExsC), VPBB_1309 (encoding type VI
secretion Hcp protein), VPBB_1336 (encoding SM-20-related protein), VPBB_1851 (encoding
cytochrome c4), and VPBB_2845 (encoding putative signal peptide protein). While further
analysis of these putative direct targets of OpaR was beyond the scope of this study, their
identification suggests that OpaR may directly control a variety of genes in V. parahaemolyticus.
After the BB22OP genome sequence became available in the PATSER database, an
analysis of the promoter regions of the five unique BB22OP genes regulated five-fold or more
by OpaR was similarly performed. Using these criterion, results indicated only one gene specific
to BB22OP as being theoretically directly regulated by OpaR. VPBB_A0413 is a gene encoding
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a hypothetical protein with a PATSER score of 7.8 and opaR+/ΔopaR1 RNA-Seq regulation of
0.11. The predicted OpaR binding site is -412 to -393 upstream of the start site (Table A.4).
Bioinformatics analysis of RNA-Seq data to identify putative sRNAs. Outputs from two
different published databases, BSRD (37) and sRNApredict2 (39), that utilized the V.
parahaemolyticus RIMD2210633 genome, were initially compared to help identify sRNAs
predicted to also exist in BB22OP. For Chromosome 1, sRNApredict2 predicted 50 candidate
sRNAs, BSRD predicted 45, but only 14 were predicted by both programs. The sRNApredict2
program identified 42 possible sRNAs for chromosome 2, while BSRD predicted 20, with only
six predicted by both programs. Both programs successfully predicted the five Qrrs believed to
control OpaR translation (37, 39).
The BB22OP RNA-Seq data validated expression of several predicted sRNAs described
above in at least one of the two strains examined. RPM values were computed for each of the
predicted sRNAs sequences from the two RNA-Seq samples, revealing six predicted sRNAs
found in one or both of the sRNA databases that were differentially regulated greater than fourfold by OpaR (Table 3.3). Four of the six sRNAs were too small for efficient qRT-PCR
validation, and since all of them were already deposited into public databases, no additional
analysis was performed. The BB22OP RNA-Seq data was also analyzed for differential
expression of novel sRNAs not predicted by the two databases by looking for the pileup of reads
mapping to intergenic regions. Two candidates were discovered to be possible OpaR controlled
sRNAs. One appears to be a 5’ untranslated region upstream of gene VPBB_1422 rather than a
distinct sRNA. VPBB_1422 (VP1517) encodes an Rhs-family protein; its upstream region was
similarly regulated in the microarray analysis (~34-fold). The second candidate has all the
characteristics of a sRNA. This putative sRNA, called Srr, is located between genes
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VPBB_1217 and VPBB_1218 on the VP B22OP chromosome 1. The Srr RNA was previously
identified as being part of the lateral flagellar regulon and was repressed 73-fold by OpaR (25,
26). The RNA-Seq data showed Srr as being repressed 222.69 ± 1.54 fold by OpaR (Table 3.3).
The existence of this novel sRNA was verified, and OpaR-control of its expression was validated
when subsequent qRT-PCR analysis demonstrated 167.93 ± 62.92-fold repression by OpaR.
Thus, along with the transcripts of the lateral flagellar genes, it is one of the most highly
regulated transcripts in the entire OpaR regulon.
Discussion
The recently published genome sequence of the V. parahaemolyticus strain BB22OP
revealed over 200 genes unique to the BB22OP strain that were not found in the previously
sequenced RIMD2210633 strain (33). Knowing there are differences in the two genomes
prompted an examination of the complete V. parahaemolyticus BB22OP transcriptome as
measured through RNA-Seq. Prior microarray data for V. parahaemolyticus BB22OP was
generated using a custom Affymetrix GeneChip designed using the first sequenced V.
parahaemolyticus genome of strain RIMD2210633. The OpaR regulon revealed by these two
analyses were found to correlate very highly with one another, with just 18 genes inversely
regulated in opaR+ versus ∆opaR1 BB22OP strains. Many of these discordant genes were
associated with phosphate transporters suggesting that differences in the medium and or water
utilized may have led to these minor discrepancies. The RNA-Seq data was further validated via
qRT-PCR for a select subset of 11 transcription factor genes that were highly regulated by OpaR
(Table 3.1). Although absolute levels of regulation observed in the microarray, RNA-Seq and
qRT-PCR were not identical, the direction of regulation (activation or repression) was confirmed
by all three methods and the degree of regulation was in a similar range (Table 3.1).
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The 11 transcription factors downstream of OpaR presumably play an essential role in
the regulatory network controlling phenotypic output critical to the survival and virulence of the
organism. Transcriptome analyses suggest four major themes with respect to the kinds of genes
that are controlled ultimately by OpaR. These include genes pertinent to (1) the cell surface and
adhesion, (2) virulence and cell-cell interactions including one type III and two type VI secretion
systems, (3) the surface-specific regulon including the lateral flagellar system, chemotaxis and
the swarm-specific sRNA, and (4) other functions such as competency (Fig. 3.4).
Of the 11 transcription factors in the OpaR regulon under investigation in this study, the
roles of many have been previously examined in V. parahaemolyticus. The regulators CpsR and
CpsQ control capsule production (21, 27). Recent findings show that the AsnC family protein
VPBB_1322 and the FhlA family protein VPBB_1307 play roles in the regulation of the type VI
secretion system in V. parahaemolyticus (58). ExsA, an AraC-family regulator, controls the
T3SS1 in V. parahaemolyticus similar to its role in type-three secretion in other organisms such
as Pseudomonas aeruginosa (9, 24, 52). The sigma 54-dependent flagellar regulatory protein
LafK is known to play a role in swarming motility (8, 24, 32, 61). AphA, is a known quorumsensing regulator that is active primarily at low cell densities. (75). A mutant with a transposon
insertion in the AraC-type regulatory gene VBB_A0554 has a striking biofilm phenotype (19).
The roles of the other three transcription factors are less well defined in V. parahaemolyticus, but
their homologues have been studied in other bacterial species. Crl is a transcriptional activator
of the curli formation and fibronectin binding in Escherichia coli (3). The ArsR-type regulator is
part of a potential operon encoding a cation efflux transporter; many ArsR family proteins are
metalloregulators (10). VPBB_2530 is a predicted c-di-GMP binding protein homologous to
CpsQ and VpsT (21, 35).
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EMSA analysis confirmed that the genes for nine transcriptional regulators, were direct
targets of OpaR while the genes for the remaining two transcription factors appear to be
indirectly controlled by OpaR and therefore located further downstream in the regulon (Fig. 3.4).
Understanding more about each regulator, what it controls specifically in V. parahaemolyticus,
and how it fits into the cascade of quorum-sensing regulations, can help further understand how
V. parahaemolyticus switches from the nonpathogenic to pathogenic states and is capable of
living in several different environments.
The previously designed MQSR box (75) proved to be useful for the theoretical
identification of OpaR direct targets when utilized in combination with the RNA-Seq data (75).
OpaR was experimentally determined to bind to a number of sites with low scores in the
PATSER program. Since the MQSR box was created using all of the LuxR homologue binding
sites, it is perhaps not unexpected that some functional binding sites would have lower scores. In
addition to the nine transcription factors experimentally confirmed to be direct targets of OpaR,
this work has identified 60 other putative targets direct as well as numerous indirect proteincoding targets of OpaR, and 6 sRNAs predicted in published databases that are differentially
expressed by OpaR. In addition, both the microarray and RNA-Seq data have revealed a highly
regulated, novel sRNA that is controlled by OpaR. Altogether this study has identified a large
number of OpaR-regulated genes. The hierarchy of direct and indirect gene control during
quorum sensing is starting to become clear and further study of the roles of the OpaR controlled
transcriptional regulators will help to elucidate the downstream quorum sensing cascade critical
for ultimately regulating virulence gene expression.
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Tables
Table 3.1: Validation of transcription factors highly regulated by OpaR via qRT-PCR
BB22OP ID RIMD
Annotation Mode of
Microarray opaR+/
opaR+/
a
2210633
OpaR
Data
ΔopaR1
ΔopaR1
b
ID
Regulation
RNA-Seq
qRT-PCRc
Chromosome 1
VPBB_0491 VP0514
cpsR
activated
3.10 ± 0.31
5.76
12.87 ± 5.86
VPBB_0645 VP0675
crl family
activated
4.91 ± 0.27
1.98
3.50 ± 1.37
VPBB_2530 VP2710
csgD/vpsT
activated
6.06 ± 0.94
2.45
2.88 ± 1.05
family
VPBB_1307 VP1391
fhlA
repressed 0.03 ± 0.01
0.06
0.31 ± 0.13
VPBB_1322 VP1407 asnC family repressed 0.11 ± 0.01
0.32
0.12 ± 0.03
VPBB_1558 VP1699
exsA
repressed 0.15 ± 0.02
0.29
0.30 ± 0.16
VPBB_2619 VP2762
aphA
repressed 0.24 ± 0.02
0.20
0.26 ± 0.07
Chromosome 2
VPBB_A05 VPA060 araC family activated
5.12 ± 0.57
6.12
3.43 ± 0.90
54
6
VPBB_A08 VPA094 arsR family
activated
4.38 ± 0.65
8.05
3.20 ± 1.74
69
7
VPBB_A13 VPA144
cpsQ
activated
3.54 ± 0.24
8.14
3.62 ± 0.19
19
6
VPBB_A14 VPA153
lafK
repressed
0.02 ±
0.01
0.01 ± 0.01
05
8
0.003
Controls
VPBB_0387 VP0404
rpoD
none
0.99 ± 0.02
0.93
0.65 ± 0.10
VPBB_2050 VP2232 fliAP (Polar)
none
0.39 ± 0.25
0.50
0.75 ± 0.19
a
For the microarray data, the standard deviation of the normalized expression in four biological
replicates of the ∆opaR1 strain was compared to three biological replicates of opaR+ strains.
b
RNA-Seq data is fold change of the opaR+ strain gene expression divided by the ∆opaR1 strain
gene expression. Error for the ratios of normalized gene expression levels were conservatively
estimated using the standard deviation ratios across the majority of genes with less than 4-fold
change. The standard deviation for chromosome 1 is 1.53 and the error for chromosome 2 is
1.59.
c
The error in fold changes for each gene was estimated by computing the standard deviation for
four replicates of the qRT-PCR measurements.
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Table 3.2: Predicted OpaR-binding sites in promoters of select transcription factorsa
Transcription
Score
OpaROpaRSequence (5’ to 3’)e
factor: BB22OP
binding
binding
(RIMD2210633)/
site 5’ end site 3’ end
annotation
3.73
-57
-38
AAAAAATAATAATCATTATT
VPBB_0645
(VP0675) crl family
4.39
-296
-277
TATTGGATAAAAAACCAATA
VPBB_1307
(VP1391) fhlA
5
-263
-244
TAATAATAAATTGATTCAAT
b
family
3.34
-259
-240
AATAAATTGATTCAATTTTA
4.74
-255
-236
AATTGATTCAATTTTAAAAA
3.48
-397
-378
AACTATCAAAATAGGCATTT
VPBB_1322
(VP1407) asnC
3.26
-388
-369
AATAGGCATTTCAACCATTA
c
family
3.72
-287
-268
TAATAAAAAAACACCTAATA
4.14
-272
-253
TAATATTAAGTTTATTAAAA
5.06
-264
-245
AGTTTATTAAAATGTTCATT
6.35
-182
-163
AATTGATATTAATATTAGGA
5.59
-99
-80
TTTTATCTATAAAATCAGAA
5.9
-40
-21
AATAAAAAAATCTATCTTTA
3.69
-26
-7
TCTTTATTATTTTATTATCA
5.37
-23
-4
TTATTATTTTATTATCAACT
3.38
-369
-350
TAATTTTTATTATCATATTA
VPBB_1558
(VP1699) exsA
3.89
-366
-347
TTTTTATTATCATATTAGTA
6.71
-362
-343
TATTATCATATTAGTAATTT
7.97
-354
-335
TATTAGTAATTTAATTTATT
4.47
-342
-323
AATTTATTCTAATATAAAAA
5.74
-283
-264
AATAGACTTATAAGAAAGTA
3.92
-79
-60
AAATAACAACAAACAAAGTA
3.54
-299
-280
TATTAACTACAAAATAACTC
VPBB_2619
(VP2762) aphA
10.35
-279
-260
TATTGAGTATTATGTTAGTT
4.06
-94
-75
TACTTATACATTAAAAAACT
3.81
-23
-4
TATTGACCATTTGGATTGAA
5.59
-123
-104
TATAATTAACTAAATTAGAA
VPBB_A0869
(VPA0947) arsR5.58
-90
-71
ATTTATCTAAATTCACAATT
family
4.63
-47
-28
TATTGTTTTAGTAATATCTA
3.53
-39
-20
TAGTAATATCTAATTTAGTT
4
-133
-114
TTTTGTTTCTGTTTTTAATA
VPBB_A1319
(VPA1446) cpsQ
5.26
-121
-102
TTTTAATAAATTAGTAATTC
3.11
-46
-27
TGCTGATAATTAACTACGAA
4.06
-39
-20
AATTAACTACGAAATTAAGA
4.89
-214
-195
CATTTATAAATCGGTTAATA
VPBB_A1405
d
(VPA1538) lafK
3.63
-198
-179
AATAAATTAAAATAGCAACT
7.26
-122
-103
TTATTATAAAAAAATTAATA
3.91
-118
-99
TATAAAAAAATTAATATAAA
4.21
-116
-97
TAAAAAAATTAATATAAATA
58

4.76
3.59

-113
-110

-94
-91

a

AAAAATTAATATAAATAGTT
AATTAATATAAATAGTTGTT

Putative binding sites identified through PATSER using MQSR matrix (75)
Scores and locations are upstream of VPBB_1307 (VP1392), the first gene of the operon.
c
Scores and locations are upstream of VPBB_1322 (VP1409), the first gene of the operon.
d
Scores and locations are upstream of VPBB_A1405 (VPA1538), the first gene of the operon.
b
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Table 3.3: Putative sRNAs and 5’-untranslated leaders regulated four-fold or more by
OpaR
sRNA ID
Flanking BB22OP genes
Length Mode of
opaR+/ΔopaR1
(bp)
OpaR
RNA-Seqf
Regulation
Chromosome 1:
Candidatea 18
VPBB_2071-VPBB_2072
93d
repressed
0.15
a
d
Candidate 33
VPBB_2279-VPBB_2280
133
repressed
0.15
Srr (swarm-specific
VPBB_1217-VPBB_1218
190e
repressed
0.005
RNA)b
Chromosome 2:
Cyclic di-GMP-II
VPBB_A1460-VPBB_A1461
105d
repressed
0.07
c
Riboswitch
MicXc
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Due to the qRT-PCR size and primer requirements, sRNA expression was not further validated.
Only the Srr was confirmed via qRT-PCR since it was not part of one of the existing sRNA
databases.
e
The approximate genomic location of Srr is 1354895-1355085 bp and Candidate 12 is
1776278-1776403 bp. Due to the lack of strand specific data, the location of the other sRNAs
was not determined, although all sRNAs were observed in the RNA-Seq data.
f
RNA-Seq data is fold change of the opaR+ strain gene expression divided by the ∆opaR1 strain
gene expression. Error for the ratios of normalized gene expression levels were conservatively
estimated using the standard deviation ratios across the majority of genes with less than 4-fold
change. The standard deviation for chromosome 1 is 1.53 and the error for chromosome 2 is
1.59.
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Figures

Figure 3.1 Differential mRNA expression controlled by OpaR in V. parahaemolyticus.
Graphical representation of the RNA-Seq data from V. parahaemolyticus BB22OP strain
LM5312 (opaR+) and BB22TR strain LM5674 (∆opaR1) for Chromosome 1 (Panel A) and
Chromosome 2 (Panel B). The RPM change of normalized expression for most genes (unfilled
circles) falls around a line with a slope of 1, indicating that they are equally expressed in both
strains. Points with lighter tone are controlled by OpaR greater than 2-fold and the darker points
are controlled by OpaR greater than 4-fold with green shades highlighting activated genes and
red shades highlighting repressed genes.
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Figure 3.2 Organization of select gene loci of V. parahaemolyticus in the OpaR regulon.
Cartoon gene maps, not to scale, are provided for the promoter regions and gene organization
near OpaR-regulated transcription factors identified through the RNA-Seq data analysis. Dark
green arrows represent genes of transcription factors activated by OpaR, dark red arrows indicate
genes of repressed transcription factors and the lighter arrows illustrate other genes in the
operons of interest. The diamonds represent predicted OpaR-binding sites from PATSER data
(see Table 3.2 for specific locations and scores).
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Figure 3.3 EMSA analysis of putative OpaR direct targets. Each panel is labeled with the
promoter being analyzed. The black arrow indicates unbound DNA and the grey arrow indicates
the DNA shift due to bound OpaR, with additional complexes with higher mobility present at
some promoters. The concentration of FAM-labeled DNA probe in all lanes is 10 nM. The lanes
within each panel (left to right) consist of the following: DNA probe with 0 nM, 25 nM, 50 nM,
100 nM OpaR, 200 nM or 400 nM OpaR. The sample in the far right lane contains DNA probe
plus 100 nM of OpaR with 100 nM unlabeled DNA for competition. Gene names are:
VPBB_0491 (cpsR), VPBB_0645 (crl family), VPBB_2530 (cspD/vpsT family), VPBB_1307
(fhlA family), VPBB_1322 (asnC family), VPBB_1558 (exsA), VPBB_2619 (aphA),
VPBB_A0554 (araC family), VPBB_A0869 (ars family), VPBB_A1319 (cpsQ family), and
VPBB_A1405 (lafK).
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Figure 3.4 Model of OpaR regulon highlighting downstream transcription factors.
Downstream targets of OpaR include 11 transcription factors differentially regulated by OpaR
four-fold or more. The genes controlling nine of the transcription factors are directly controlled
by OpaR, as indicated by the solid lines. VPA0606 (AraC family protein) and VP2710
(CsgD/VpsT family protein) appear to be indirectly regulated as indicated by the dashed lines.
Blue indicates genes about which some experimental data with relation to hierarchical control
has been obtained in V. parahaemolyticus.
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Abstract
Pantoea stewartii subsp. stewartii is a proteobacterium that causes Stewart’s wilt disease
in corn plants. The bacteria form a biofilm in the xylem of infected plants and produce capsule
that blocks water transport, eventually causing wilt. At low cell densities, the quorum-sensing
(QS) regulatory protein EsaR is known to directly repress expression of esaR itself as well as the
genes for the capsular synthesis operon transcription regulator, rcsA, and a 2,5-diketogluconate
reductase, dkgA. It simultaneously directly activates expression of genes for a putative small
RNA, esaS, the glycerol utilization operon, glpFKX, and another transcriptional regulator, lrhA.
At high bacterial cell densities, all of this regulation is relieved when EsaR binds an acylated
homoserine lactone signal, which is synthesized constitutively over growth. QS-dependent gene
expression is critical for the establishment of disease in the plant. However, the identity of the
full set of genes controlled by EsaR/QS is unknown. A proteomic approach previously identified
around 30 proteins in the QS regulon. In this study, a whole-transcriptome, next-generation
sequencing analysis of rRNA-depleted RNA from QS-proficient and -deficient P. stewartii
strains was performed to identify additional targets of EsaR. EsaR-dependent transcriptional
regulation of a subset of differentially expressed genes was confirmed by quantitative reverse
transcription-PCR (qRT-PCR). Electrophoretic mobility shift assays demonstrated that EsaR
directly bound 10 newly identified target promoters. Overall, the QS regulon of P. stewartii
orchestrates three major physiological responses: capsule and cell envelope biosynthesis, surface
motility and adhesion, and stress response.
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Introduction
Stewart’s wilt is a disease affecting maize cultivars caused by the proteobacterium
Pantoea stewartii subsp. stewartii. Transmission to plants is possible through an insect vector,
the corn flea beetle Chaetocnema pulicaria, which carries the bacterium in its alimentary canal
and transmits it during feeding (1). P. stewartii possesses a hypersensitivity response and
pathogenicity (hrp-hrc) type III secretion system (T3SS) which deploys Wts (water-soaking)
effectors that are responsible for water-soaked lesions in leaves during the early stages of
infection (2). In the later stages of infection, the bacteria colonize the xylem and form a biofilm
by secreting the exopolysaccharide stewartan. The formation of biofilm blocks water flow and
leads to wilting, necrosis, and even death, causing severe reductions in crop yield (3). Stewart’s
wilt is a serious concern for susceptible sweet corn hybrids (1). Bacterial wilt diseases that cause
disease by blockage of the vascular systems are seen in many other economically important plant
species, such as the bacterial wilt of cucurbit by Erwinia tracheiphila (4), black rot of
cruciferous plants by Xanthomonas campestris (5), Pierce disease of grapes caused by Xylella
fastidiosa (6), and the broadhost- range plant pathogen Ralstonia solanacearum (7).
In P. stewartii, the production of stewartan is temporally controlled by a cell densitydependent quorum-sensing (QS) system regulated by the transcription factor EsaR, a homologue
of LuxR from Vibrio fischeri (8). (EsaR is the only LuxR homologue in the P. stewartii genome
besides SdiA [9].) EsaR controls stewartan production at low cell densities by repressing
expression of rcsA, which encodes a transcriptional activator of the capsular synthesis operon
(10). EsaR senses changes in cell density by recognizing an acylated homoserine lactone (AHL)
signal, N-3-oxo-hexanoyl-Lhomoserine lactone, which is synthesized by the cognate AHL
synthase, EsaI. Production of AHL is constitutive during growth in P. stewartii; thus the
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concentration of AHL in the surrounding medium serves as an indicator of population density. In
the absence of AHL, EsaR binds to specific 20-bp regulatory sequences in promoter regions
called esa boxes and represses or activates transcription of downstream genes. At high cell
density, AHL binds to EsaR and hinders its ability to bind to DNA, leading to derepression or
deactivation of gene expression (8).
The quorum-sensing system of P. stewartii DC283 (SS104) (11), isolated in Illinois
during 1967, has been intensively studied. Both esaR and esaI were rendered inactive via a 521bp deletion that overlaps the ends of the two convergently transcribed genes (12). This DC283
ESΔIR strain is considered to be QS deficient. However, when complemented with esaR
expressed from its native promoter (pSVB60) (8), the strain becomes constitutively QS
proficient since there is no AHL production to inactivate EsaR. Using DC283 ESΔIR (pSVB60)
as a QS-proficient strain and DC283 ESΔIR (pBBR1MCS-3) with the vector control as a QS
deficient strain, a proteomic analysis by Ramachandran and Stevens has shown that the QS
regulon in P. stewartii consists of at least 30 proteins (13). In addition to RcsA, the production of
three other proteins was shown to be directly regulated by EsaR, DkgA (2,5-diketogluconate
reductase), which is repressed at low cell densities, and LrhA (a repressor of chemotaxis,
adhesion, and motility) and GlpFKX (glycerol utilization proteins), which are activated at low
cell densities (13). However, proteomic approaches suffer from a limitation in the detection of
the protein product. Thus, in this study high-throughput sequencing of RNA transcripts (RNASeq) analysis was used as a screen for the identification of additional genes in the QS-regulon of
P. stewartii. Bioinformatic tools, quantitative reverse transcription-PCR (qRT-PCR), and
electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSAs) were employed during the analysis of select
targets in the regulon. Ten newly identified promoters were found to be directly bound and
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regulated by EsaR. Importantly, regulation of three physiological functions, capsule production,
surface motility/adhesion, and stress response, appears to be coordinately controlled by EsaR.
Materials and Methods
RNA purification and rRNA depletion for RNA-Seq. Cultures of P. stewartii, DC283
ESΔIR(pSVB60), a QS-proficient esaR+ ΔesaI strain, and DC283 ESΔIR(pBBR1MCS-3), a QSdeficient ΔesaR ΔesaI strain (13), grown overnight at 30°C were used to inoculate 5 ml of RM
medium (1X M9 salts, 2% Casamino Acids, 1 mM MgCl2 [8]) supplemented with tetracycline
(10 µg/ml) and grown to an optical density at 600 nm (OD600) of 0.5. Ten milliliters of RNA
Protect reagent (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) was added and incubated with cells for 5 min at room
temperature to stabilize mRNA before samples were centrifuged for 10 min at 5,000 x g. Cell
pellets were resuspended in 200 µl of TE buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM EDTA, pH 7.0)
supplemented with 15 mg/ml lysozyme (Qiagen) and 30 mAU/ml (where AU is arbitrary units)
proteinase K (Qiagen). QIAzol lysis reagent was then added, and the total RNA was harvested
using an miRNeasy kit (Qiagen) per the manufacturer’s protocol. The quantity and quality of
total RNA were assessed on an Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100 at the Virginia Bioinformatics Institute
(VBI, Blacksburg, VA). Total RNA of each sample was depleted for rRNA using a Ribo-Zero
rRNA removal kit for Gram-negative bacteria (Epicentre, Madison, WI) per the manufacturer’s
protocol. The rRNA-depleted sample was assessed for quality, including rRNA removal, prior to
sample processing for Illumina sequencing (VBI) with single paired-end 50-bp reads.
Processing of Illumina sequencing data. The P. stewartii subsp. stewartii transcriptome
sequencing read files in FASTQ format were transformed into FASTA format using the SeqIO
module of BioPython (14), version 1.63 (www.biopython.org), through Python, version 2.7.6.
Then the stand-alone BLAST+ suite (15, 16), version 2.2.29
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(ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/executables/ blast+/2.2.29/), was used to align the reads to the
partially assembled version 5b (v5b) P. stewartii DC283 genome sequence provided on the
ASAP website (9). First, a BLAST database and its index were created using the FASTA files
for each of the samples with the makeblastdb and makembindex BLAST+ routines. Second, for
each sample, stand-alone blastn (-task megablast) queries were performed using the nucleotide
sequences for the P. stewartii DC283 protein-coding genes against the BLAST databases for
each sample with a maximum E value of 1.e-10 for alignment. The table format output (-outfmt
6) of each blastn query was subsequently processed using an awk-based shell script to count and
list the total number of BLAST hits for each of the protein-coding genes in the P. stewartii
subspecies stewartii data set. Although the BLAST alignment is slower than other alignment
algorithms (such as Burrows-Wheeler Aligner [17]), every step uses analysis tools that can
repeatedly be used for each protein-coding gene and for any other transcribed sequence (18).
Since read hits are counted only if the alignments to the reference sequences are sufficiently
close (e-value, <1.e-10), no quality filtering is required, and no biases are introduced by
preprocessing the reads using quality scores. The one caveat with this pipeline is that reads can
be counted as hits to multiple genes so that differential expression levels for paralogues with
sufficient sequence similarity will be difficult to determine without further analysis. Subsequent
data processing was done using Microsoft Excel and Lasergene (DNASTAR, Inc., Madison,
WI). Analysis of +1 transcription start sites was performed by viewing the alignment on reads
for the presence of a sharp cliff of at least 10 reads when they were viewed in the Seqman Pro
(Lasergene) browser. The analysis described above was repeated for the updated genome,
version 8 (v8), made available on the ASAP website. Normalized gene expression levels in the
two samples were determined by first removing all of the potentially repetitive transposases,
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insertion element sequences, and unnamed hypothetical proteins and normalizing the read counts
to the total number of reads aligned to the remaining genes in each sample. The error bars for the
ratios of normalized gene expression levels were conservatively estimated using the standard
deviation of the log (base 2) ratios across all genes. This error estimate assumes that the overall
difference in expression levels between the two samples is a good surrogate for biological
replicates and that a multiplicative biological/sample preparation error dominates over the purely
technical sampling errors (18).
A CKS number given for each gene in the text refers to the locus tag by which the genes
are identified in the P. stewartii DC283 genome at the ASAP website
(asap.ahabs.wisc.edu/asap/home.php) (9).
EMSAs. FAM (6-carboxyfluorescein)-labeled forward and unlabeled reverse primers (IDTDNA, Inc., Coralville, IA) (Table 4.1) were used to generate FAM-labeled DNA fragments. A
His-maltose binding protein (MBP)-glycine linker-tagged EsaR protein (HMGE) was purified as
previously described (19) with the following modifications. To ensure only DNA-bindingcompetent protein was used in the EMSAs, the purified HMGE was passed through a HiTrap
Heparin HP column (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Piscataway, NJ) and eluted using 10 mM
NaH2PO4 buffer with a gradient of 0 to 800 mM NaCl. HMGE was then transferred into the
EMSA binding buffer (20 mM HEPES, 1 mM EDTA, 30 mM KCl and 10% glycerol, pH 7.4)
using a 5-ml desalting column (GE Healthcare Life Sciences). HMGE (0 to 100 nM) was
incubated with 5 nM FAM-labeled DNA for 30 min in EMSA reaction buffer [20 mM HEPES, 1
mM EDTA, 30 mM KCl, 0.2% Tween 20, 10 mM (NH4)2SO4, 50 ng/µl poly (dI-dC), 150 µg/ml
acetylated bovine serum albumin (BSA), 10% glycerol, pH 7.4] in a total reaction volume of 20
µl. The post incubation reaction products were separated on pre-chilled 4.5% Tris-glycine-
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EDTA native PAGE mini gels (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA) at 80 V for 2 h. Visualization was
achieved through a Typhoon Trio Variable Mode Imager (GE Healthcare, Life Sciences) using
the blue laser.
qRT-PCR. P. stewartii DC283 ESIR(pSVB60) QS-proficient and DC283 ESIR
(pBBR1MCS-3) QS-deficient cells were grown, treated with RNA Protect (Qiagen), and
harvested as described above for RNA-Seq. RNA was quantified using a NanoPhotometer
(Implen, Westlake Village, CA) and checked for quality using an Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100
(VBI). All RNA integrity number (RIN) values were above 9.5. The extracted RNA was
converted to cDNA using a High Capacity cDNA reverse transcription kit (Life Technologies,
Grand Island, NY) per the manufacturer’s instructions. The cDNA was quantified using a
NanoPhotometer (Implen), checked for purity by measuring absorbance ratios at 260/280nmand
260/230 nm, and used as the template in a 7300 Real-Time PCR System (Applied
Biosystems/Life Technologies). The primer pairs (Table 4.2) for qRT-PCR analysis were
designed using Primer Express, version 3.0 (Life Technologies), and optimized to 100% ±10%
efficiency using cloned coding regions of each gene as the template. Primers used for cloning
control template regions into pGEM-T (Promega, Fitchburg, WI) are listed in Table 4.2.
Parameters for qRT-PCR primer design were set as the following: 18 to 24 bp in length, a
melting temperature (Tm) of 64°C, and amplicon length of 80 to 120 bp. Template DNA (either
plasmid or cDNA) was used at concentrations ranging from 0.001 ng to 80 ng per 25-µl reaction
mixture containing 300 nM (each) specific forward and reverse primer and 2x SYBR green PCR
master mix (Life Technologies) diluted to a 1x concentration with distilled H2O (dH2O).
Reactions were carried out in triplicate in a MicroAmp Optical 96-well reaction plate (Life
Technologies) on samples from two separate experiments. The thermal cycler settings were
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programmed for 95°C for 10 min and 45 cycles of 95°C for 15 s and either 60°C, 62°C, or 64°C
for 1 min, depending on the primer pair (Table 4.2). This last step was also set as the data
collection point. A dissociation stage was added at the end of the PCR run to confirm specific
product amplification. The data obtained were analyzed through 7300 System SDS RQ software,
version 1.4 (Life Technologies), using an automated cycle threshold, and relative expression was
calculated using the Pfaffl method (20).
Accession numbers. The read data for the P. stewartii DC283 ESIR (pSVB60) QS-proficient
esaR+ esaI strain and DC283 ESIR (pBBR1MCS-3) QS-deficient esaR esaI strain have
been deposited in the NCBI Sequence Read Archive (SRA) under accession numbers
SRX529441 and SRX530931, respectively. An Excel file summarizing differential gene
expression in total counts and normalized read counts per million aligned reads (RPM), using
both versions of the P. stewartii DC283 genome (v5b and v8) annotation, has been deposited in
the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database under accession number GSE57635.
Results
RNA-Seq analysis of the QS regulon in P. stewartii. An RNASeq analysis was performed as a
screen to identify genes in the EsaR regulon using rRNA depleted RNA from the QS-proficient
esaR+ esaI strain and the QS-deficient esaR esaI strain described above (13). Thirty million
reads of 50 bp in length were obtained for each sample that aligned with nearly 100X coverage
for most genes when aligned to the 5,353 protein-coding sequences in the v5b annotation of the
P. stewartii DC283 genome available at the ASAP database (9). Since the draft genome of P.
stewartii contains many identical (or nearly identical) transposases and insertion sequences (e.g.,
IS66), these were excluded, along with all unnamed hypothetical proteins, from the analysis
during normalization of reads. From the refined data set of 3,683 protein-coding genes, 260
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genes were differentially regulated 2-fold or more in the two strains (see Table B.1 in the
supplemental material). Of these, 184 genes were repressed by EsaR, and 76 genes were
activated (Fig. 4.1; see also Table B.1).
The mRNA transcripts for the EsaR-repressed rcsA gene (CKS- 2570) were 5.8-fold
higher in the QS-deficient strain. In addition, two previously identified EsaR direct targets, dkgA
(CKS-0482) and lrhA (CKS-2075), were repressed 6.8-fold and activated 3.2- fold, respectively,
consistent with published results (13). However, the data did not show any significant change in
expression of the glpFKX operon (CKS-1089, -1090, and -1091), which had been previously
identified (13) as a directly activated target of EsaR using the same growth medium and
conditions. Of the previously identified QS regulon proteins found using a proteomic analysis,
the genes for four others also showed a 2-fold or more change in mRNA expression in the
presence of EsaR: CKS-2200 (ahpF) activated 2.5-fold, CKS-5250 (degP) activated 2.7-fold,
CKS-0369 (osmC) repressed 2.0-fold, and CKS-5070 (osmY) repressed 4.3-fold. The gene
expression levels for the remaining proteins identified in the proteomic analysis of the EsaR
regulon showed changes less than 2-fold. Thus, while there was some overlap in the QScontrolled genes identified, the proteomic and transcriptomic approaches collectively identified a
larger regulon than either method individually.
To complete the survey of differentially expressed transcripts, the changes in expression
levels of 1,219 unnamed hypothetical protein-encoding genes in the v5b P. stewartii genome
were also analyzed. The expression levels of an additional 190 hypothetical proteins were found
to be changed 2-fold or greater (see Table B.2 in the supplemental material). However, the
analysis of these uncharacterized open reading frames was beyond the scope of this study.
When all of the reads were mapped to the 58 scaffolds for the partially assembled v5b P.
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stewartii DC283 genome, some mRNA reads were seen to align to noncoding regions of the
genome, indicating the presence of possible noncoding small RNAs (sRNAs) and additional
regulatory systems. For example, the gene for EsaS, an sRNA activated by EsaR (19), was found
to be activated 15.2-fold in the QS-proficient strain (data not shown). The mapped transcriptome
also allows visualization of 5’ untranslated regions, aiding in the prediction of transcriptional
start sites, upstream regulatory elements, and genome assembly.
Bioinformatics approach to identify direct targets of EsaR. To identify additional genes that
are directly regulated by the master QS regulator EsaR, a bioinformatics approach was first
attempted. Such an approach was attractive as it helps in reducing the number of possible targets
in the large amounts of data available from high-throughput analyses like RNA-Seq. A position
specific weight matrix (PSWM) was constructed using the alignment of eight published 20-bp
EsaR binding sites (esa boxes) (13). Using the PATSER program (21), the entire P. stewartii
database was scanned to identify promoters that possess an esa box with similarity to the
PSWM. This list was next cross-referenced with the list of differentially expressed mRNAs
determined through RNA-Seq to identify genes that were regulated at least 2-fold. Eight genes
were identified, including three previously known genes, esaR, dkgA, and lrhA, which possessed
high-scoring esa boxes in the PATSER program (Table 4.3). EMSAs were carried out on the
promoters of the five remaining genes. Only one promoter, PCKS-0678, was found to be bound by
the His-MBP-glycine linker- EsaR fusion protein (HMGE) (19), a biologically active fusion
protein of EsaR, and the shift was successfully competed by the PesaR28-specific competitor, a
28-bp DNA fragment that includes the esaR box (8) (Fig. 4.2). As positive and negative controls,
the 181-bp PdkgA promoter probe (13) and a 32-bp multiple cloning site (MCS) from pUC18
generated by annealing complementary primers were used, respectively (Fig. 4.2). Of the
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remaining five promoters, four were not bound by EsaR, despite possessing very high-scoring
predicted esa boxes. However, one predicted promoter for CKS-0970 (uspB), PuspB, was bound
very weakly by EsaR at the highest concentration of the protein used. Analysis of the region
upstream of uspB revealed a divergently transcribed gene, CKS-0971 (uspA), repressed 2.3 times
by EsaR in the RNA-Seq data (Table 4.3) and possessing a lower-scoring esa box in its
promoter, possibly shared with uspB. An EMSA revealed that this promoter, PuspA, is strongly
bound by EsaR, possibly regulating both uspA and uspB (Fig. 4.2). Taken together, these
findings suggest that the scoring and sorting of potential targets primarily based on predicted
PSWM scores were not highly effective, possibly due to the limitations of the bioinformatics
tools applied or the consensus sequence utilized.
Validating transcriptional control and identifying highly regulated putative EsaR direct
targets. A different set of criteria was established to improve the potential list of predicted direct
targets of EsaR starting with the differentially expressed genes seen in the RNA-Seq analysis.
Promoters of the most differentially regulated genes that possessed a clear transcriptional start
site (+1) and a possible EsaR binding site in or around the +1 site were analyzed. This approach
placed less emphasis on the scoring of the possible esa boxes. Sequences annotated as
transposases, insertion elements, or hypothetical or putative proteins were excluded from the
analysis. Twenty-six fully annotated genes that were differentially expressed 4-fold or more in
the presence of EsaR were studied for predicted +1 sites. A potential +1 site was characterized
by a sharp rise in the number of aligned reads at a particular nucleotide residue upstream of the
ATG start codon in the mapping of reads to the assembled v5b scaffold containing the gene. The
+1 site of previously known direct targets of EsaR showed similar sharp rises. The putative EsaR
binding sites were then identified upstream of the +1 sites using the PATSER program as
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described above (21). Of the 26 genes regulated 4-fold or higher, eight genes did not possess a
clear +1 site and were not analyzed further. Four other genes were targets seen previously, esaI,
esaR, rcsA, and dkgA. The remaining 14 genes, putatively controlled by 12 promoters, were
analyzed further (Table 4.4). Quantitative RT-PCR was first performed to validate the changes in
gene expression observed in the Illumina sequencing. Two separate RNA samples extracted
independently of the sample generated for RNA-Seq analysis were used. The 16S rRNA coding
region was used as a reference to normalize expression of other genes. All genes showed levels
of regulation fairly similar to those seen in RNA-Seq analysis, except CKS-3373 and CKS-2413
(elaB), which appeared to be minimally regulated in qRT-PCR, and CKS-2708 (wceG2), which
was downregulated 14.7-fold in the presence of EsaR in the qRT-PCR assays but only 4.2-fold
in RNA-Seq analysis. Although the ratios of change in expression obtained via RNA-Seq and
qRTPCR differed slightly, all genes displayed similar trends in regulation (activation versus
repression) (Fig. 4.3).
EMSAs of putative EsaR direct targets. The 12 putative EsaR controlled promoters (Table
4.4) were subsequently analyzed for direct binding using EMSAs with the same positive and
negative controls described above. Eight promoters were shown to bind the His-MBP-glycine
linker–EsaR fusion protein (HMGE) (19), and the shift was successfully outcompeted in the
presence of a specific competitor, the 28-bp PesaR28 DNA fragment (8) (Fig. 4.4). The gene
promoters that were directly bound are upstream of CKS- 0458, CKS-1103, CKS-0606 (yciF),
CKS-0881, CKS-2247 (wceL), CKS-5070 (osmY), CKS-2708 (wceG2), and CKS-2413 (elaB).
Three promoters for the genes CKS-3373, CKS-4689, and CKS- 2172 (lysP) did not bind
HMGE. However, a fourth promoter for CKS-4672 (yjbE), PyjbE, did exhibit weak binding at the
highest concentration of HMGE used. The promoter of CKS-3373, which failed to show any
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regulation in the qRT-PCR assays, also did not seem to be bound by EsaR. However, the
promoter of elaB showed strong binding to the EsaR fusion protein, despite the lack of
transcriptional regulation seen in qRT-PCR assays. This difference in assay output between
EMSA and qRT-PCR had been observed previously for glpF (13).
Discussion
RNA-Seq analysis was performed on strains of P. stewartii DC283 proficient and
deficient in QS to broaden the defined EsaR regulon. Transcriptome data consisting of 30
million reads for each strain were generated in a single RNA-Seq experiment and aligned to 58
scaffolds with 5,353 protein coding sequences in the v5b partial assembly of the P. stewartii
genome. The complete DC283 genome is believed to consist of one chromosome and an
estimated 11 plasmids (11). The alignment of reads to the annotated coding sequences was used
to survey the quantitative levels of gene expression in the two strains, and the mapping of the
reads to the genome scaffolds provided a visualization of the coverage of overlapping reads for
each mRNA fragment. In particular, the alignment of reads to the genome allowed for estimation
of putative +1 transcriptional start sites and the presence of any 3’ or 5’ untranslated sequence.
The 260 annotated genes (see Table B.1 in the supplemental material) and the 190 hypothetical
genes (see Table B.2) of the 5,353 protein coding genes that were differentially regulated 2-fold
via QS represent approximately 8% of the annotated genome. This number may be low in
comparison to some other plant pathogens (22), but it is perhaps not unsurprising, given that P.
stewartii appears to use a limited arsenal of virulence factors (3).
Subsequent validation and confirmation of genes directly regulated by EsaR, the master
QS regulator in P. stewartii, were performed using qRT-PCR and EMSAs, respectively. In total,
10 promoters were newly identified as direct targets of EsaR. All but one of the promoters are
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repressed by EsaR, which could be the result of a bias during the selection process for putative
targets. The genes putatively controlled by nine of these promoters can be broadly classified into
the functional categories of cell envelope and capsule biosynthesis (WceL and WceG2), surface
motility and adhesion (CKS-0458, CKS-0459, and CKS-0461), and stress response (CKS-1103,
YciF, CKS-0881, OsmY, ElaB, UspA, and UspB) (Fig. 4.5). The remaining promoter, PCKS-0678,
appears to regulate expression of the C-terminal domain of a threonine dehydratase, and the
function and QS-dependent regulation of this partial enzyme are unclear.
With the addition of UspA as a directly regulated target, EsaR controls three regulators,
RcsA, LrhA, and UspA, for each of the three broad functional classifications under which the
majority of the directly regulated genes lie. Two putative 20-bp EsaR binding sites, those in the
promoter of uspA and CKS-0678, were predicted using a position-specific weight matrix
(PSWM) and the previously published consensus (Table 4.3). Multiple sequence alignments of
the promoter regions for other direct targets did not yield a conclusive consensus sequence for
EsaR binding, due to the complication of more than one possible binding site being identified in
each promoter. Further experimental analysis of the binding site would aid in elucidating the
exact bases necessary for binding of EsaR; however, such experiments are beyond the scope of
this study.
EsaR indirectly represses the expression of stewartan via the RcsA-dependent pathway
(23). Here, it is shown that EsaR directly regulates two additional genes involved in synthesis of
capsule, wceL and wceG2, and possibly yjbE, whose promoter was only weakly bound by EsaR.
WceL, a UDP-glucose-4-epimerase, and WceG2, undecaprenyl-phosphate UDP-galactose
phosphotransferase, are two proteins expressed by genes in the stewartan I cluster (24) by
promoters independent of the RcsA-controlled promoter. P. stewartii mutants of wceL are
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deficient in EPS production and proficient in adhesion (25). Synthesis of stewartan begins with
WceG2, which has redundant function with WceG1 (26). Interestingly, wceG2 possesses a
nearly 100-bp untranslated region in the RNA-Seq read alignment, with considerably higher
expression than the coding region (data not shown), suggesting the presence of a small
regulatory RNA that would add to the complexity of regulation by EsaR. Regulation of capsule
production in P. stewartii appears to be an example of a coherent feedforward loop, in which a
master transcription factor, EsaR, regulates a downstream regulator, RcsA, and genes further
down the cascade concurrently. Such kinetics are critical for filtering out noisy inputs in an
environment while yet achieving rapid response (27). In P. stewartii, this multilayered control
could help in varying the amounts of capsule produced by fine-tuning the expression of each
target when appropriate environmental cues are received. The promoter of yjbE, although only
weakly bound by EsaR, is still interesting to study (Fig. 4.4). YjbE is a predicted protein thought
to play a role in exopolysaccharide production and overexpression of the yjbEFGH operon.
These genes influence colony morphology and production of a non-colanic acid polysaccharide
(28). P. stewartii possesses an intact yjbEFGH operon which is seen to be repressed by EsaR in
our RNA-Seq experiments. Coincidentally, in Escherichia coli, the heterodimer RcsAB also
binds to and activates expression from PyjbE, further suggesting a possible coherent feed-forward
regulatory mechanism adopted by EsaR (28).
With regard to surface motility and adhesion, three of the most highly regulated genes
seen in the RNA-Seq data, CKS-0458, CKS- 0459, and CKS-0461, belong to a sigma-fimbriae
operon whose expression is repressed in the presence of EsaR (Fig. 4.5). It is interesting that
EsaR activates lrhA, encoding a predicted repressor of chemotaxis, motility, and fimbria
expression (13). The timed expression of fimbriae may be critical to adhesion or biofilm
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formation in the xylem since both LrhA and EsaR seem to work together to ensure repression at
low cell density. P. stewartii utilizes surface motility at high cell densities to form a biofilm and
spread systematically in the xylem. Its motility is dependent on expression of flagella and
stewartan (29). Perhaps the expression of the sigma fimbria operon at high cell density within the
xylem aids in adhesion of the biofilm to the lumen. Of the many flagellum-associated proteins
that P. stewartii possesses, levels of fliC (flagellin subunit), fliD (flagellar hook-associated
protein), and fliR (flagellar biosynthesis protein) are repressed more than 2-fold at low cell
densities in the presence of EsaR in the RNA-Seq data, further supporting this hypothesis.
The majority of the genes directly regulated by EsaR are likely involved in stress
response. UspA, the universal stress global response regulator, was repressed by EsaR, along
with five other proteins. Based on studies in E. coli, CKS-1103, yciF, osmY, and elaB may be
part of a regulon controlled by the alternative sigma factor for stress, S (30). How EsaR affects
the expression of S in P. stewartii is not known. However, rpoS was seen to be repressed 1.9fold in the RNA-Seq data set. CKS-1103 is a 55-amino-acidlong peptide that is induced in
response to stress and shares 71% identity with YciG of E. coli (30). YciF is an uncharacterized
protein belonging to the DUF892 family that is putatively involved in the stress response and is
part of the S regulon (30). Expression of yciF was repressed in a mutant of the master QS
regulator MqsR in E. coli, although via an autoinducer 2-dependent pathway which P. stewartii
is not known to possess (31). OsmY is a periplasmic protein that is induced under hyperosmotic
stress and is under complex regulation by many global regulators in E. coli (32). EsaR was
shown to repress production of OsmY in previous proteomic studies (13). ElaB, another protein
thought to be in the S regulon, is an inner membrane protein associated with the ribosomes
whose function is unknown (33). Interestingly, elaB expression is under regulation by QS in
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another plant-associated microbe. A moderate change in expression of elaB has been observed in
response to N-octanoylhomoserine lactone (C8-HSL)-induced QS regulation in Burkholderia
ambifaria, a bacterium found normally in the pea rhizosphere (34).
Independent of the RpoS regulon, the remaining two proteins that could be involved in
stress response in P. stewartii are CKS- 0881 and UspA. CKS-0881 is a stress-induced protein
that shares 35% identity with YhcN, a hydrogen peroxide stress-induced protein of E. coli that is
involved in biofilm formation (35). The gene uspA codes for the universal stress global response
regulator and is divergently transcribed from uspB, encoding the predicted universal stress
response protein B. Universal stress proteins (USPs) are overproduced in response to a variety of
stresses and afford the organism a mechanism to survive under unsuitable conditions, though by
unknown pathways (36). EsaR represses production of UspA and other stress response genes at
low cell density, tamping down the apparent stress response of P. stewartii when it is present in
the leaf tissue during early stages of infection.
The studies described in the manuscript were performed using the then-available version
5b (v5b) of the P. stewartii DC283 genome on the ASAP website (9). During the course of the
analysis, a newer, more complete version of the P. stewartii genome was released. Version 8
(v8) consists of 4,901 protein-coding DNA sequences (CDS), which includes 19 newly
annotated CDS and removes 471 previously annotated CDS (mostly hypothetical proteins or
pseudogenes). In addition, the annotation of a number of hypothetical proteins has been updated.
Upon repeating the analysis with the newly available v8 of the genome, a few additional putative
EsaR direct targets were identified that this study may have missed. For example, CKS-1810
(yebE), an uncharacterized DUF533 family protein that was previously annotated as a
hypothetical protein, was upregulated 7.8-fold in the QS-proficient strain. In addition, three
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putative proteins were recognized to be regulated 4-fold or higher and may be of future interest.
CKS- 4376, coding for a putative transcriptional regulator, and CKS- 2108, coding for a putative
type I secretion protein, are repressed by EsaR, and CKS-2806, coding for a putative formate
dehydrogenase oxidoreductase protein, was activated by EsaR.
In summary, genes relevant to three physiological responses, capsule and cell envelope
biosynthesis, surface motility and adhesion, and stress response, were seen to be regulated by QS
in P. stewartii in culture medium. Ten promoters were identified to be direct targets of EsaR,
considerably broadening the defined QS regulon of P. stewartii. Three second-tier regulators
may also be involved in the three major physiological responses that are directly regulated by
EsaR, suggesting a possible coherent feed-forward mechanism of regulation control that may
permit a fine tuned response to different environmental inputs. Analysis of the QS-controlled
transcriptome in planta and of the function of the EsaR direct and indirect targets will further
elucidate the role of these regulatory networks in plant pathogenesis. Such information could be
useful in the development of disease prevention strategies in maize and perhaps be adaptable to
other important crops affected by bacterial wilt diseases.
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Tables
Table 4.1: Primers utilized for amplification of the DNA probes for EMSA
Primer name

Sequence (5’ to 3’)

Promoter
amplified

Size of
product
(bp)

Primers used for amplification of DNA probes for EMSA
PDKGA-F
PDKGA-R

GCTGACACAGTAAGTCGTGG
CGCTGTGCTTAAGTCTAGC

PdkgA (1)

181

PUC-TMP-F-FAM

/56-FAM/TACGGACGTCCAGCTGAG
ATCTCCTAGGGGCC
TACGGACGTCCAGCTGAGATCTCCTAGG
GGCC
GGCCCCTAGGAGATCTCAGCTGGACGTC
CGTA

pUC18MCS

32

PESAR28F
PESAR28R

TCTTGCCTGTACTATAGTGCAGGTTAAG
CTTAACCTGCACTATAGTACAGGCAAGA

PesaR28
(2)

28

PUSPB-TMP-FFAM
PUSPBR

/56-FAM/TTCTGCACTGTTCTGCGGTGCC
GGTAAGGAG
GAACCACCAGCAGCGCACGCAACG

PuspB

134

PUSPA-F
PUSPA-R-FAM

GCAGAATTTGCCAACAACC
GTGGAAGGAGTTATATCATGGC

PuspA

368

PWCE-F-FAM
PWCE-R

/56-FAM/TCAGAAACGCTTCAGGCTCAA
ATGCGCGATAACCATTTTACGT

PwceG1

108

PYR-TMP-F-FAM

PCKS-0678

176

PPYRR-R

/56-FAM/AAAATGCCCAGTATTGCC
GGGCAGGGCGCCAT
GGAGGCTGCCATACCGTCAGGATC

ENDO-FAM-R
ENDO-F

/56-FAM/TAACTCCGGTATAACAGACAA
ATTCGTGAGCCATACGTTAATG

PCKS-1289

121

PHRPN-F-FAM
PHRPN-R

/56-FAM/ATTTCAGACAGGAACCAGCACC
CCAGCGGACTCGTATTCATACTC

PhrpN

139

P9766-F-FAM
P9766-R

/56-FAM/AGGCGTTACCTCTCTGAACG
AGTTTACGCATAACAGTGTCC

Pspy

318

PUC-TMP-F
PUC-CDN-R

88

P0526-F-FAM
P0526-R

/56-FAM/ACAGACAGGCAAAACAGTTCTG
GCTTGAATTTCATAACCATTCC

PCKS-0458

313

YJBE-F
YJBE-R-FAM

GGTATTTTGTTGCCCTATACTGG
FAM-AAGAGACGGCGACGAGTAAT

PyjbE

176

P8505-F-FAM
P8505-R

/56-FAM/AGACCGTAACTGGCAAATTTC
CCTTCATTTGTCTACCCTCATTC

PCKS-0881

173

CONI-F-FAM
CONI-R

/56-FAM/AATATCCCGCTCCGCTTGC58.
TTTGAAATTACCGCCGCCGC

PCKS-1103

254

P8895-F-FAM
P8895-R

/56-FAM/TGGACGGTAACCAGACATAAC
GCAGGGAAAACCAGAACGGAA

PCKS-4689

212

YCIF-F-FAM
YCIF-R

/56-FAM/AGGTGAGGCGGAGCATTTA
TTGACAGTCATAAAAGAGCCTC

PyciF

219

PWCEL-F-FAM
PWCEL-R

/56-FAM/ACGAAAAGCTAAGCGCTAAG
ATGGAGCCATGGTGTGATTC

PwceL

268

PLYSP-F-FAM
PLYSP-R

/56-FAM/CACGCTTTATCGCATCC
CGCAGGTTGTTGTGTTG

PlysP

300

POSMY-F
POSMY-R-FAM

CGCGTTTTCAGGGCCATTCTC
/56-FAM/CAACGCTACTGCGGCACAGG

PosmY

197

PWCEG2-F-FAM
PWCEG2-R

/56-FAM/CGTAAGCCCGGAGGATTAC
GTACTTGCCATAAAACCTGCTCTC

PwceG2

396

ELAB-F-FAM
ELAB-R

/56-FAM/TCAGGTGAAACAGCTGGTAAT
GACTTCACCCCATTGTTGC

PelaB

306

89

Table 4.2 Primers utilized for template cloning and qRT-PCR
Primer name
Sequence (5’ to 3’)

Used for

9766CLONINGF
9766CLONINGR
9766RTF2
9766RTR2

CAAGTAAAAAAGGACACTGTTATGCG
CCGCTTTGTCATGCATCG
ATTATCGCCTCTGACAGCTTCGA
GGCGTTGGCGGTCATTTT

Cloning spy coding
region
qRT-PCR, annealing at
62 ºC

0526CLONINGF
0526CLONINGR
0526RTFWD3
0526RTREV3

TTTAATGTTATTTTTTCGAGGTTTTTGC
AAACAGGTGACCGTCTTAC
CGGCACCAATTACGCGATCTAT
GCCGGGATCACCGGATT

Cloning CKS-0458
coding region
qRT-PCR, annealing at
62 ºC

YJBECLONING F

Cloning yjbE coding
region

YJBECLONINGR
YJBERTF
YJBERTR

CCAATGTAGGTGTTGTTATGAAAAAA
CG
GTTGTGGTCGTGGTAGTTG
GCATTACTCGTCGCCGTCTCT
TGCTGCGGCACCAGCTT

8505CLONINGF
8505CLONINGR
8505RTF2
8505RTR2

GAATGAGGGTAGACAAATGAAGG
AGGATGTGATCAGAGGTGAG
GTGCAGAAGATGAATCTGACCAAAA
CATCCATTGGCGAAGTGGTTT

Cloning CKS0881coding region
qRT-PCR, annealing at
60 ºC

CONIFWDCLONING
CONIREVCLONING
CONIRTFWD
CONIRTREV2

GAGCATCGTGGTGATTCAGGTAAT
GCTGCTCTTTCCGCCTTTTTT
GCAGAGCATCGTGGTGATTCAG
TGCTCTTTCCGCCTTTTTTACC

Cloning CKS-1103
coding region
qRT-PCR, annealing at
60 ºC

8895 CLONING F
8895 CLONING R
8895RTF2
8895RTR2

CAAATGGCAAAATTAACCGTCCC
TCAGAAGTTAAATCCGAGTTGC
CCCGGCGTTAATGACCAAA
CGCACTGGGAAAAATGATGCT

Cloning CKS-4689
coding region
qRT-PCR, annealing at
64 ºC

FWDYCIFCLONING
REVYCIFCLONING
YCIFRTFWD
YCIFRTREV

ATGAGGCTCTTTTATGACTGTC
TCATTTCGCAACTCCTTCAG
CCCTGGAAGGCCTGGTAGAA
GCGTACTTCACCCTTTTCAACAGA

Cloning yciF coding
region
qRT-PCR, annealing at
60 ºC

WCELCLONINGF
WCELCLONINGR
WCELRTF
WCELRTR

GGAATCACACCATGGCTCC
CAACCAAAACTCCTGCGC
GGGTCGCTGGGTGAAAGG
CTGCCATCCATTGCGTAGGA

Cloning wceL coding
region
qRT-PCR, annealing at
62 ºC

LYSPCLONINGF
LYSPCLONINGR

TCGCGCCTTATTTTTACCCAG
GCAGGCCAATATAGGTCGC

Cloning lysP coding
region

90

qRT-PCR, annealing at
60 ºC

LYSPRTF
LYSPRTR

GCCGTTTGCCGGAGGTT
CCTGGAAAGAAAAGCCGACAA

qRT-PCR, annealing at
64 ºC

OSMYCLONINGF
OSMYCLONINGR
OSMYRTFWD
OSMYRTREV

GATGATATCGATGCACACAACTAAGC
TTTAACACTTTTTACGCCTTCGATAGC
CGAAAATCGACAGCTCAATGAAGA
CCACCAGCGCCGCTTT

Cloning osmY coding
region
qRT-PCR, annealing at
60 ºC

WCEG2CLONINGF
WCEG2CLONINGR
WCEG2RTF
WCEG2RTR

CATTAAAGAGAGCAGGTTTTATGGC
GGCAATATCCGTCCACAGC
GCGCGTCGCGAATGG
CCCCCGATGCGGGTAAT

Cloning wceG2 coding
region
qRT-PCR, annealing at
60 ºC

ELABCLONINGF
ELABCLONINGR
ELABRTF
ELABRTR

ATGTCAGGAAAAATTGAAGATGCCG
TTACTTACGACCGAGCAGGAAG
CCCGCCGCTACACCAATC
CAAACGGGTTAGACTGCATCTGAT

Cloning elaB coding
region
qRT-PCR, annealing at
62

27F
1429RLONG
16S-RTF
16S-RTR

AGAGTTTGATCATGGCTCAG
ACCTTGTTACGACTTCACC
GCCAGCAGCCGCGGTAAT
CGCTTTACGCCCAGTAATTCC

Cloning 16S rRNA
coding region
qRT-PCR, annealing at
60 ºC
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Table 4.3: Genes in the RNA-Seq data with high-scoring esa boxes.
Accession
no.

ACV0290094c
ACV0290502c
ACV0288416
ACV0285895c
ACV0289544

Locus
tag
(Gene
name)
CKS2903
(esaR)
CKS0482
(dkgA)
CKS0970
(uspB)
CKS2075
(lrhA)
CKS2241
(wceG1)

ACV0290308

CKS0678

ACV0291078

CKS1289

Protein Product

Quorum-sensing
transcriptional
activator EsaR
2,5-diketo-Dgluconate reductase
A
Universal stress
protein B
LysR family
transcriptional
regulator lrhA
Undecaprenolphosphate galactosephosphotransferase
/O-antigen
transferase
C-terminal fragment
of a PLP-dependent
catabolic threonine
dehydratase
Endoribonuclease LPSP

Fold
Predicted
esa
regulationa EsaR
box
binding
score
b
sequence
5.4 (A)
GCCTGTAC 14.9
TATAGTGC
AGGT
6.7 (R)
AGCTAGA
11.6
CTTAAGCA
CAGCG
2.4 (R)
ACCGGCA
10.6
CCGCAGA
ACAGTG
3.1 (A)
AGAGCAT
8.9
CTTTAGTA
CAGGT
3.3 (R)
GGCTCAA
8.8
CATCAGTA
CTGTT

2.6 (A)

2.1 (A)

CCCTGCCC
GGCAATA
CTGGG

8.5

Promoter
bound by
EsaR
Yes (8)

Yes (10)

Weakly

Yes (10)

No

Yes

ACCTATCC
8.4
No
GGTATTGC
AGAT
ACVCKSElicitor of the
2.1 (A)
AGCGGCA
8.1
No
0286411
3275
hypersensitivity
CTTAATAA
(hrpN) reaction HrpN
AAGCT
ACVCKSUniversal stress
2.3 (R)
GCATTGCC
7.4
Yes
0288415
0971
global response
TGTATTGC
(uspA) regulator
AGGT
a
Two-fold or more regulation (A) denotes activation, (R) denotes repression by EsaR as seen in
the RNA-Seq data.
b
Score generated using PATSER program (http://rsat.ulb.ac.be/rsat/patser_form.cgi) and
published consensus (20)).
c
Previously identified direct targets of EsaR, not analyzed by EMSA assays in this study.
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Table 4.4: Highly regulated genes in the RNA-Seq data with a possible esa boxa.

Accession
number

Gene name

ACV0290526

CKS-0458

ACV0289766
ACV0288878
ACV0287180
ACV0290380
ACV0288895
ACV0288505
ACV0289538
ACV0289613
ACV0287610
ACV0286879
ACV0287347

CKS-3373
(spy)
CKS-4672
(yjbE)

Protein Product
Sigma-fimbriae
uncharacterized paralogous
subunit
Envelope stress induced
periplasmic protein
Secreted protein

CKS-0606
(yciF)

Conidiation-specific protein,
stress-induced
Uncharacterized DUF892
family protein

CKS-4689

Conjugative transfer protein

CKS-1103

CKS-0881
CKS-2247
(wceL)
CKS-2172
(lysP)
CKS-2708
(osmY)
CKS-2708
(wceG2)
CKS-2413
(elaB)

Uncharacterized DUF1471
family protein
Exopolysaccharide
biosynthesis protein
Lysine-specific permease
Osmotically inducible
protein
Undecaprenyl-phosphate
galactose phosphotransferase
Protein of unknown function
DUF883

a

Fold
regulationb

Promoter
bound by
EsaR?

11.5 (R)

Yes

9.5 (A)

No

7.7 (R)

Weakly

6.7 (R)

Yes

5.7 (R)

Yes

5.7 (R)

No

5.7 (R)

Yes

4.7 (R)

Yes

4.4 (R)

No

4.3 (R)

Yes

4.2 (R)

Yes

4.0 (R)

Yes

Well-defined +1 site with a possible esa box nearby
Four-fold or more regulation (A) denotes fold activation, (R) denotes fold repression seen in the
RNA-Seq data.
b
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Figures

Expression in QS deficient strain
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Expression in QS proficient strain

Figure 4.1 Differential mRNA expression during QS. Whole transcriptome data of the
P. stewartii DC283 ESΔIR (pSVB60), QS-proficient esaR+ esaI strain, and DC283 ESΔIR
(pBBR1MCS-3), QS-deficient esaR esaI strain obtained from RNA-sequencing. The RPM
change of normalized expression for most genes (unfilled circles) fall around a line of slope of 1,
indicating that they are equally expressed in both strains. Genes with two-fold and four-fold or
more change in expression are circles shaded solid grey and solid black, respectively.
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Figure 4.2 EMSA analysis of promoters identified using bioinformatics tools. Promoters of
potential direct targets of EsaR identified via a primarily bioinformatic approach were analyzed
for binding by the EsaR fusion protein, HMGE. The promoter of dkgA (10) was used as positive
control, and a 32-bp pUC18 MCS DNA fragment used as negative control. The concentration of
FAM-labeled DNA probe in all lanes is 5 nM. The lanes within each panel consist of the
following (left to right): DNA probe, DNA probe with 100 nM HMGE, DNA probe with 200
nM HMGE, DNA probe with 400 nM HMGE, DNA probe with 400 nM HMGE and 1 µM
specific competitor PesaR28 DNA fragment, DNA probe with 400 nM HMGE and 1 µM nonspecific pUC18 MCS DNA fragment.
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Fold Repression by EsaR

32
16
8
4
2
1
0.5
0.25
0.125
0.0625

Figure 4.3 Validating transcriptional control of putative EsaR direct targets. Comparison of
change in gene expression seen in RNA-Seq analysis (light grey) versus qRT-PCR assays (dark
grey) of the 12 potential targets of EsaR assayed for direct regulation. Y-axis represents the fold
repression (>1) or activation (<1) in the presence of EsaR. CKS-3373 is the only gene seen to
activated in the subset. Data represents two experimental samples analyzed in triplicate.
Error bars for qRT-PCR values denote standard error. Error bars for RNA-Seq ratios
represent an estimate of the standard deviation across all genes in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.4 EMSA analysis of promoters most highly regulated by EsaR. EMSA assays were
performed with EsaR fusion protein, HMGE, The promoter of dkgA (10) was used as positive
control, and a 32-bp pUC18 MCS DNA fragment used as negative control (see Figure 4.2). The
concentration of FAM-labeled DNA probe in all lanes is 5 nM. The lanes within each panel
consist of the following (left to right): DNA probe, DNA probe with 100 nM HMGE, DNA
probe with 200 nM HMGE, DNA probe with 400 nM HMGE, DNA probe with 400 nM HMGE
and 1 µM specific competitor PesaR28 DNA fragment, DNA probe with 400 nM HMGE and 1
µM non-specific pUC18 MCS DNA fragment.
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Figure 4.5 Genetic organization of the gene loci of P. stewartii directly regulated by EsaR.
Gene architectures near nine of the promoters demonstrated to be direct bound by EsaR fusion
protein in this study and three promoters identified in previous studies (glpF, lrhA and rcsA).
Three EsaR direct targets with unknown physiological function, CKS-0678 encoding the Cterminal fragment of a threonine dehydratase, esaS encoding a small RNA and dkgA encoding a
2, 5-diketo gluconate reductase, are not included in the above diagram. Also not included in the
figure is the yjbEFGH operon, whose promoter is only weakly bound by EsaR. Star denotes
approximate location of promoter probes upstream of genes analyzed for direct binding.
Differentially regulated genes from the RNA-Seq data are colored black and unregulated genes
are colored in white.
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Abstract
The Gram-negative proteobacterium Pantoea stewartii subsp. stewartii causes wilt
disease in corn plants. Wilting is primarily due to bacterial exopolysaccharide (EPS) production
that blocks water transport in the xylem during the late stages of infection. EsaR, the master
quorum-sensing (QS) regulator in P. stewartii, modulates EPS levels. At low cell densities EsaR
represses or activates expression of a number of genes in the absence of its acyl homoserine
lactone (AHL) ligand. At high cell densities, binding of AHL inactivates EsaR leading to
derepression or deactivation of its direct targets. Two of these direct targets are the key
transcription regulators RcsA and LrhA, which in turn control EPS production and surface
motility/adhesion, respectively. In this study, RNA-Seq was used to further examine the
physiological impact of deleting the genes encoding these two second-tier regulators.
Quantitative reverse transcription PCR (qRT-PCR) was used to validate the regulation observed
in the RNA-Seq data. A GFP transcriptional fusion reporter confirmed the existence of a
regulatory feedback loop in the system between LrhA and RcsA. Plant virulence assays carried
out with rcsA and lrhA deletion and complementation strains demonstrated that both
transcription factors play roles during establishment of wilt disease in corn. These efforts further
define the hierarchy of the QS-regulated network controlling plant virulence in P. stewartii.
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Introduction
Pantoea stewartii subsp. stewartii (P. stewartii) is a Gram-negative rod-shaped, gammaproteobacterium that belongs to the Enterobacteriaceae family containing plant-associate
enterics (eg. Erwinia, Dickeya, and Pectobacterium spp.) and human enteric pathogens
associated with plants (eg. Escherichia and Salmonella spp.). P. stewartii is the causative agent
of Stewart’s wilt in maize [1]. It is transmitted passively from the gut of the corn flea beetle,
Chaetocnema pulicaria, to the plant leaves via the feeding process of the insect vector [2]. The
symptoms of the disease include water-soaked lesions in the leaf when the bacterium is in the
apoplast during the early stages of infection and wilt due to biofilm formation in the xylem
during the later stages of infection; ultimately this can lead to plant death [3]. The virulence of
the bacterium is controlled through quorum sensing (QS) [4], a cell-to-cell communication
system found primarily in eubacteria.
Gammaproteobacteria, like P. stewartii most commonly produce N-acyl homoserine
lactone (AHL) signals during QS due to the activity of a LuxI-type protein. This intercellular
signal then interacts with the master regulatory protein in the bacterium, a LuxR-type protein, to
coordinate global gene expression. A variety of physiological outputs are controlled by QS such
as bioluminescence, biofilm formation, virulence factor expression or exoenzyme production [59]. In P. stewartii, the QS signal N-3-oxo-hexanoyl-L-homoserine lactone (3-oxo-C6-HSL) is
synthesized by the AHL synthase EsaI, a LuxI homologue [10]. At low cell density, the master
QS regulatory protein EsaR, a LuxR homologue, is active and binds its recognition sites in the
DNA to repress or activate transcription of different gene targets [10-12]. However, when EsaR
and AHL form a complex, EsaR becomes inactive and unable to bind to DNA resulting in
derepression or deactivation of target gene transcription at high cell density [13]. Several direct
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targets of EsaR have been identified through classic genetic [4], proteome-level [14] and
transcriptome-level [15] analysis. Two of these direct targets, rcsA and lrhA, encode
transcription factors elucidating additional levels of downstream regulation in response to QS.
RcsA is a transcription factor in the Rcs (regulation of capsule synthesis) regulatory
network involved in colanic acid and K antigen capsular polysaccharide synthesis (cps) in
Escherichia coli [16, 17] and Salmonella typhi [18]. It has been established that a major
virulence factor of P. stewartii, the exopolysaccharide (EPS), is controlled via direct EsaRmediated repression of rcsA (CKS_2570) [4]. Avirulent strains lacking EPS production typically
have disruptions in genes found in either rcsA or the cps locus [4]. In P. stewartii, RcsA (in
conjunction with RcsB) has been proposed to activate the cps locus, comprised of wceG1, wza,
wzb, wzc, wceL, wceB, wceM, wceN, wceF, wceJ, wceK, wzx, galF, and galE [4]. However, the
complete RcsA regulon in P. stewartii has not been fully defined.
The LysR-type regulator LrhA (CKS_2075) is directly activated by EsaR in P. stewartii
[14, 15]. In E. coli, LrhA indirectly controls expression of flagella, motility and chemotaxis by
positively autoregulating its own expression and repressing the synthesis of the master regulator
of flagella and chemotaxis gene expression, the FlhD2C2 heterotetramer, thereby suppressing
motility and chemotaxis [19]. P. stewartii possesses swarming rather than swimming motility,
and swarming motility is critical to the pathogenicity of the bacterium [20]. QS controls this
motility in an interesting and complicated manner; a lack of AHL inhibits the motility, while
lacking both AHL and EsaR attenuates swarming. It has been proposed that QS indirectly
controls motility via stewartan synthesis regulated by the RcsA/B phosphorelay system [20].
Expression of the FlhDC flagellar master regulator is directly control by the RcsA/B system in
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other bacteria [21-23]. However, the precise role of LrhA in P. stewartii and its relationship to
both motility and RcsA is largely undefined.
To elucidate the downstream roles of RcsA and LrhA, phenotypic assays, RNA-Seq,
qRT-PCR, GFP assays, and in planta virulence assays were used to evaluate the differences
between the rcsA and lrhA deletion strains in comparison to the wild type. The identification of
the most positively and negatively regulated targets for these two key downstream transcription
factors provides greater insight into the coordinated regulation of genes in the QS network.
Materials and Methods
Strains and growth conditions. Strains and plasmids utilized in this study are listed in Table 1.
E. coli strains were grown in Luria-Bertani (LB) (10 g/L tryptone, 5 g/L yeast extract, and 5 g/L
NaCl) broth or on plates with 1.5% agar and P. stewartii strains were grown in either LB or
Rich Minimal (RM) medium (1X M9 salts, 2% casamino acids, 1 mM MgCl2, and 0.4%
glucose). The growth medium was supplemented with nalidixic acid (Nal, 30 μg/ml), ampicillin
(Ap, 100 μg/ml), kanamycin (Kn, 50 μg/ml), chloramphenicol (Cm, 30 μg/ml), or streptomycin
(Str, 100 μg/ml) as required (see Table 1). P. stewartii strains were grown at 30°C, while E. coli
strains were maintained at 37°C.
Construction of markerless deletion mutant strains. Chromosomal deletions of lrhA and
rcsA, were constructed based on the Gateway system (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY) and
suicide vectors. Two 1kb fragments from upstream and downstream of the desired deletion
region were first separately amplified using the primers designated in S1 Table. After that, a
two-step PCR reaction was performed in which the upstream and downstream segments for the
specific gene were joined together and then primers 1kbUPF-attB1 and 1kbDNR-attB2 (S1
Table), specific to each construct, were added to facilitate the Gateway BP reaction (Life
Technologies). The final PCR products were cloned into the pGEM-T vector (Promega,
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Madison, WI) for sequencing before being transferred to the Gateway plasmids using BP clonase
and then to the suicide vector pAUC40 [24] using LR clonase (Life Technologies). The resulting
plasmids were transformed into competent E. coli DH5α λ pir cells [25]. A tri-partite
conjugation was used to transfer the suicide vector constructs into P. stewartii DC283 [26] using
E. coli strain CC118λpir [27] carrying the conjugative helper plasmid pEVS104 [28] to facilitate
suicide vector transfer. Selection for the first recombination event into the P. stewartii
chromosome was carried out on LB agar supplemented with Nal and Str. Then, the
recombinants were plated on LB (no salt) agar supplemented with 5% sucrose [29] to select for
the desired double cross-over based on SacB activity. A screen for deletion strains was
performed with colony PCR using a 3-primer reaction with primers for each gene corresponding
to sites upstream, downstream, and inside the specific gene of interest (S1 Table). DNA
sequencing of appropriate PCR products was used to confirm the final deletion strains.
Construction of chromosomal complementation strains. Complementation strains were
constructed by generating a chromosomal insertion of the promoter and coding regions of the
target gene into the neutral region downstream of glmS on the P. stewartii chromosome using the
pUC18R6K-mini-Tn7-cat vector system developed by Choi et al [30]. Specifically, primer sets
with either EcoRI and XhoI or SacI and SpeI sites (S1 Table) were used to amplify the target
regions and clone them into pGEM-T (Promega) for sequencing confirmation. DNA fragments
of interest were moved into the pUC18R6K-mini-Tn7-cat vector using double digestion with
EcoRI and XhoI or SacI and SpeI (New England BioLabs (NEB), Ipswich, MA), followed by
ligation with T4 DNA ligase (NEB) and transformation into DH5α λpir or S17-1 λpir [31].
These transformants served as the donor in the conjugation process with the appropriate deletion
strain of P. stewartii as the recipient. Colony PCR reactions using one primer in the inserted
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gene and two primers flanking the glmS region [32] were conducted to screen for the presence of
the chromosomal insertion. DNA sequencing of appropriate PCR products was used to validate
the integrity of the complementation strains.
Phenotypic capsule production assay. Wild-type, rcsA and rcsA/rcsA+ strains were grown
in LB supplemented with the appropriate antibiotics overnight at 30°C with shaking. The
overnight cultures were used to inoculate fresh LB to an OD600 of 0.05 and grown at 30°C to
OD600 of 0.2. The strains were then cross streaked on agar plates containing 0.1% casamino
acids, 1% peptone, 1% glucose (CPG) and 1.5% agar [12]. Capsule production was assessed
qualitatively after 48 hours of incubation at 30°C by visually comparing the surface appearance
of the streaks.
Phenotypic surface motility assay. Swarming motility for the wild-type, lrhA, and
lrhA/lrhA+ strains was investigated under strict conditions to ensure a reproducible phenotype.
Overnight cultures were diluted to an OD600 of 0.05 and grown to an OD600 of 0.5. Five µl of cell
culture at OD600 of 0.5 were spotted directly onto the agar surface of LB 0.4% agar quadrant
plates supplemented with 0.4% glucose [20], which were poured on the same day of the
experiment. Plates were put at room temperature for 30 min to 1 h before incubating them lid-up
in a closed box with a flat bottom inside the 30oC incubator. Pictures of the plates were taken
after 48 h of incubation.
Transcriptome analysis methods. The RNA-Seq method for analyzing the transcriptome of the
wild-type P. stewartii DC283 strain and the two strains each carrying a deletion of one of the
two genes, lrhA or rcsA, has been previously published [15]. Briefly, RNA was extracted from
duplicate samples of each strain separately grown in RM medium using a Qiagen (Valencia, CA)
miRNeasy RNA extraction kit. The total bacterial RNA was sent to the Virginia Bioinformatics
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Institute (VBI) (Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA) for Bioanalyzer quality analysis to insure RIN
values greater than 9. The rRNA was depleted with an Epicentre (Madison, WI) Ribo-Zero
Gram-negative Depletion Kit prior to Illumina (San Diego, CA) cDNA conversion and Illumina
sequencing with single 50 bp reads.
RNA-Seq Data analysis and qRT-PCR validation. Data in the form of fastq files was received
and aligned to the P. stewartii DC283 version 8 draft genome from NCBI
(NZ_AHIE00000000.1) using the Geneious 7.0 software with the default “low sensitivity”
settings, which also counted the numbers of reads aligning to each protein coding gene
(excluding the highly repeated genes annotated as “transposase” or “IS66 ORF2 family
protein”). Microsoft Excel was then used to compute an expression level for each gene by
simply normalizing the read counts for each gene to the total number of mapped reads per
million mapped reads (RPM) for each sample to compare the wild-type and deletion strain data
for gene expression changes. (The raw read counts and RPM normalized expression levels are
available in the NCBI GEO database: Accession # GSE69064.) This analysis was used to select
genes for qRT-PCR confirmation and validation of the RNA-Seq data. The validation genes had
(1) a greater than a four-fold change in average expression (RPM) between the two strains (wildtype and deletion), (2) greater than 100 reads mapped to the reference coding sequence in at least
one of the samples and (3) reproducible levels of expression (< two fold change) in duplicate
trials. The Bioconductor R software package “DESeq” [33]was also used to analyze the raw
read counts using a more sophisticated gene expression normalization and error model to
calculate multiple testing adjusted pvalues to estimate the statistical significance of detected gene
expression changes. The fold changes (DESeq foldchange) determined by this second method
were very similar to our Microsoft Excel analysis for the genes with 4-fold or greater change and
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the adjusted pvalues (DESeq padj) for the genes selected for qRT-PCR validation were all less
than 0.012. The qRT-PCR method used for RNA-Seq validation has been previously described
in Ramachandran et al [15]. Briefly, each strain was grown in the same manner as for RNA-Seq.
RNA was extracted using a miRNeasy RNA extraction kit (Qiagen) and converted to cDNA
using the ABI High Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Waltham, MA). Primers (S2 Table) designed using Primer Express software (ABI) were
optimized and used to amplify ~100 bp regions of each gene of interest to determine the
abundance of each transcript. The Pfaffl method was used to compare the wild type versus
mutant abundance of a transcript to determine the fold regulation [34].
GFP fusion construction and testing. A transcriptional fusion between the rcsA promoter and
the gene for green fluorescent protein (GFP) was created using traditional molecular techniques.
The rcsA promoter is located within the region -600 bp upstream of the annotated translation
initiation codon [35]. The restriction sites EcoRI and KpnI were added to the 5’ and 3’ ends of
the promoter sequence, respectively, through the PCR primers (S1 Table). The PCR-amplified
promoter fragment was ligated into pGEM-T (Promega) and sequenced. After restriction
digestion of the pGEM-T construct and pPROBE’-GFP- [tagless] vector [36], a ligation
produced the final pPROBE’-GFP-[tagless] vector containing the rcsA promoter. E. coli DH5α
was transformed with this plasmid construct which was then moved into wild-type P. stewartii
DC283 via conjugation using a triparental mating with the pEVS104 helper plasmid. The
conjugation plates were scanned using a Typhoon Trio Scanner (GE Healthcare, Pittsburgh, PA)
set to use the blue laser to screen for GFP production. Subsequently, the lrhA strain was
conjugated with the same PrcsA pPROBE’-GFP-[tagless] vector to create the desired reporter
strain.
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The transconjugates were grown in RM medium supplemented with Nal and Kn,
overnight to an OD600 < 0.5 and then diluted in fresh RM to an OD600 of 0.025. The cultures
were allowed to grow at 30°C with shaking at 250 RPM to an OD600 0.5. The GFP production
was monitored in 96-well plates using a Tecan Infinite 200 (Durham, NC) set with 485
excitation and 535 emission filters. The three strains were each analyzed in triplicate for one
experiment, and the three wells were averaged together to establish the mean fluorescence. The
average fluorescence reading from the blank was subtracted from the average fluorescence of
each strain tested to remove background signal due to the medium. The normalized fluorescence
was then divided by the OD600 for the sample to yield relative fluorescence readings/ OD600. The
three average relative fluorescence readings/ OD600 from three different experiments were
averaged together and the overall standard error and two-tailed homoscedastic Student’s t-test
values calculated.
Plant virulence assay. The procedure for conducting the virulence assays with P. stewartii
strains in Zea mays seedlings was adapted from von Bodman et al. [12] with some modifications.
Sweet corn seedlings (Zea mays cv. Jubilee, HPS Seed, Randolph, WI) were grown in Sunshine
mix #1 soil in an growth chamber (Percival Scientific, Inc., Boone, IA) at 28°C, 80% relative
humidity, 16 h light and eight h dark cycle, and at least 200 mE m-2 s-1 light intensity. Seedlings
were inoculated seven days after planting with five µl of bacterial culture grown to an OD600 of
0.2 in LB broth. Cells were washed and resuspended in an equal volume of phosphate buffered
saline (PBS; 137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 10 mM Na2HPO4 and 2 mM KH2PO4, pH 7.4) prior to
plant inoculation. An incision ~1 cm long was made ~1 cm above the soil line in the stem using
a sterile needle (26 G 5/8, 15.9 mm, SUB-Q, Becton, Dickinson and Company, US). Then, the
bacterial suspension was inoculated into the wound by moving the pipette tip across the wound
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five times. Fifteen germinated plants at day seven with two separate leaves and between 6-10 cm
of height were inoculated for each bacterial strain tested. The plants were observed every other
day after inoculation for up to 12 days post-infection to assess the virulence by two independent
observers. Disease symptom severity was scored based on an arbitrary scale of five points, in
which 0 = no symptoms; 1 = few scattered lesions; 2 = scattered water soaking symptoms; 3 =
numerous lesions and slight wilting; 4 = moderately severe wilt; 5 = death. Both scores for each
of the 15 plants under each treatment were averaged and then the data for each treatment were
averaged together and used to calculate mean and standard error across the 15 plants.
Accession numbers. The read data for the pairs of duplicate samples for the P. stewartii wildtype, rcsA, and lrhA strains, have been deposited in the NCBI Sequence Read Archive (SRA)
with accession numbers, GSM1691841, GSM1691842, GSM1691843, GSM1691844,
GSM1691845 and GSM1691846, respectively. An Excel file summarizing the differential gene
expression in total counts and normalized reads per million (RPM), using the P. stewartii DC283
version 8 NCBI gene annotations, has been deposited in the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus
(GEO) database (GEO Accession GSE69064).
Results
Deletion of rcsA or lrhA impacts phenotypic outputs. Cross streaks of the P. stewartii wildtype, rcsA and rcsA/rcsA+ strains on CPG agar demonstrated that deletion of rcsA yielded an
easily visible decrease in the level of capsule production (Fig 1A). Chromosomal
complementation of rcsA restored capsule synthesis to levels similar to the wild type (Fig 1A).
Separately, the P. stewartii wild-type, lrhA and lrhA/lrhA+ strains were analyzed for
motility. Under the test conditions employed, the wild-type strain exhibited unidirectional
expansion the majority of the time as described by Herrera et al [20] (Fig 1B), but sometimes a
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more symmetrical expansion was observed. The lrhA strain exhibited a different phenotype
with a noticeably smaller occupied surface area (Fig 1B). Two chromosomally complemented
strains of the lrhA strain were constructed because a smaller promoter region (~600 bp
upstream of lrhA coding region) strain could not complement the deletion (data not shown)
whereas the strain with almost the entire intergenic region upstream of lrhA gene (~921 bp
upstream) could (Fig 1B). This suggests that there are critical regulatory elements more than
600 bp upstream in the lrhA promoter region.
RNA-Seq analysis reveals the RcsA and LrhA regulons. RNA-Seq data was acquired in
duplicate for the P. stewartii wild-type, rcsA, and lrhA strains to analyze the global impact of
the two regulators. Each strain yielded 17 to 19 million reads that were mapped to the protein
coding genes on the P. stewartii DC283 genome (NZ_AHIE00000000.1). The normalized gene
expression data (RPM) from the two trials was averaged and then the deletion strains were
compared to the wild-type strain to determine the changes in gene expression when each
transcription regulator was absent (Fig 2). Genes with decreased expression in the deletion
strains were considered to be positively regulated, either directly or indirectly, by RcsA or LrhA,
respectively, in the wild-type strain. Conversely, genes with enhanced expression in the deletion
strains were considered to be negatively regulated by the presence of LrhA or RcsA in the wildtype strain. A conservative four-fold change in gene expression level was used as a selection
criterion for genes to be further analyzed. RcsA activates 11 genes and represses seven genes
four-fold or greater (Table 2) and LrhA activates three genes and represses 23 genes four-fold or
greater (Table 3). The most highly regulated RcsA-regulated genes are primarily related to
capsule production, an activity previously shown to be under RcsA control [4]. The most highly
regulated genes in the LrhA regulon are mostly hypothetical proteins or proteins with just
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putative gene function. Interestingly, a 3.04-fold repression of rcsA by LrhA was detected during
the RNA-Seq analysis hinting at a possible coordination of regulation between RcsA and LrhA.
qRT-PCR validates the RNA-Seq data. Following the initial analysis of the RNA-Seq results,
five target genes were selected from each of the putative RcsA and LrhA regulons to validate the
RNA-Seq data via qRT-PCR. Some of the most highly regulated genes (Tables 2 and 3), which
do not code for hypothetical proteins, were chosen for validation of the RNA-Seq data. The rcsA
gene was also included in the analysis as its three-fold regulation by LrhA represented a
potential feedback loop in the downstream QS system. The five genes tested for the RcsA
regulon were: wceG2, wza, argC, CKS_3504, and CKS_2806. The five genes tested for the
LrhA regulon were: CKS_3793, CKS_0458, CKS_5208, CKS_5211, and rcsA. The RNA-Seq
data trends for the rcsA and lrhA strains were successfully validated by all five genes tested
via qRT-PCR (Fig 3 and 4). Although there was variability in the magnitudes of the fold changes
between the RNA-Seq and qRT-PCR results, the direction of regulation (activation or
repression) was readily evident. The qRT-PCR data also confirmed the initial observation from
the RNA-Seq data that LrhA is repressing rcsA expression about three-fold. The interplay
between these specific components of the P. stewartii QS system was thus further examined to
build a more robust model of interactions.
RcsA is controlled by LrhA. A rcsA promoter-GFP reporter transcription fusion was used to
analyze expression of rcsA in P. stewartii DC283 wild-type and lrhA strains (Fig 5). These
experiments were performed at an OD600 of 0.5, the same growth conditions used for the RNASeq and qRT-PCR analysis. The relative fluorescence of the lrhA strain were significantly more
(p< 0.05) than the wild-type strain, suggesting LrhA represses rcsA either directly or indirectly.
The results of the GFP assays further verified that LrhA negatively regulates rcsA, confirming
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the existence of a previously unrecognized feedback loop in the regulatory circuitry downstream
of EsaR in the QS network; it is now recognized that both EsaR and LrhA negatively regulate
rcsA.
RcsA and LrhA are involved in plant virulence. The virulence of the rcsA and lrhA strains
was compared to the wild type and respective complemented strains in a xylem-infection system.
At day twelve post-infection, plants infected with the wild-type strain exhibit typical symptoms
of the wilting stage and had an average disease severity score of ~3.5 while negative control
plants infected with PBS were healthy with a score of ~0. The rcsA strain also did not cause
any severe disease symptoms with a score of ~0, while the lrhA strain expressed an
intermediate level of virulence with a score of ~1.75 (Fig 6). The rcsA/rcsaA+ strain partially
restored the virulence of P. stewartii, whereas the lrhA/lrhA+ strain fully complemented
virulence. Both RcsA and LrhA clearly play roles in the pathogenicity of P. stewartii.
Discussion
Previous studies demonstrated that the quorum-sensing master regulator EsaR directly
represses rcsA and directly activates lrhA transcription [15, 35, 37]. As anticipated, phenotypic
studies examining the impact of deletion of the genes encoding RcsA or LrhA resulted in
noticeable effects on the production of capsule and the motility of P. stewartii cells, respectively.
These important second-tier transcription factors downstream in the QS regulon were further
examined for their role in global gene regulation via RNA-Seq analysis of gene expression in
each of the two deletion strains compared with the wild-type strain. A qRT-PCR analysis
confirmed that five genes for each deletion were regulated in the same manner shown by the
RNA-Seq data. This allowed for increased confidence in the RNA-Seq data and the ability to
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draw more solid conclusions about the transcriptomes and the downstream network of gene
regulation controlled by RcsA and LrhA.
Many of the most highly activated genes found in the RcsA regulon were related to
capsule production: wceG1, wceG2, wza, wzb, wzc, wceO, and wceF (Table 2). Previous work
has demonstrated that RcsA directly activates the promoters of the cps gene cluster in both E.
coli and P. stewartii [4, 16]. In E. coli, RcsA is one of two colonic acid capsular polysaccharide
transcriptional activators, it is also self-activating, degraded by Lon-proteases, and requires RcsB
to activate cps genes [16, 38]. Similarly, in P. stewartii RcsA has been shown to activate genes
required for EPS production as well as to self-activate its own gene [16, 35]. The RNA-Seq data
also revealed additional genes in the P. stewartii RcsA regulon that are directly or indirectly
suppressed by RcsA. Specifically, RcsA repressed several genes in the cys and arg operons
more than four-fold (Table 2). The cys genes are involved in sulfate activation, which leads to
cysteine biogenesis in E. coli [39]. The genes cysD and cysN are in an operon and each encodes
a subunit of the sulfate adenyltransferase complex [40, 41]. The arg genes are involved in
arginine biosynthesis in E. coli [42, 43]. The three arg genes most regulated by RcsA are argB
encoding acetylglutamate kinase, argC encoding N-acetyl-gamma-glutamylphosphate reductase,
and argI encoding ornithine carbamoyltransferase. It is unclear why RcsA would repress the
arginine and cysteine biosynthetic pathways and how this might relate to capsule production in
P. stewartii.
P. stewartii LrhA is 77% identical at the amino acid level to its E. coli counterpart. In E.
coli, LrhA is a LysR-type transcriptional factor negatively controlling motility, chemotaxis,
flagellar biosynstheis [19] and type 1 fimbrial expression [44]. However, unlike E. coli, where
LrhA highly represses some genes related to flagellar function and chemotaxis by approximately
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3-80 fold [19], the P. stewartii RNA-Seq data only indicated a ~two- to three-fold level of
repression. On the other hand, LrhA does repress expression of two putative fimbrial subunits
(encoded by CKS_0458 and CKS_0459) more than four-fold in P. stewartii (Table 3 and Fig 4),
while the E. coli K12 strain MG1655 genome (CP009685.1) does not contain homologues of
these genes. Thus there are clear differences between the role of LrhA in E. coli and P.
stewartii. Interestingly, the P. stewartii fimbrial subunit genes CKS_0458 and CKS_0459 were
also previously found to be directly controlled by the master QS regulator EsaR [15]. This is
another example of coordinated control of gene expression at more than one level in the P.
stewartii QS regulatory network.
Other P. stewartii annotated genes regulated by LrhA include CKS_5208, encoding
rhamnosyltransferase I subunit B (RhlB), which is repressed. This enzyme may be involved in
surfactant production necessary to facilitate swarming motility. In addition, the gene most highly
repressed by LrhA, CKS_5211, is located adjacent to to CKS_5208 in the genome. Although
originally annotated as a putative alpha/beta superfamily hydrolase/acyltransferase, CKS_5211
has very high homology with rhamnosyltransferase I subunit A (RhlA) of other sequenced
strains of Pantoea. This further suggests an important role for LrhA in controlling surfactant
production in P. stewartii. One annotated activated gene, CKS_3793, codes for cytochrome d
ubiquinol oxidase subunit I, which presumably plays a role during aerobic respiration. The only
other annotated gene found to be four-fold or more activated by LrhA was wceO, which is
related to capsule synthesis and is also activated by RcsA, suggesting that its regulation is highly
complex.
The RNA-Seq, qRT-PCR and transcriptional fusion experiments all confirmed the
existence of a previously unknown feedback loop in the quorum-sensing network downstream of
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EsaR, with LrhA repressing RcsA. A developing model of this network suggests that there is
tight coordinate control of key virulence factors in P. stewartii (Fig 7) [14, 15, 35] with the
EsaR, RcsA, and LrhA proteins creating a coherent type three feed forward loop [45]. The
repressive role exerted by EsaR on rcsA transcription appears to be reinforced by the negative
regulation of rcsA exerted by the EsaR-activated gene product LrhA. Negative control of rcsA
expression by LrhA likely helps repress capsule production in the bacterium until the correct
temporal point in disease progression. Positive autoregulation of RcsA in P. stewartii [35] will
result in higher levels of the protein that escape proteolysis by Lon [16], thereby reinforcing the
signal to increase capsule production at high cell density [35]. Normally, QS tightly controls
expression of rcsA so that the bacterium only produces high levels of capsule after migration to
the xylem has occurred. If capsule is expressed too early, it can actually hinder the ability of P.
stewartii to cause disease [4]. Alternatively, the rcsA strain showed no sign of infection in the
plant virulence assay. Thus if the bacterium is incapable of producing capsule it also cannot
form a biofilm in the xylem. The complement of rcsA however only partially restored the
virulence of the deletion strain, perhaps indicating how important precise fine-tuning of rcsA
expression is to disease outcome. The lrhA strain significantly decreased the virulence of P.
stewartii, but not to the degree seen with the rcsA strain. This may in part be due to the
removal of one level of regulation of rcsA, but is also probably due to impacts on the adhesion
and motility of the bacterium, an area of on-going research. Since RcsA controls capsule
production in P. stewartii and capsule is a main virulence factor for the bacterium, it would make
sense for it to be regulated at multiple points in the regulatory network to ensure that the bacteria
successfully migrate to the xylem before capsule and biofilm production begins in the corn plant.
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The tight control of RcsA by QS and the downstream network of transcriptional regulators,
including RcsA itself [35] and LrhA, help ensure the precise timing of disease progression.
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Table 5.1: Strains and plasmids used in the study
Strains
Genotype and notesa
References
Pantoea stewartii strains
DC283
Wild-type strain; Nalr
(26)
∆lrhA
Unmarked deletion of lrhA coding sequence; Nalr
This study
+
∆lrhA/lrhA
DC283 ∆lrhA with chromosomal complementation of This study
lrhA and its promoter downstream of glmS; Nalr Cmr
∆rcsA
Unmarked deletion of rcsA coding sequence; Nalr
This study
+
∆rcsA/rcsA
DC283 ∆rcsA with chromosomal complementation of This study
rcsA and its promoter downstream of glmS; Nalr Cmr
Escherichia coli strains
Top 10
F-- mcrA Δ(mrr-hsdRMS-mcrBC) Φ80dlacZΔM15
(44)
ΔlacX74 deoR recAI araD139 Δ(ara-leu)7697 galU
galK rpsL (Strr) endA1 nupG
DH5α
F- endA1 glnV44 thi-1 recA1 relA1 gyrA96 deoR
(45)
nupG Φ80dlacZΔM15 Δ(lacZYA-argF)U169,
hsdR17(rK- mK+)
F- endA1 glnV44 thi-1 recA1 relA1 gyrA96 deoR
(25)
DH5α λpir
nupG Φ80dlacZΔM15 Δ(lacZYA-argF)U169,
hsdR17(rK- mK+), λpir
CC118 λpir
∆(ara-leu), araD, ∆lacX74, galE, galK, phoA20, thi-1, (27)
rpsE, rpoB, argE(Am), recA1, λpir
S17-1 λpir
recA pro hsdR RP4-2-Tc::Mu-Km::Tn7
(31)
Plasmids
pGEM-T
Cloning vector, Apr
Promega
pDONR201
Entry vector in the Gateway system, Knr
Life Technologies
R
r
r
pAUC40
Suicide vector pKNG101:: attR-ccdB-Cm ; Cm , Str , (24)
sacB
pEVS104
Conjugative helper plasmid, tra trb; Knr
(28)
pUC18R6K-mini- Tn7 vector for chromosomal integration into the
(30)
r
r
Tn7-cat
intergenic region downstream of glmS; Cm , Ap
pPROBE’GFP[tagl pPROBE’GFP[tagless] vector with the promoter of
This study
r
ess] PrcsA
rcsA; Kn
a
Apr, ampicillin resistance; Nalr, nalidixic acid resistance; Knr, kanamacyin resistance; Gmr,
gentamycin resistance; Cmr, chloramphenicol resistance; Strr, streptomycin resistance
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Table 5.2: List of genes differentially expressed 4-fold or more in the rcsA RNA-Seq data
DESeq
DESeq
Accession
Fold
Fold
padj
#
Locus_tag GeneID Product
Change Change
Activated by RcsA
ACV0288878
ACV0289544
ACV0290198
ACV0286879
ACV0288877
ACV0289541
ACV0288876
ACV0289540
ACV0289539
ACV0288191
ACV0289534

CKS_4672

secreted protein
undecaprenyl-phosphate UDPgalactose phosphotransferase

17.69

16.08

1.2E-01

12.60

11.89

2.1E-15

9.12

8.08

1.0E+00

7.78

7.47

2.7E-08

CKS_4671

lipoprotein
undecaprenyl-phosphate UDPgalactose phosphotransferase
putative outer membrane
lipoprotein

7.44

6.99

5.2E-09

CKS_2244 wza

polysaccharide export protein

6.26

5.75

1.2E-02

CKS_4670

5.79

5.53

3.0E-07

CKS_2245 wzb

YmcB family protein
phosphotyrosine-protein
phosphatase

5.16

4.74

6.2E-02

CKS_2246 wzc

tyrosine-protein kinase

5.13

4.70

2.8E-02

CKS_4022 wceO

beta-16-glucosyltransferase
exopolysaccharide biosynthesis
protein

4.75

4.46

6.3E-06

4.11

3.78

9.7E-02

50.38

54.64

5.7E-34

8.85

9.44

1.3E-11

5.25

5.50

8.6E-08

5.14

5.46

2.3E-07

5.07

5.57

3.0E-07

CKS_1282 cysN

acetylglutamate kinase
sulfate adenylyltransferase subunit
2
sulfate adenylyltransferase subunit
1

4.29

4.64

4.7E-06

CKS_4942 argI

ornithine carbamoyltransferase 1

4.20

4.54

1.1E-05

CKS_2241 wceG1
CKS_2799 osmB
CKS_2708 wceG2

CKS_2251 wceF

Repressed by RcsA
ACV0290191
ACV0289299
ACV0289953
ACV0289954
ACV0291072
ACV0291071
ACV0289145

CKS_2806
CKS_3504
CKS_1065 argC
CKS_1064 argB
CKS_1283 cysD

putative formate dehydrogenase
oxidoreductase protein
cytosine/purine/uracil/thiamine/all
antoin permease family protein
N-acetyl-gammaglutamylphosphate reductase
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Table 5.3: List of genes differentially expressed 4-fold or more in the lrhA RNA-Seq data
DESeq DESeq
Fold
Fold
padj
Accession #
Locus_tag GeneID Product
Change Change
Activated by LrhA
ACV-0289574
ACV-0288191

CKS_2211
CKS_4022

ACV-0291275

CKS_3793

wceO

hypothetical protein
beta-16-glucosyltransferase
cytochrome d ubiquinol
oxidase subunit I

7.45
7.43

6.97
6.80

7.9E-04
3.7E-11

4.72

4.30

3.4E-05

58.54

61.87

8.5E-13

17.02
15.00
11.06
8.80
8.39
6.69
6.46
5.73
5.58
5.53
5.51
5.46
5.14
5.02
4.84
4.77
4.29
4.29
4.27
4.26

18.57
16.26
11.98
9.15
9.32
7.14
6.83
5.92
5.79
5.67
5.77
5.63
5.49
5.57
5.25
5.17
4.60
4.57
4.44
4.47

2.0E-05
3.5E-16
5.4E-17
3.5E-14
1.1E-09
2.9E-09
3.4E-04
5.4E-04
9.5E-03
3.3E-02
1.3E-07
1.1E-04
6.4E-09
2.1E-08
5.9E-08
3.6E-03
3.4E-05
3.5E-04
1.4E-01
7.7E-03

4.17
4.00

4.55
4.14

1.4E-02
3.4E-05

Repressed by LrhA

ACV-0287751

CKS_5211

ACV-0287748
ACV-0290189
ACV-0285926
ACV-0285999
ACV-0290526
ACV-0286015
ACV-0286005
ACV-0286003
ACV-0286012
ACV-0286019
ACV-0286011
ACV-0286029
ACV-0286016
ACV-0290525
ACV-0290434
ACV-0286009
ACV-0286013
ACV-0286031
ACV-0286018
ACV-0286014

CKS_5208
CKS_2808
CKS_2106
CKS_2612
CKS_0458
CKS_2628
CKS_2618
CKS_2616
CKS_2625
CKS_2632
CKS_2624
CKS_2642
CKS_2629
CKS_0459
CKS_0551
CKS_2622
CKS_2626
CKS_2644
CKS_2631
CKS_2627

ACV-0286028
ACV-0286022

CKS_2641
CKS_2635

putative alpha/beta
superfamily
hydrolase/acyltransferase
rhamnosyltransferase I
subunit B
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
phage holin
putative fimbrial subunit
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
phage protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
phage tail sheath protein FI
putative fimbrial subunit
carbonic anhydrase
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
phage baseplate assembly
protein V
hypothetical protein
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Figure 5.1 Impact of RcsA and LrhA on phenotype of P. stewartii. Panel A shows an
analysis of capsule production in P. stewartti DC283 wild–type, rcsA mutant and ∆rcsA/rcsA+
complementation strains (left to right). Differences in capsule production are apparent in the
regions between the arms of the X-cross streak. Panel B shows an analysis of swarming motility
in wild-type, lrhA mutant and ∆lrhA/lrhA+ complementation strains (left to right). All pictures
for panel A or B, respectively, were taken at the same magnification after 48 hours of incubation.
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Figure 5.2: Differential mRNA expression during QS. Whole transcriptome data of the P.
stewartii DC283 wild-type strain compared to the ΔrcsA strain (panel A) or the lrhA strain
(panel B). An open circle is used to represent each gene. Those filled with green are activated
(levels of expression are four-fold or lower in the deletion strain) and those filled with red are
repressed (levels of expression are four-fold or higher in the deletion strain), by either RcsA
(panel A) or LrhA (panel B). The two extreme outlier points, with RPM expression >100 in the
wild-type and ~1 in the deletion strains, represent the deleted genes rcsA or lrhA, respectively.
All of the other colored points with RPM expression >1 in both samples are tabulated in Tables 2
and 3. The RPM change of normalized expression for most genes fall tightly around a line of
slope of 1, indicating that they are approximately equally expressed in both strains.
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Figure 5.3: Validating transcriptional control of select genes by RcsA. Changes in gene
expression were compared between the RNA-Seq analysis (light grey) and qRT-PCR assays
(dark grey) for five genes regulated by RcsA. Y-axis represents the fold activation (panel A) or
repression (panel B) on a logarithmic scale in the presence of RcsA. qRT-PCR data represent
two experimental samples analyzed in triplicate and the RNA-Seq results are averages of two
experimental samples. Error bars were estimated using the sample standard deviation of the foldchange across all replicates.
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Figure 5.4: Validating transcriptional control of select genes by LrhA. Changes in gene
expression were compared between the RNA-Seq analysis (light grey) and qRT-PCR assays
(dark grey) for five genes regulated by LrhA. Y-axis represents the fold activation (panel A) or
repression (panel B) on a logarithmic scale in the presence of RcsA. qRT-PCR data represent
two experimental samples analyzed in triplicate and the RNA-Seq results are averages of two
experimental samples. Error bars were estimated using the sample standard deviation of the foldchange across all replicates.
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Figure 5.5: Expression from the rcsA promoter. A GFP reporter was used to measure levels of
transcription from the rcsA promoter. Strains were grown to an OD600 of 0.5 and the average
fluorescence/OD600 was measured. Expression from the ΔlrhA strain is significantly higher (p<
0.05) than either the wild-type strain using a two-tailed homoscedastic Student’s t-test. This
indicates that LrhA normally represses expression of rcsA in the wild-type strain. Data
represents three experimental samples analyzed in triplicate. Error bars denote standard error.
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Figure 5.6: Plant assays testing the role of RcsA or LrhA in virulence. Data shown is the
average score of disease for Day 12 of an infection assay performed with 15 plants inoculated
with P. stewartii DC283 strains: wild type (WT), rcsA, rcsA/rcsA+, lrhA, lrhA/lrhA+, or
PBS as a negative control. The asterisks (*) represent strains that are statistically significantly
different (p< 0.05) from the wild-type strain using a two-tailed homoscedastic Student’s t-test.
Error bars denote standard error.
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Figure 5.7: Model of the quorum-sensing regulatory network in P. stewartii. See the text for
details. Solid lines indicate known direct regulatory control. Dashed lines indicate either direct
or indirect control found in the present study. Arrows represent activation and T lines represent
repression.
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CHAPTER SIX
OVERALL CONCLUSIONS
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The phenomenon of quorum sensing was first described in the late 1960s through studies
of the bioluminescent bacterium Vibrio fischeri (1). It is now more fully appreciated that many
bacteria utilize quorum sensing to coordinate gene expression. Two pathogenic organisms that
utilize quorum sensing, Vibrio parahaemolyticus and Pantoea stewartii subsp. stewartii, were
the emphasis of this dissertation, which focused on studying the downstream regulatory
networks.
The sequencing of the V. parahaemolyticus BB22OP genome was the first step toward
understanding how the BB22OP environmental strain differed from the clinical RIMD2210633
isolate. BB22OP is only the second strain of V. parahaemolyticus to be completely sequenced,
assembled, and annotated. The two strains shared 90% homology with ~300 unique genes in
BB22OP and ~400 unique genes in RIMD2210633. While most of the genome was similar
between the two organisms, the integron regions contained significant differences. Integrons are
genetic elements that allow bacteria to capture gene cassettes from the environment and
incorporate them into mobile (plasmid) or chromosomal insertion sites (2). The gene cassettes
are promoterless and must be integrated into the insertion site so the integron promoter can
control the gene expression (3).
Integrons were originally identified as smaller mobile elements with less than ten genes
flanked by insertion sites that allowed Gram-negative bacteria to obtain antibiotic resistance
genes via horizontal gene transfer. It is now known that vibrios also have large chromosomal
integrons, called superintegrons, with up to 10 times more genes than the smaller elements (4).
Superintegrons contain not only antibiotic resistance genes but also they often contain
toxin/antitoxin pairs (5).

Both the RIMD2210633 and BB22OP genomes contain three smaller

chromosomal integron regions on chromosome I that mostly contain hypothetical proteins or
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proteins with unknown function. Both strains also contain larger superintegron regions on
chromosome I with 86 genes in the RIMD2210633 superintegron and 91 genes in the BB22OP
superintegron. The BB22OP superintegron has four toxin/antitoxin pairs, a StbE/StbD pair, two
Doc/Phd pairs, and a ParE/ParD pair. The RIMD2210633 superintegron has one toxin/antitoxin
pair, YoeB/YefM, and two YafQ toxins without their antitoxins, and are likely not being
expressed without the antitoxin present. The toxin/antitoxin systems are believed to be used by
bacteria in a variety of ways, from maintaining chromosomal integrity to responding to
environmental stress (6). The toxins/antitoxins are able to arrest cell development of cells that
have DNA damage which allows them to remain viable but non-culturable (6). Since V.
parahaemolyticus has two chromosomes that must be maintained for survival, the
toxin/antitoxins are hypothesized to be playing a role in maintaining the integrity of the two
chromosomes. This has been shown to be the case for toxin/antitoxin systems in V. cholerae
(7). It has also been shown that free-living bacteria tend to have more toxin/antitoxin systems
(8), which would explain why the environmental isolate BB22OP has more toxin/antitoxins than
the RIMD2210633 clinical strain.
The differences in the integrons in RIMD2210633 and BB22OP are not the only
differences between the two strains. Previous experiments involving the deletion of OpaR in the
RIMD2210633 strain had no effect on the colony morphology (verses a change from OP to TR
in the BB22OP strain) suggesting RIMD2210633 has mutations in the genes upstream of or
within opaR (9, 10). Cytotoxicity assays with BB22OP strains that have OpaR silenced either by
deletion of opaR or by mutations in the quorum-sensing pathway to inhibit OpaR expression,
suggest that the silencing of OpaR leads to a more pathogenic strain (10). The quorum-sensing
pathways in other V. parahaemolyticus incomplete genomes that have been published in recent
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years could be analyzed to determine if there are any mutations inhibiting OpaR expression (11).
It could be determined if the clinical isolates have more mutations in the quorum-sensing
pathway than environmental isolates to further validate that OpaR silencing leads to more
pathogenic strains. A comparative genome study of the strains could also be completed to
categorize the genes unique to pathogenic strains.
Along with sequencing the genome, we also looked at the transcriptome of a quorumsensing active strain and a quorum-sensing null strain. Next generation sequencing has enabled
the rapid development of RNA-Seq methodologies to examine complete bacterial
transcriptomes. The RNA-Seq work, completed in this study, showed good correlation with
previous microarrays completed for V. parahaemolyticus BB22OP using RIMD2210633 chips
(10). The microarray data and RNA-Seq data showed a high degree of similarity with only
eighteen total genes from both chromosomes (ten genes from chromosome I and eight genes
from chromosome II) being differentially expressed between the two technologies. On
chromosome I, five of the ten genes showed no change in the RNA-Seq data but were shown to
be regulated in the microarray data. The other five genes were shown to be activated in the
RNA-Seq data and repressed in the microarray data. On chromosome II, five of the eight genes
showed no regulation by OpaR in the RNA-Seq data but where shown to be activated (one gene)
or repressed (four genes) in the microarray data. The remaining three genes were shown to be
repressed in the microarray data and activated in the RNA-Seq data. A point of interest is that
on chromosome II, six of the eight genes with different expression levels between the two
methods were ABC phosphate transporter related. Four of the six ABC phosphate transporters
appear to be in an operon and all show similar expression levels in each of the two methods. A
simple hypothesis for the difference in the expression of the ABC phosphate regulators is a
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difference in the water in Virginia where the RNA-Seq was carried out and the water in Iowa
where the microarray work was completed because the same brand of medium was used to grow
the cells.
The RNA-Seq paper focused on the transcription factors of interest and did not look at
the most highly regulated targets. For chromosome I, the gene most activated, 35-fold, is
actually a hypothetical protein that is surrounded by 3 other hypothetical proteins that are all
highly regulated by OpaR. When the protein sequence was compared to other protein sequences
in the NCBI database, it aligned with 99% identity to a type IV secretion system protein Rhs. V.
parahaemolyticus is known for its two T3SS and two T6SS, but further study can be done to
investigate the T4SS and its regulation. It is possible, since T4SS are involved in
macromolecule uptake, this is the mechanism by which the V. parahaemolyticus cells are able to
take up the DNA that is then incorporated into the integrons. The gene most repressed, 127-fold,
on chromosome I is the electron donor cytochrome C4 (VPBB_1851) which was also shown to
be repressed in the microarray data, but only 9-fold (12). This may be an indication that the
strains were under some respiratory distress when they were harvested for the RNA-Seq or
microarray. Both of these highly regulated genes have predicted OpaR binding sites to suggest
they maybe direct targets of OpaR.
For chromosome II the gene most activated, 80- fold, was an uncharacterized ImpC
(VPBB_A0940) with no known function. The gene is believed to be part of the SOS
mutagenesis system, but it not essential (13). The gene most repressed, 1055-fold, on
chromosome II is LafA (VPBB_A1418), along with other members of the lateral flagellar
operon. The lateral flagellar operon has been demonstrated to be highly repressed by OpaR,
previously (14).
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Electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSA) revealed that of eleven transcriptional
regulators controlled by the LuxRVh homologue, OpaR, nine are under direct control. The
binding sites of eight of the direct targets were predicted using a previously published OpaR
binding site which also identified approximately 60 other genes that may be direct targets of
OpaR (15). The RNA-Seq data for the eight targets that were confirmed via EMSAs was further
analyzed to determine where the predicted binding site was located relative to the start of
transcription, and if that position correlated with the standard -10 for repression and -35, or
farther upstream for activation. While not exactly matching to the standard -10 and -35 sites,
four of the five repressed targets did have predicted sites overlapping the +1 that would suggest
repression by disrupting the binding of RNA polymerase to the promoter thereby preventing
transcription of the mRNA. The fifth gene has predicted binding sites that are ~200 base pairs
upstream of the +1, so while the binding of RNA polymerase is likely not directly inhibited by
the binding of a repressor, a DNA looping mechanism might repress transcription. Two of the
three genes that are activated, have predicted binding sites 40 bp or greater upstream of the +1,
well-positioned to assist with recruitment of the RNA polymerase to the transcription initiation
site. VPBB_0645 was the only activated gene that the predicted binding site overlapped with the
+1 site of transcription.
It is to be noted that the binding sites are only a prediction and have not been confirmed
via DNase I footprinting.

The EMSA fragments used were from the entire intergenic region

between genes so the exact binding site may be different from the predicted binding site, which
is likely the case for VPBB_0645. Since the consensus site is not specific to OpaR, there are
possible sites that were not identified through bioinformatics. For example, VPBB_0491 did not
have a predicted binding site, but it did show a shift in the EMSA. One novel small RNA was
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also identified through the RNA-Seq analysis and confirmed via qRT-PCR. Follow up work by
a collaborator has shown that the small RNA is involved in the regulation of swarming motility
(data not published). These additions to the hierarchy of genetic control in V. parahaemolyticus
can be used to further define the OpaR regulon and better understand the switch between
nonpathogenic and pathogenic phenotypes.
The same RNA-Seq technique was applied to the quorum-sensing null and quorumsensing active strains of P. stewartii to study the transcriptome of the LuxRVf homologue, EsaR
(16). The study identified 184 genes that were repressed and 76 genes that were activated twofold or greater by EsaR. EsaR was found to directly bind ten genes through EMSA analysis. The
genes controlled by EsaR can be grouped into three categories: stress response, cell surface
adhesion and motility, and capsule production (16). The potential regulators of stress response,
cell surface adhesion and motility, and capsule production are UspA, LrhA, and RcsA,
respectively. It is hypothesized that these phenotypic outputs are essential because they are
important for initial colonization of the corn and persistence of the bacterium in the host.
P. stewartii lives in the midgut of the corn flea beetle and can colonize the xylem of corn
plants after migration from the site of infection on the leaf. The midgut of the corn flea beetle is
hypothesize to provide a nutrient rich environment that protects the P. stewartii from the cold
temperatures of the winter (17). The xylem of the plant is not a nutrient rich environment, so the
control of the stress response would be key to the organism’s ability to survive in the two vastly
different host environments. It is also important that when the beetle infects the leaves of the
plant with the P. stewartii, bacterial levels at low cell density, that the bacterium are able to have
some motility in order to migrate to the xylem of the plant. This would be accomplished by the
expression of the surface motility and adhesion genes at low cell density. It has been shown that
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the regulation of the capsule production is key to the infection and that if the bacteria produce
the complete capsule during the initial infection, it is hindered from moving into the xylem and
forming a biofilm (18).
The regulators of capsule production and surface adhesion and motility in P. stewartii,
RcsA and LrhA, respectively, were further studied. RNA-Seq was completed to compare wildtype P. stewartii with strains carrying a deletion of either rcsA or lrhA. RcsA activates 11 genes
and represses four genes, four-fold or greater, and LrhA activates three genes and represses 23
genes, four-fold or greater. These two data sets were confirmed using qRT-PCR for five genes
in each regulon. Transcriptional fusions of the promoter of rcsA to GFP were used to further
study a newly identified feedback loop whereby LrhA repressed rcsA. Thus RcsA is tightly
regulated by more than one transcriptional regulator. This control is likely needed because RcsA
controls capsule production, which is a major virulence factor for P. stewartii (19).
The motility of P. stewartii has been analyzed previously to show that EPS production
does play a role in the cells ability to swarm across the plate and that the control was quorumsensing regulated (20). Our findings help to further define the relationship between capsule
production (RcsA) and motility (LrhA). Interestingly we found that LrhA and RcsA are both
activating wceO, which is a gene involved in capsule production. It initially appeared odd that
LrhA would repress capsule production by repressing RcsA but would activate wceO, which is
involved in capsule production. This unusual regulation may be due to the need for P. stewartii
to limit capsule production so motility can occur during the low cell density/early stages of
infection. Once RcsA is completely active at high cell density/late stages of infection, the cells
are no longer motile (20). Precise regulation is likely the key to controlling the pathogenicity of
P. stewartii.
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Defining the quorum-sensing regulons has allowed for a more complete understanding of
the hierarchy of quorum-sensing gene control to be deciphered in two bacteria, a human and a
plant pathogen. This information will aid future efforts to understand the pathogenicity of V.
parahaemolyticus and P. stewartii and may lead to the development of approaches to prevent
disease.

Basic information about the quorum-sensing pathways in different organisms can be

applied to the design of antimicrobials that disrupt the organism’s ability to use quorum sensing
to control its pathogenicity (21-23). The majority of the current techniques are focused on
preventing the autoinducer from binding to receptors and initiating the changes in genetic
expression, which has been termed quorum-quenching (24, 25). The results in this dissertation
suggest this technique would not prove beneficial for V. parahaemolyticus disease prevention
because when it is in a low density state, signaled by low levels of autoinducer or lack of
autoinducer binding, it is more pathogenic. In order to lessen the pathogenicity of V.
parahaemolyticus, targets would need to be designed that would promote the phenotypes
associated with the high cell density stage of growth and/or activate expression of OpaR. The
findings from the transcriptome analysis of the quorum-sensing regulons and downstream
regulators of pathogenicity in V. parahaemolyticus and P. stewartii could lead to better disease
prevention strategies.
Future Work
Additional directions the V. parahaemolyticus project could take would be defining the
regulons of the downstream transcriptional regulators directly regulated by OpaR. Some of the
regulators like ExsA (involved in T3SS regulation), AphA (low cell density quorum-sensing
regulator) and LafK (involved in lateral flagellar control) have been previously studied, though
not the entire transcriptomes. Other regulators like FhlA are known to be involved in motility,
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and CpsR and CpsQ are both known to play a role in capsule production, although these
transcription factors are not as well defined as other regulators. Three of the direct targets,
VPBB_0645 crl family, VPBB_1322 asnC family, and VPBB_A0869 arsR family, have not
been studied and of the three, VPBB_0645 crl family is of most interest. It is believed to be the
regulator of csgBA and controls curli fiber formation (26). These fibers have been identified in
E. coli to play a role in host cell adhesion and invasion, cell-aggregation, and biofilm formation
(27). The curli fibers have also been shown to induce host inflammatory response (26). It can
be hypothesized that the bacterium would want to tightly control the induction of the host
inflammatory response so as not to elicit an immune response before the infection is wellestablished (to prevent the host from clearing the bacteria prematurely). The data suggests this
might be occurring because OpaR activates the expression of the crl family regulator only at
high cell density. To study this regulator, the gene would be individually deleted from the
genome using molecular techniques described for vibrios (28) and complementation strains
would be constructed by cloning the gene into a pBBR vector, transforming the vector into E.
coli, and conjugating the E. coli strain with the previously constructed deletion strain. These
initial strain constructs could yield valuable phenotypic data to suggest if the regulator is
controlling curli fiber formation when grown on congo-red plates (26).
RNA-Seq would be completed to sequence the RNA from the wild-type and deletion
samples and the data collected from the deletion strains would then be compared to wild-type
data to determine the changes in gene expression in the absence of the transcriptional regulator.
Follow-up studies would need to be carried out to verify the RNA-Seq data via qRT-PCR and
look for interesting interactions or phenotypes associated with the gene deletions.
Electrophoretic mobility shift assays could also be completed to determine if the identified genes
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are regulated directly or indirectly. Further defining the downstream regulons of the unknown
transcriptional regulators like VPBB_0645, would lead to an even finer, more detailed
understanding of the hierarchy of genetic control by quorum sensing in V. parahaemolyticus,
which might elucidate additional targets for disease intervention strategies.
Future work for the P. stewartii project will focus on in planta studies. It is recognized
that the in vitro studies completed here are limited by the artificial conditions created in the
laboratory and that in the plant, P. stewartii is most likely behaving differently. These studies
can be used as a comparison to determine what genes are important for the bacteria to initially
infect the leaves, move within the plant, and persist in the xylem of the corn plant. While, the
regulon of RcsA has been explored previously, the regulon of LrhA needs further definition (19,
29). Follow-up experiments, like EMSA analysis, can be done to determine direct targets of
LrhA and further characterize how it is controlling motility in P. stewartii. It would appear that
LrhA in P. stewartii is functioning differently from the LrhA in E. coli. LrhA in P. stewartii
autorepresses itself, while in E. coli it autoactivates its own expression and LrhA does not
directly bind to fhlD in P. stewartii, which has been show in E. coli (30-33). Understanding
more about LrhA will help in understanding more about the motility of P. stewartii.
Finally, little is known about the relationship between P. stewartii and its insect vector,
thus this would be another rich area for future studies.

There are currently no studies with live

corn flea beetles and feeding on the corn plants. Developing the model would require the help of
an entomologist to be able to sustain the corn flea beetle colony, but would provide information
about how P. stewartii colonizes the insect and how the infection is transmitted to the corn. The
corn flea beetles could also be used to infect corn plants and study the motility of the P. stewartii
to the xylem.
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Table A.1: Primers for qRT-PCR.
Gene
Primer
Annealing
Temp
Cloning-FWD
58.5°C
VPBB_0491
(VP0514)
Cloning-REV
cpsR
qRT-PCR
60°C
FWD
qRT-PCR
REV
Cloning-FWD
58.5°C
VPBB_0645
(VP0675)
Cloning-REV
crl family
qRT-PCR
60°C
FWD
qRT-PCR
REV
Cloning-FWD
58.9°C
VPBB_2530
(VP2710)
Cloning-REV
csgD/vpsT
family
RT-PCR FWD
62°C
RT-PCR REV
Cloning-FWD
58.4°C
VPBB_1307
(VP1391)
Cloning-REV
fhlA family
RT-PCR FWD
60°C
RT-PCR REV
Cloning-FWD
61.2°C
VPBB_1322
(VP1407)
asnC family
Cloning-REV
RT-PCR FWD
62°C
RT-PCR REV
Cloning-FWD
58.4°C
VPBB_1558
(VP1699)
Cloning-REV
exsA
RT-PCR FWD
62°C
RT-PCR REV
Cloning-FWD
56.0°C
VPBB_2619
(VP2762)
Cloning-REV
aphA
RT-PCR FWD
64°C
RT-PCR REV
Cloning-FWD
58.4°C
VPBBA_0554
(VPA606)
Cloning-REV
araC family
RT-PCR FWD
62°C
RT-PCR REV
Cloning-FWD
58.9°C
VPBBA_0869
(VPA947)
ars family
Cloning-REV
147

Sequence 5’ to 3’
ATGGCTGGGCAGTTTAAGATGG
TTACATCGCTTGATCGGAAATCAAG
TTGGAGTCGCACTCTGGTCAA
TGCACGCGACACACCAAGTT
ATGTCAGAGACGACTCAGGG
TCAGGCGAAATCAAATGACTCG
CTCAGGGTCCAACACACTTTCG
GCGGTTCACGCAGGTAAGG
GTGAGAAAGTCGGCTTACGCAAG
TTAAGACATCAAGTTTTGATCGGCCCA
AG
TCGATTAAAAACCTGCCATTGGT
GCGCTTTGGAACGTTGAACA
ATGCGTTCAGCTAACCATAGC
TTAACTCGCAGCAGAAATGTCG
CGCGAAATACATTCACGAAAACTC
AGCCGCACAGTTTTGAACGA
ATGATTTCTAATATGACTTTACAGGCTT
AGATAAGTTAGATCG
CTATCGACTGATCGGCTGATGAAGTAC
CTGTTAACAAACGGGCGTGAGT
GCGACAGCAGTACGGGACAAA
ATGGATGTGTCAGGCCAAC
TCAATTAGCGATGGCGACTTG
GGTGAAGTCCTCTATGCCTTGCTATC
TGCTCCATAAAGCGGCGTAA
TTGTTTACAAGTTTATTGACCATTTGG
TTAACCAATCACTTCAAGTTCTGTTAG
CTTACTACGCAACGCCTTCAACT
CGAAGCGTTAGGCGCTCTA
ATGCCGAACATTGAGATCATTCG
TTAACCTCTTACTACCTGATTACGAAA
GTCTTTTGG
CCTTTCTCGCCAGAATCCAATT
GCGACTGGCTAAGACCAATAACG
ATGAGCTATACAGATATGGATGTAGCA
GC
TTAGTTACAGAAAACGCCATGAAGC

VPBBA_1319
(VPA1446)
cpsQ
VPBBA_1405
(VPA1538)
lafK

VPBBA_0387
(VP0404)
rpoD
VPBBA_2050
(VPA1555)
fliA
Srr

RT-PCR FWD
RT-PCR REV
Cloning-FWD
Cloning-REV
RT-PCR FWD
RT-PCR REV
Cloning-FWD
Cloning-REV
RT-PCR FWD
RT-PCR REV
Cloning-FWD
Cloning-REV
RT-PCR FWD
RT-PCR REV
Cloning-FWD
Cloning-REV
RT-PCR FWD
RT-PCR REV
Cloning-FWD
Cloning-REV
RT-PCR FWD
RT-PCR REV

62°C
58.3°C
62°C
61.2°C

62°C
55°C
62°C
55°C
62°C
50°C
60°C
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GCAATGAAAGGCAATGCCAAT
CCTTTCCGGATGTGCCATTAC
ATGGAACAGTACACGGAAAAGC
CTAGAGGTTTCTTTTTGCCCAACTTG
AGCGTCTTGGCCTCATGTCA
CCTAATCCTCGACAAACCTTTTCC
ATGACGAAAACGAATATTTTGTTGGTT
GAGC
TTAGGCAGCCGAGCCTAG
GGGCGAAGCGCACTGTTA
TCCGGTAGCGTAGAGCTCACTAA
TTAGTCATTTTGTGTCCACGCACTG
GTGAATAAAGCGATAGAAGCTGCG
GCCGGCCTGAATTAAATCCT
CACCACCTGTTAGGCCGTTT
TTATTCGTCGAGGAAGCTGCG
ATCCGCAGTCACAGATAAAGTTAC
TTGCATACGCTCTGCCAGTTCT
CCGTATCTCTCGTCAAATGCTACAA
TGTGCGCTTAGTTGGTTAATC
AGTGATTTGTATGTAACTTGATACG
ATGCATTGCGTCATGGTGAAA
AGGTACGACCACTCCATATAGCTAATG
T

Table A.2: Primers for amplification of promoter regions.
Gene
Primer Sequence

VPBB_0491
(VP0514)
cpsR
VPBB_0645
(VP0675)
crl family
VPBB_2619
(VP2762)
aphA
VPBB_1307
(VP1391)
fhlA family
VPBB_1322
(VP1407)
asnC family
VPBB_1558
(VP1699)
exsA
VPBB_2530
(VP2710)
csgD/vpsT family
VPBB_A0554
(VPA0606)
araC family
VPBB_A0869
(VPA0947)
arsR family
VPBB_A1319
(VPA1446)
cpsQ
VPBB_A1405
(VPA1538)
lafK
fliA

Fwd: TTGCATTTTGATTTTGATGGC
Rev: ATCCATCTTAAACTGCCCAG
Rev: /FAM/ATCCATCTTAAACTGCCCAG
Fwd: GTTAAGAGTGATATACCTGAGC
Rev: CATATGAATCTCCGTTTCCATATAG
Rev: /FAM/CATATGAATCTCCGTTTCCATATAG
Fwd: CAGCAAATAACCAGACATTTACACTAC
Rev: GGAGCAGGTATGATTGGATTTATGAGC
Rev:/FAM/GGAGCAGGTATGATTGGATTTATGAGC
Fwd: ATAAAGTTAATAACACTGGCATTTTAGTCG
Rev: CGCTGAATTAATGAAGAAAGGT
Rev: /FAM/CGCTGAATTAATGAAGAAAGGT
Fwd: AGGAACAAAGATCACACAAAATG
Rev: CTTGTGAAGTCGCTGAAAAAC
Rev: /FAM/CTTGTGAAGTCGCTGAAAAAC
Fwd: GGTTTTGGAAATGTAGTTTCCTAAT
Rev: AATTTCTCTCGTGTGTAAAAGAG
Rev: /FAM/AATTTCTCTCGTGTGTAAAAGAG
Fwd: CTCAGTTCAACTTTCATATGTAGC
Rev: CACGTGTTCAAATCTCCCAAG
Rev: /FAM/CACGTGTTCAAATCTCCCAAG
Fwd: CTGTAAGTGAAGAATAATACCGAATG
Rev: AAGTGGTTAAAGCGAATGATC
Rev: /FAM/AAGTGGTTAAAGCGAATGATC
Fwd: GAGAACGCCATCCTTTG
Rev: CTGTATAGCTCATGACTCACC
Rev: /FAM/CTGTATAGCTCATGACTCACC
Fwd: ATAGCCTTAGTTAAAAGTGTTTCTTT
Rev: CCATAATGTTTCTCATACTTTCATTAAC
Rev: /FAM/CCATAATGTTTCTCATACTTTCATTAAC
Fwd: AACTTCGAATTATGTGACTTTAGTTC
Rev: TGGCATAGCTAATCATGTTAATTAC
Rev: /FAM/TGGCATAGCTAATCATGTTAATTAC
Fwd: AAGTGCTGGCGTTTGTGTTC
Rev: TTAACTTCATACTGCGAGGTATC
Rev: /FAM/ TTAACTTCATACTGCGAGGTATC
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Length
of PCR
Product
(bp)
165

%
Gel

103

5%

198

4%

242

5%

206

4%

373

4%

159

6%

123

6%

164

5%

174

5%

315

4%

276

4%

5%

Table A.3: Genes differentially expressed between the microarray and RNA-Seq data
BB22OP ID
RIMD
Annotation
Microarray opaR+/
2210633
Fold
ΔopaR1
a
ID
Change
RNA-Seqb
Chromosome 1
VPBB_0158
VP0167
hypothetical
0.20
0.99
VPBB_0556
VP0583
malate synthase A
0.25
2.69
VPBB_0557
VP0584
isocitrate lyase
0.20
1.74
VPBB_0880
VP0922
competence related protein
0.08
1.31
c
VPBB_2153
VP2338
chitinase (SSR )
5.00
1.06
VPBB_2718
VP2868
hypothetical protein
0.07
0.63
VPBB_2719
VP2869
sodium solute symporter
0.08
2.03
VPBB_2725
VP2876
conserved hypothetical protein (SSR)
0.25
1.52
VPBB_2726
VP2877
DNA polymerase III, epsilon subunit
0.33
2.41
(SSR)
VPBB_2727
VP2878
acetyl-CoA synthase (SSR)
0.25
2.34
Chromosome 2
VPBBA_1424 VPA1558 FliU, new potential lateral product
(SSR; last gene in a 9-gene operon)
VPBBA_0324 VPA0352 permease of ABC transporter
VPBBA_1333 VPA1460 phosphate ABC transporter, permease
protein
VPBBA_1334 VPA1461 phosphate ABC transporter,
periplasmic phosphate-binding
VPBBA_1331 VPA1458 phosphate ABC transporter, ATPbinding protein
VPBBA_0326 VPA0354 periplasmic solute-binding protein
VPBBA_0528 VPA0579 alkaline phosphatase
VPBBA_1332 VPA1459 phosphate ABC transporter, permease
protein
a

20.00

0.67

0.33
0.25

1.02
3.41

0.20

8.40

0.17

2.50

0.14
0.14
0.14

1.64
0.92
1.70

Tests for differential expression were conducted using an ANOVA model in R with an FDR =
0.03 when expression in strain LM5674 (∆opaR1) was compared to LM5312 (opaR+). Inclusion
in this list was determined by change in expression of 4-fold or greater. (26)
b
RNA-Seq data is fold change of the opaR+ strain gene expression divided by the ∆opaR1 strain
gene expression. Error for the ratios of normalized gene expression levels were conservatively
estimated using the standard deviation ratios across the majority of genes with less than 4-fold
change. The standard deviation for chromosome 1 is 1.53 and the error for chromosome 2 is 1.59.
c
SSR= surface sensing regulon
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Table A.4: Genes regulated greater than 4-fold in the RNA-Seq data.
BB22OP ID a
RIMD
Annotation
opaR+/
2210633
ΔopaR1
ID b
RNA-Seqc
Chromosome 1
VPBB_0006
VP0006
6.61
ABC-type polar amino acid transport system,
ATPase component
VPBB_0008
VP0008
19.58
amino acid ABC transporter, periplasmic amino
acid-binding portion
VPBB_0048
VP0053
59.73
hypothetical protein
VPBB_0050
VP0055
5.48
DNA-directed RNA polymerase specialized sigma
subunit
VPBB_0051
VP0056
5.03
chromosome segregation ATPase
VPBB_0052
VP0057
5.79
serine/threonine protein kinase
VPBB_0107
VP0117
7.74
GGDEF and EAL family protein
VPBB_0384
VP0377
0.25
putative CFA
VPBB_0491
VP0514
0.17
capsule transcriptional regulator CpsR
VPBB_0535
VP0562
6.18
hypothetical protein
VPBB_0596
VP0625
0.04
hypothetical protein
VPBB_0597
VP0626
0.07
hypothetical protein
VPBB_0598
VP0627
0.11
hypothetical protein
VPBB_0620
VP0649
4.52
pypothetical protein
VPBB_0623
VP0652
19.04
proton glutamate symport protein
VPBB_0670
VP0699
9.96
GGDEF family protein
VPBB_0732
VP0766
16.27
hypothetical protein, specific for Vibrio
VPBB_0755
VP0790
4.45
polar flagellin protein FlaD
VPBB_0860
VP0901
19.98
hypothetical protein
VPBB_0905
VP0948
4.38
D-Tyr-tRNAtyr deacylase
VPBB_0907
VP0950
0.19
lipoprotein-related protein
VPBB_0953
VP1002
7.84
hypothetical protein
VPBB_1018
VP1088
4.95
methyl-accepting chemotaxis protein I (serine
chemoreceptor protein)
VPBB_1164
VP1242
0.12
hypothetical protein
VPBB_1177
VP1254
4.81
hypothetical protein
VPBB_1211
VP1286
0.24
putative exporter of the RND superfamily
VPBB_1212
VP1287
0.21
outer membrane lipoprotein-sorting protein
VPBB_1213
VP1288
0.25
hypothetical protein
VPBB_1242
VP1318
0.08
hypothetical protein
VPBB_1243
VP1319
0.09
polysaccharide pyruvyl transferase
VPBB_1244
VP1320
0.07
2-C-methyl-D-erythritol 4-phosphate
cytidylyltransferase
VPBB_1245
VP1321
0.08
dTDP-glucose 4,6-dehydratase
VPBB_1246
VP1322
0.11
lipopolysaccharide cholinephosphotransferase
LicD1
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VPBB_1256

VP1332

4.64

VPBB_1258
VPBB_1302
VPBB_1303
VPBB_1304
VPBB_1307

VP1335
VP1385
VP1387
VP1388
VP1391

6.45
5.31
10.98
4.23
16.21

VPBB_1308
VPBB_1309

VP1392
VP1393

14.23
26.72

VPBB_1310
VPBB_1311
VPBB_1312
VPBB_1313
VPBB_1314
VPBB_1315
VPBB_1316
VPBB_1317
VPBB_1318
VPBB_1319
VPBB_1320
VPBB_1321
VPBB_1323
VPBB_1324
VPBB_1325
VPBB_1326
VPBB_1327
VPBB_1328
VPBB_1329
VPBB_1330
VPBB_1331
VPBB_1332
VPBB_1335
VPBB_1336
VPBB_1345
VPBB_1415
VPBB_1418
VPBB_1419
VPBB_1420
VPBB_1421
VPBB_1422
VPBB_1423
VPBB_1424
VPBB_1425

VP1394
VP1395
VP1396
VP1398
VP1399
VP1400
VP1401
VP1402
VP1403
VP1404
VP1405
VP1406
VP1408
VP1409
VP1410
VP1411
VP1412
VP1413
VP1414
VP1415

19.28
10.99
8.12
8.25
10.10
17.45
13.50
12.19
10.47
10.87
11.93
7.77
9.32
7.22
10.89
9.75
10.45
9.35
8.47
4.56
4.48
4.58
5.36
6.51
0.11
4.52
4.49
5.68
4.40
4.24
0.03
0.05
0.06
0.06

VP1422
VP1434
VP1510
VP1513
VP1514
VP1515
VP1516
VP1517
VP1521
VP1522

ABC transporter, periplasmic spermidine
putrescine-binding protein PotD
1-pyrroline-4-hydroxy-2-carboxylate deaminase
cell wall endopeptidase, family M23 M37
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
sigma-54 dependent transcriptional regulator,
FhlA family
ClpB protein
typeVI secretion Hcp protein, biofilm
development
VgrG protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
uncharacterized protein ImpA
uncharacterized protein ImpB
uncharacterized protein ImpC
hypothetical protein
protein ImpG
uncharacterized protein ImpH
IcmF-related protein
uncharacterized protein ImpA
hypothetical protein
uncharacterized protein ImpI
type VI secretion lipoprotein
uncharacterized protein ImpJ
outer membrane protein ImpK
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
SM-20-related protein
fimbrial protein pilin
iron-sulfur cluster-binding protein
formate dehydrogenase-O, major subunit
formate dehydrogenase-O, iron-sulfur subunit
formate dehydrogenase -O, gamma subunit
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
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VPBB_1426
VPBB_1494
VPBB_1495
VPBB_1518

VP1521
VP1634
VP1635
VP1658

0.13
0.12
0.12
5.09

VPBB_1526

VP1666

5.63

VPBB_1527

VP1667

5.07

VPBB_1528
VPBB_1541
VPBB_1546
VPBB_1548

VP1668
VP1682
VP1688
VP1690

6.31
7.05
4.66
4.06

VPBB_1549
VPBB_1554

VP1691
VP1695

4.86
4.25

VPBB_1555

VP1696

4.22

VPBB_1560
VPBB_1561
VPBB_1628
VPBB_1633
VPBB_1636
VPBB_1637
VPBB_1646
VPBB_1647
VPBB_1648
VPBB_1649
VPBB_1650
VPBB_1652
VPBB_1655
VPBB_1669
VPBB_1670
VPBB_1681
VPBB_1693
VPBB_1694
VPBB_1696
VPBB_1697
VPBB_1704
VPBB_1711
VPBB_1730
VPBB_1732
VPBB_1745
VPBB_1796

VP1701
VP1702
VP1770
VP1775
VP1779
VP1781
VP1864

12.70
13.45
0.25
4.73
57.78
10.31
0.19
0.10
0.24
0.18
0.14
0.10
0.25
0.15
0.24
0.21
0.18
0.21
0.16
0.20
0.22
0.10
5.15
5.97
9.12
0.23

VP1815
VP1879
VP1881
VP1904
VP1955

hypothetical protein
agglutination protein
putative outer membrane protein
type III secretion chaperone protein for YopD
(SycD)
type III secretion outermembrane negative
regulator of secretion (TyeA)
type III secretion outermembrane contact sensing
protein (YopN,Yop4b,LcrE)
type III secretion ATPase
hypothetical protein
type III secretion cytoplasmic protein (YscL)
type III secretion bridge between inner and
outermembrane lipoprotein (YscJ,HrcJ,EscJ, PscJ)
type III secretion cytoplasmic protein (YscI)
type III secretion inner membrane protein (YscD,
flagellar export protein-like protein)
type III secretion outermembrane pore forming
protein (YscC,MxiD,HrcC, InvG)
type III secretion regulator ExsC
type III secretion regulator ExsE
manganese-dependent inorganic pyrophosphatase
gamma-glutamyl-putrescine oxidase
gamma-glutamyl-GABA hydrolase
gamma-glutamyl-putrescine synthetase
glyoxalase family protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
putative acetyltransferase
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
L-2-haloalkanoic acid dehalogenase
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
serine transporter
EAL family protein
methyl-accepting chemotaxis protein
hypothetical protein
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VPBB_1805
VPBB_1817
VPBB_1848
VPBB_1851
VPBB_1852
VPBB_1857
VPBB_1858
VPBB_1859
VPBB_1954
VPBB_1979
VPBB_2025
VPBB_2029
VPBB_2053
VPBB_2072
VPBB_2073
VPBB_2074
VPBB_2076
VPBB_2077
VPBB_2078
VPBB_2144
VPBB_2269
VPBB_2301
VPBB_2338
VPBB_2451
VPBB_2456
VPBB_2457
VPBB_2458
VPBB_2619
VPBB_2661
VPBB_2677
VPBB_2736
VPBB_2755
VPBB_2756
VPBB_2811
VPBB_2816
VPBB_2845
VPBB_2846
VPBB_2893
VPBB_2894
Chromosome 2
VPBB_A0045
VPBB_A0095
VPBB_A0112
VPBB_A0189

VP1966
VP1979
VP2011
VP2015
VP2016
VP2021
VP2022
VP2023
VP2119
VP2159
VP2207
VP2211
VP2235
VP2254
VP2255
VP2256
VP2258
VP2259
VP2261
VP2329
VP2443
VP2516
VP2631
VP2636
VP2637
VP2638
VP2762
VP2811
VP2827
VP2888
VP2917
VP2918
VP2974
VP2979
VP3014
VP3015

VPA0052
VPA0104
VPA0121
VPA0207

6.37
0.23
4.09
128.99
40.40
0.21
0.17
0.19
4.12
6.01
0.23
5.33
6.77
4.04
4.81
4.13
4.93
4.44
5.46
13.13
0.16
5.66
0.06
8.87
0.16
0.23
0.21
5.09
4.78
5.91
4.44
0.04
0.04
5.43
0.24
14.30
7.32
4.28
4.53
0.17
0.23
0.16
5.55

proton glutamate symport protein
EAL family protein
tetrathionate reductase subunit B
cytochrome c4
cytochrome c family protein
hypothetical protein
putative glycosyl transferase family protein
dTDP-glucose 4,6-dehydratase
putative queD like 2
methyl-accepting chemotaxis protein
putative CG2 omega domain protein
hypothetical protein
polar flagellar biosynthesis protein FlhA
polar flagellar regulatory protein FlaJ
polar flagellar protein FlaI
polar flagellar hook-associated protein FliD
polar flagellin protein FlaA
polar flagellin protein FlaB
flagellin protein FlaF
multidrug efflux pump component MtrF
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
quorum-sensing regulator OpaR
HD-GYP family protein
PTS system, cellobiose-specific IIC component
PTS system, cellobiose-specific IIB component
deacetylase DA1
transcriptional regulator, PadR family, AphA
polar Na+-driven flagellar motor protein MotX
methyl-accepting chemotaxis protein
GGDEF family protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
lysophospholipase L2
GGDEF & EAL family protein with FIST domain
putative signal peptide protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
fucose 4-O-acetylase
lactoylglutathione lyase
hypothetical protein
peptide methionine sulfoxide reductase MsrA
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VPBB_A0227
VPBB_A0232
VPBB_A0239
VPBB_A0240
VPBB_A0241
VPBB_A0243
VPBB_A0244
VPBB_A0245
VPBB_A0246
VPBB_A0247
VPBB_A0248
VPBB_A0249
VPBB_A0250
VPBB_A0251
VPBB_A0252
VPBB_A0253
VPBB_A0254
VPBB_A0257
VPBB_A0379

VPA0248
VPA0253
VPA0260
VPA0261
VPA0262
VPA0264
VPA0265
VPA0266
VPA0267
VPA0268
VPA0269
VPA0270
VPA0271
VPA0272
VPA0273
VPA0274
VPA0275
VPA0277
VPA0409

0.19
6.84
7.1
39.29
55
132.64
274.62
254.11
342.77
145.42
195.91
140.05
72.8
77.66
153.28
94.13
12.86
0.22
0.17

VPBB_A0412
VPBB_A0413
VPBB_A0414
VPBB_A0415
VPBB_A0440

VPA0457
VPA0458
VPA0459
VPA0485

0.18
0.11
0.11
5.02
4.55

VPBB_A0446
VPBB_A0456
VPBB_A0464
VPBB_A0470
VPBB_A0514
VPBB_A0515
VPBB_A0537
VPBB_A0554
VPBB_A0559
VPBB_A0688
VPBB_A0720
VPBB_A0725
VPBB_A0729
VPBB_A0866
VPBB_A0867
VPBB_A0868
VPBB_A0869

VPA0491
VPA0502
VPA0511
VPA0518
VPA0567
VPA0568
VPA0588
VPA0606
VPA0612
VPA0747
VPA0780
VPA0783
VPA0788
VPA0944
VPA0945
VPA0946
VPA0947

5.53
5.41
23.68
0.12
0.1
0.12
0.22
0.16
11.3
16.87
0.2
0.24
0.24
0.22
0.2
0.08
0.12

outer membrane protein A precursor
putative transport protein
FlgO lateral flagellar protein
FlgN lateral flagellar chaperone protein
FlgM lateral flagellar anti-sigma factor
FlgB lateral flagellar proximal rod protein
FlgC lateral flagellar proximal rod protein
FlgD lateral flagellar hook assembly protein
FlgE lateral flagellar hook protein
FlgF lateral flagellar proximal rod protein
FlgG lateral flagellar distal rod protein
FlgH lateral flagellar L-ring protein
FlgI lateral flagellar P-ring protein
FlgJ lateral flagellar peptidoglycan hydrolase
FlgK lateral flagellar hook-associated protein 1
FlgL lateral flagellar hook-associated protein 3
FlgU lateral flagellar protein
NhaP-type antiporter
plasma membrane protein involved in salt
tolerance
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
surface-induced secreted collagenase
NAD-dependent formate dehydrogenase alpha
subunit
methyl-accepting chemotaxis protein
putative oxidoreductase linked to yggC
methyl-accepting chemotaxis protein
GGDEF & EAL family protein
sigma cross-reacting protein 27A
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
biofilm regulatory protein AraC family
methyl-accepting chemotaxis protein
MSHA pilin protein MshA
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
Phospholipase A1 precursor
Acriflavin resistance protein
putative transporter component
putative transmembrane protein
transcriptional regulator ArsR family
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VPBB_A0910
VPBB_A0931
VPBB_A0932
VPBB_A0933
VPBB_A0934
VPBB_A0935
VPBB_A0936
VPBB_A0937
VPBB_A0938
VPBB_A0939
VPBB_A0940
VPBB_A0941
VPBB_A0942
VPBB_A0943
VPBB_A0944
VPBB_A0945
VPBB_A0946
VPBB_A0947
VPBB_A0948
VPBB_A0949
VPBB_A0950
VPBB_A0953
VPBB_A0985
VPBB_A0994
VPBB_A1088

VPA1000
VPA1024
VPA1026
VPA1027
VPA1028
VPA1029
VPA1030
VPA1031
VPA1032
VPA1033
VPA1034
VPA1035
VPA1036
VPA1037
VPA1038
VPA1039
VPA1040
VPA1041
VPA1042
VPA1043
VPA1044
VPA1047
VPA1081
VPA1091
VPA1189

4.99
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.02
0.23
17.09
5.93
4.81

VPBB_A1102

VPA1202

0.09

VPBB_A1103
VPBB_A1104
VPBB_A1105
VPBB_A1175
VPBB_A1276

VPA1203
VPA1204
VPA1205
VPA1294
VPA1403

0.1
0.05
0.01
36.15
0.07

VPBB_A1277
VPBB_A1278

VPA1404
VPA1405

0.08
0.11

VPBB_A1279

VPA1406

0.12

VPBB_A1280
VPBB_A1281
VPBB_A1282

VPA1407
VPA1408
VPA1409

0.11
0.08
0.09

methyl-accepting chemotaxis protein I
transhydrogenase beta subunit
VgrG protein
putative cytoplasmic protein USSDB7A
ClpA/B-type chaperone
hypothetical protein
protein ImpG/VasA
uncharacterized protein ImpF
protein of avirulence locus ImpE
uncharacterized protein ImpD
uncharacterized protein ImpC
uncharacterized protein ImpB
uncharacterized protein ImpA
putative phosphoprotein phosphatase
protein phosphatase ImpM
IcmF-related protein
type VI secretion system family protein
hypothetical protein
type VI secretion protein
hypothetical protein
protein kinase
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
methyl-accepting chemotaxis protein I (serine
chemoreceptor protein)
polyhydroxyalkanoic acid synthase
hypothetical protein
3-ketoacyl-CoA thiolase
acetoacetyl-CoA reductase
surface-induced SPOR-domain containing protein
capsular polysaccharide synthesis enzyme CpsA
sugar transferase
capsular polysaccharide synthesis enzyme CpsB
capsular polysaccharide synthesis enzyme CpsC
polysaccharide export
capsular polysaccharide synthesis enzyme CpsD
exopolysaccharide synthesis
capsular polysaccharide synthesis enzyme CpsE
glycosyltransferase CpsF
capsular polysaccharide synthesis enzyme CpsG
Lipid A core - O-antigen ligase
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VPBB_A1283

VPA1410

0.1

capsular polysaccharide synthesis enzyme CpsH

VPBB_A1284
VPBB_A1285

VPA1411
VPA1412

0.08
0.1

VPBB_A1286
VPBB_A1307
VPBB_A1308
VPBB_A1310
VPBB_A1316
VPBB_A1317
VPBB_A1318
VPBB_A1319
VPBB_A1320
VPBB_A1322

VPA1413
VPA1434
VPA1435
VPA1437
VPA1443
VPA1444
VPA1445
VPA1446
VPA1447
VPA1449

0.15
4.94
4.76
4.05
0.17
0.16
0.21
0.12
0.16
7.44

VPBB_A1334

VPA1461

8.4

VPBB_A1335

VPA1462

10.9

VPBB_A1362

VPA1492

6.41

VPBB_A1369
VPBB_A1379
VPBB_A1380
VPBB_A1381
VPBB_A1384
VPBB_A1385
VPBB_A1386
VPBB_A1399
VPBB_A1400
VPBB_A1401
VPBB_A1402
VPBB_A1403
VPBB_A1404

VPA1499
VPA1511
VPA1512
VPA1513
VPA1516
VPA1518
VPA1519
VPA1532
VPA1533
VPA1534
VPA1535
VPA1536
VPA1537

0.15
6.91
6.93
11.15
4.67
4.34
8.31
41.44
43.79
72.76
125.9
99.91
216.61

VPBB_A1405

VPA1538

170.17

VPBB_A1406
VPBB_A1407
VPBB_A1408
VPBB_A1409
VPBB_A1410

VPA1539
VPA1540
VPA1541
VPA1542
VPA1543

306.68
114.21
81
56.28
124.23

putative glycosyltransferase CpsI
capsular polysaccharide synthesis enzyme CpsJ
membrane protein export of O-antigen and
teichoic acid
hypothetical protein CpsK
ABC transporter ATP-binding protein
ferrichrome-iron receptor
ferrichrome-binding periplasmic protein precursor
membrane-fusion protein MfpC
putative transport protein MfpB
cell surface and biofilm determinant MfpA
transcriptional regulator CpsQ
transcriptional regulator CpsS
methyl-accepting chemotaxis protein I
(chemoreceptor protein)
phosphate ABC transporter periplasmic
phosphate-binding protein PstS
methyl-accepting chemotaxis protein I
(chemoreceptor protein)
methyl-accepting chemotaxis protein I (serine
chemoreceptor protein)
L-lactate dehydrogenase
GGDEF and EAL family protein ScrC
extracellular solute binding protein ScrB
aminotransferase ScrA
C4-type zinc finger protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
FliJ lateral assembly flagellar protein
FliI lateral flagellum-specific ATP synthase
FliH lateral flagellar assembly protein
FliG lateral flagellar motor switch protein
FliF lateral flagellar MS-ring protein
FliE lateral flagellar hook-basal body MS-ring-rod
junction protein
LafK sigma 54-dependent lateral flagellar
regulatory protein
MotY lateral flagellar H+-driven motor protein
FliM lateral flagellar motor protein
FliN lateral fgellar motor protein
FliP lateral flagellar protein
FliQ lateral flagellar protein
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VPBB_A1411
VPBB_A1412
VPBB_A1413
VPBB_A1415
VPBB_A1416
VPBB_A1417
VPBB_A1418
VPBB_A1419
VPBB_A1420
VPBB_A1421

VPA1544
VPA1545
VPA1546
VPA1548
VPA1550
VPA1551
VPA1552
VPA1553
VPA1554
VPA1555

31.38
16.57
6.15
1056.05
321.76
257.23
401.56
170.31
169.13
39.63

VPBB_A1422

VPA1556

108.25

VPBB_A1423

VPA1557

47.71

VPBB_A1434
VPBB_A1461

VPA1570
VPA1598

11.37
20.32

VPA1610
VPA1634
VPA1635
VPA1637
VPA1649

0.1
0.21
4.45
18.23
4.84
82.29

VPBB_A1473
VPBB_A1474
VPBB_A1498
VPBB_A1499
VPBB_A1501
VPBB_A1512
VPBB_A1513

66.78

FliR lateral flagellar protein
FlhB lateral flagellar protein
FlhA lateral flagellar protein
LafA lateral flagellin protein
FliD lateral flagellar distal cap protein
FliS lateral flagellar chaperone protein
FliT lateral flagellar chaperone protein
FliK lateral flagellar hook-length control protein
FliL lateral flagellar protein
FliA lateral flagellar RNA polymerase sigma
factor
MotA lateral flagellar H+-driven motor rotation
protein
MotB lateral flagellar H+-driven motor rotation
protein
hypothetical protein
surface-induced N-acetyl glucosamine-Chitin
binding protein GpbA
putative lipase
hypothetical protein
antiporter PotE
ornithine decarboxylase
TPR repeat protein SEL1 subfamily
surface-induced metalloendoprotease LytM (M23
family)
hypothetical protein

a

Bold indicates genes chosen for further study.
RIMD cells indicate genes unique to BB22OP, therefore no RIMD2210633 ID is
available.
c
RNA-Seq data is fold change of the opaR+ strain gene expression divided by the ∆opaR1 strain
gene expression. Error for the ratios of normalized gene expression levels were conservatively
estimated using the standard deviation ratios across the majority of genes with less than 4-fold
change. Error for chromosome 1 is 1.53 and error for chromosome 2 is 1.59.
b Empty
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Table A.5: Additional theoretically predicted direct targets of OpaR.
BB22OP
ID

RIMD
2210633
ID

OpaRPATSER binding
Scorea
site 5’
end

VPBB_0008

VP0008

7.59

-53

VPBB_0048

VP0053

6.63

-241

VPBB_0052

VP0057

3.32

-52

VPBB_0107

VP0117

11.77

-55

VPBB_0623

VP0652

8.24

-131

VPBB_0670

VP0699

7.73

-64

VPBB_0732

VP0766

5.78

-353

VPBB_0860

VP0901

5.73

-29

VPBB_0907

VP0950

4.07

-234

VPBB_0953

VP1002

4.29

-105

VPBB_1242

VP1318

3.28

-73

VPBB_1302

VP1385

4.68

-269

VPBB_1309

VP1393

5

-211

VPBB_1315

VP1400

6.94

-59

VPBB_1325

VP1410

6.35

-330

VPBB_1336

VP1422

3.63

-54
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OpaRbinding
Protein Function
site 3’
end
amino acid ABC
transporter,
-34 periplasmic amino
acid-binding
portion
hypothetical
-222
protein
serine/threonine
-33
protein kinase
GGDEF and EAL
-36
family protein
proton glutamate
-112
symport protein
GGDEF family
-45
protein
hypothetical
-334 protein, specific for
Vibrio
hypothetical
-10
protein
lipoprotein-related
-215
protein
hypothetical
-86
protein
hypothetical
-54
protein
cell wall
-250 endopeptidase,
family M23 M37
typeVI secretion
Hcp protein,
-192
biofilm
development
hypothetical
-40
protein
hypothetical
-311
protein
SM-20-related
-35
protein

opaR+/
ΔopaR1
RNASeqb,c

19.58

59.72
5.8
7.74
19.04
10
16.27
20
0.19
7.84
0.08
5.31

26.72
17.45
10.89
6.51

VPBB_1422

VP1517

4

-293

-274

VPBB_1494

VP1634

6.12

-330

-311

VPBB_1560

VP1701

6.7

-256

-237

VPBB_1730
VPBB_1732

VP1879
VP1881

8.05
7.35

-119
-43

-100
-24

VPBB_1745

VP1904

4.37

-88

-69

VPBB_1805

VP1966

4.08

-28

-9

VPBB_1851

VP2015

8.84

-84

-65

VPBB_1859

VP2023

6.24

-200

-181

VPBB_1979

VP2159

11.52

-102

-83

VPBB_2053

VP2235

6.13

-190

-171

VPBB_2144

VP2329

4.62

-85

-66

VPBB_2451

VP2631

8.72

-71

-52

VPBB_2677

VP2827

4.17

-35

-16

VPBB_2845

VP3014

3.65

-253

-234

VPBB_A0232 VPA0253

7.98

-85

-66

VPBB_A0412 VPA0457

7.36

-165

-146

VPBB_A0414 VPA0458

9.34

-373

-354

VPBB_A0415 VPA0459

9.34

-179

-160

VPBB_A0446 VPA0491

9.14

-162

-143

VPBB_A0464 VPA0511

6.23

-125

-106

VPBB_A0470 VPA0518

3.09

-237

-218
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hypothetical
protein
agglutination
protein
type III secretion
regulator ExsC
serine transporter
EAL family protein
methyl-accepting
chemotaxis protein
proton glutamate
symport protein
cytochrome c4
dTDP-glucose 4,6dehydratase
methyl-accepting
chemotaxis protein
polar flagellar
biosynthesis
protein FlhA
multidrug efflux
pump component
MtrF
HD-GYP family
protein
methyl-accepting
chemotaxis protein
putative signal
peptide protein
putative transport
protein
hypothetical
protein
hypothetical
protein
surface-induced
secreted
collagenase
methyl-accepting
chemotaxis protein
methyl-accepting
chemotaxis protein
GGDEF & EAL
family protein

0.03
0.12
12.7
5.15
5.97
9.12
6.37
128.99
0.19
6.01
6.77
13.13
8.87
5.91
14.3
6.84
0.18
0.19
5.02
5.53
23.68
0.12

VPBB_A0515 VPA0568

5.3

-59

-40

VPBB_A0559 VPA0612

6.49

-133

-114

VPBB_A0688 VPA0747

8.52

-92

-73

VPBB_A0910 VPA1000

4.53

-82

-63

VPBB_A0933 VPA1027

9.84

-57

-38

VPBB_A0949 VPA1043

9.17

-89

-70

VPBB_A0950 VPA1044

9.17

-250

-231

VPBB_A0985 VPA1081

6.16

-68

-49

VPBB_A0994 VPA1091

6.39

-259

-240

VPBB_A1103 VPA1203

3.05

-37

-18

VPBB_A1105 VPA1205

6.64

-191

-172

VPBB_A1334 VPA1461

10.48

-308

-289

VPBB_A1335 VPA1462

10.48

-43

-24

VPBB_A1362 VPA1492

3.6

-210

-191

VPBB_A1381 VPA1513

10.86

-260

-241

VPBB_A1407 VPA1540

4.89

-192

-173

VPBB_A1415 VPA1548

8.77

-101

-82
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hypothetical
protein
methyl-accepting
chemotaxis protein
MSHA pilin
protein MshA
methyl-accepting
chemotaxis protein
I
putative
cytoplasmic protein
USSDB7A
hypothetical
protein
protein kinase
hypothetical
protein
hypothetical
protein
hypothetical
protein
acetoacetyl-CoA
reductase
phosphate ABC
transporter
periplasmic
phosphate-binding
protein PstS
methyl-accepting
chemotaxis protein
I (chemoreceptor
protein)
methyl-accepting
chemotaxis protein
I (serine
chemoreceptor
protein)
aminotransferase
ScrA
FliM lateral
flagellar motor
protein
LafA lateral
flagellin protein

0.12
11.3
16.87
5
0.01
0.02
0.02
17.09
5.93
0.1
0.01

8.4

10.9

6.41

11.15
6.4
153.3

VPBB_A1416 VPA1550

7.76

-266

-247

VPBB_A1434 VPA1570

9.94

-81

-62

VPBB_A1461 VPA1598

3.38

-301

-282

VPBB_A1499 VPA1635

7.58

-281

-262

VPBB_A1512 VPA1649

6.51

-303

-284

7.8

-412

-393

VPBB_A0413
d

a

FliD lateral
flagellar distal cap
protein
hypothetical
protein
surface-induced Nacetyl
glucosamine-Chitin
binding protein
GpbA
ornithine
decarboxylase
surface-induced
metalloendoproteas
e LytM (M23
family)
hypothetical
protein

321.76
11.37

20.32

18.23
82.29

0.11

Paster scores of three or higher required
Regulated five-fold or more by OpaR
c
RNA-Seq data is fold change of the opaR+ strain gene expression divided by the ∆opaR1 strain
gene expression. Error for the ratios of normalized gene expression levels were conservatively
estimated using the standard deviation ratios across the majority of genes with less than 4-fold
change. Standard deviation for chromosome 1 genes is ±1.54 and for chromosome 2 gene it is
±1.59.
d
Unique to BB22OP
b
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Figure A.1 Graphical representation of the comparison between the RNA-Seq data and the
published microarray data log ratios for chromosome 1 (A) or chromosome 2 (B) of V.
parahaemolyticus. Each point represents a gene reported from the microarray work to have an
OpaR fold regulation of four or greater. All genes not along the trend line represent
discrepancies in the data. The genes with discrepancies in quadrant II or IV are differentially
regulated meaning in one set of data it is repressed and in the second set of data it is activated.
For chromosome 1, the genes are mostly DNA uptake related and the differences in chromosome
2 are phosphate transporters (See Table A.3).
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Table B.1: List of genes differentially expressed 2-fold or higher in the RNA-Seq data.
Accession
Locus tag Gene
Fold
Protein product
number
in v5b
name
regulation
Sigma-fimbriae uncharacterized paralogous
ACV-0290526 CKS-0458
11.5 (R)
subunit
ACV-0288878 CKS-4672 yjbE YjbE secreted protein
7.7 (R)
Methylglyoxal reductase, acetol producing /
ACV-0290502 CKS-0482 dkgA
2,5-diketo-D-gluconate reductase A
6.8 (R)
ACV-0286343 CKS-4376
Putative transcriptional regulator
6.8 (R)
ACV-0287180 CKS-1103
Conidiation-specific protein 10
6.7 (R)
ACV-0290434 CKS-0551
Carbonic anhydrase
6.3 (R)
ACV-0290065 CKS-3595
L-sorbosone dehydrogenase
6.2 (R)
ACV-0290380 CKS-0606 yciF Protein YciF
5.8 (R)
ACV-0288895 CKS-4689
Conjugative transfer protein
5.8 (R)
Colanic acid capsular biosynthesis
ACV-0285957 CKS-2570 rcsA activation accesory protein RcsA, coregulator with RcsB
5.8 (R)
ACV-0288505 CKS-0881
Protein of unknown function DUF1471
5.8 (R)
ACV-0290433 CKS-0552
Sulfate permease
5.6 (R)
ACV-0286467 CKS-3219
Cellulose synthase (UDP-forming)
5.2 (R)
ACV-0290523 CKS-0461
Sigma-fimbriae usher protein
5.1 (R)
ACV-0289538 CKS-2247 wceL Exopolysaccharide biosynthesis protein
4.7 (R)
ACV-0285928 CKS-2108
Putative type I secretion protein
4.5 (R)
Sigma-fimbriae uncharacterized paralogous
ACV-0290525 CKS-0459
subunit
4.4 (R)
ACV-0289613 CKS-2172
lysP Lysine-specific permease
4.4 (R)
ACV-0287610 CKS-5070 osmY Osmotically inducible protein OsmY
4.3 (R)
ACV-0288876 CKS-4670 ymcB Putative uncharacterized protein YmcB
4.3 (R)
Undecaprenyl-phosphate galactose
ACV-0286879 CKS-2708 wceG2
phosphotransferase
4.2 (R)
ACV-0291148 CKS-1361
lysA Diaminopimelate decarboxylase
4.2 (R)
Putative ATP-binding component of a
ACV-0285930 CKS-2110
transport system
4.1 (R)
Permease of the drug/metabolite transporter
ACV-0287973 CKS-1762
(DMT) superfamily
4.1 (R)
ACV-0287347 CKS-2413 elaB Protein of unknown function DUF883, ElaB
4.0 (R)
ACV-0289537 CKS-2248
Glycosyl transferase, family 2
3.9 (R)
ACV-0287576 CKS-5036
Inositol-1-monophosphatase
3.9 (R)
ACV-0288877 CKS-4671
Predicted outer membrane lipoprotein
3.8 (R)
ACV-0288287 CKS-4120
Putative bacteriophage protein
3.8 (R)
ACV-0291122 CKS-1333 ygdI Putative lipoprotein
3.7 (R)
ACV-0285999 CKS-2612
Phage holin
3.6 (R)
ACV-0290321 CKS-0665 yqjD Uncharacterized membrane protein YqjD
3.6 (R)
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ACV-0291056

CKS-1267

ACV-0288281
ACV-0288286
ACV-0288284
ACV-0285948
ACV-0288290

CKS-4114
CKS-4119
CKS-4117
CKS-2561
CKS-4123

ACV-0286176

CKS-4567

ACV-0288302
ACV-0289276

CKS-4135
CKS-3527

ACV-0286473

CKS-3213

ACV-0288288
ACV-0290322

CKS-4121
CKS-0664

yqjC

ACV-0289540

CKS-2245

etp

ACV-0290611

CKS-0373

ACV-0288283

CKS-4116

ACV-0289544

CKS-2241

ACV-0286146

CKS-4537

ACV-0290342

CKS-0644

ACV-0285656
ACV-0288871

CKS-1834
CKS-4665

ACV-0289663

CKS-2121

ACV-0286016

CKS-2629

ACV-0287057

CKS-1226

ACV-0286242
ACV-0288977
ACV-0288285
ACV-0289287

CKS-4633
CKS-4771
CKS-4118
CKS-3516

ACV-0285929

CKS-2109

ACV-0288294
ACV-0288875
ACV-0286703
ACV-0286848
ACV-0290230

CKS-4127
CKS-4669
CKS-2983
CKS-2740
CKS-2767

mltB

yodC

rbsD

yjbH
hns

Membrane-bound lytic murein
transglycosylase B precursor
Putative bacteriophage protein
Putative bacteriophage protein
Putative bacteriophage protein
Putative cytoplasmic protein
Putative bacteriophage protein
Secretion system regulator of
DegU/UvrY/BvgA type
Putative bacteriophage protein
Conidiation-specific protein 10
Sensory box histidine kinase/response
regulator
Putative bacteriophage protein
Periplasmic protein YqjC
Low molecular weight protein-tyrosinephosphatase Wzb
PTS system, cellobiose-specific IIB
component
Putative bacteriophage protein
Undecaprenol-phosphate
galactosephosphotransferase/O-antigen
transferase
Pathogenicity 1 island effector protein
Diaminobutyrate-pyruvate transaminase &
L-2,4-diaminobutyrate decarboxylase
Glycerol dehydrogenase
Putative oligogalacturonide transporter
Sugar (Glycoside-Pentoside-Hexuronide)
transporter
Phage tail sheath protein FI
Ribose ABC transport system, high affinity
permease RbsD
Haemolysin expression modulating protein
Acyltransferase 3
Putative bacteriophage protein
Oligogalacturonide transporter
Putative cytoplasmic membrane export
protein
Putative bacteriophage protein
YjbH outer membrane lipoprotein
Phytochelatin synthase, bacterial type
DNA-binding protein H-NS
Putative lipoprotein
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3.6 (R)
3.6 (R)
3.5 (R)
3.5 (R)
3.5 (R)
3.5 (R)
3.5 (R)
3.4 (R)
3.4 (R)
3.4 (R)
3.4 (R)
3.4 (R)
3.4 (R)
3.4 (R)
3.4 (R)

3.4 (R)
3.3 (R)
3.3 (R)
3.3 (R)
3.2 (R)
3.2 (R)
3.2 (R)
3.2 (R)
3.2 (R)
3.2 (R)
3.2 (R)
3.2 (R)
3.1 (R)
3.1 (R)
3.1 (R)
3.1 (R)
3.1 (R)
3.1 (R)

ACV-0286463
ACV-0290379
ACV-0288276
ACV-0288292
ACV-0286560

CKS-3223
CKS-0607
CKS-4109
CKS-4125
CKS-3126

yebG

ACV-0287846

CKS-2944

malT

ACV-0288282
ACV-0290781
ACV-0288293
ACV-0289712
ACV-0287445
ACV-0289985

CKS-4115
CKS-0202
CKS-4126
CKS-3319
CKS-3703
CKS-0827

ACV-0289531

CKS-2254

ACV-0286735
ACV-0289331
ACV-0289539
ACV-0286491
ACV-0288017
ACV-0289060
ACV-0288793
ACV-0285912
ACV-0287598
ACV-0287316
ACV-0286081
ACV-0288949
ACV-0285833
ACV-0287611
ACV-0288301
ACV-0290341
ACV-0287980
ACV-0290522
ACV-0289580
ACV-0288194
ACV-0285958
ACV-0286178
ACV-0287392
ACV-0290524
ACV-0286337
ACV-0288299
ACV-0288303
ACV-0290571

CKS-5564
CKS-3472
CKS-2246
CKS-3195
CKS-1718
CKS-4855
CKS-1592
CKS-2092
CKS-5058
CKS-2444
CKS-5373
CKS-4743
CKS-2013
CKS-5071
CKS-4134
CKS-0645
CKS-1755
CKS-0462
CKS-2205
CKS-4025
CKS-2571
CKS-4569
CKS-2368
CKS-0460
CKS-4370
CKS-4132
CKS-4136
CKS-0413

yciE

ybaY
ychH

wzxC
katE
fliD
blc
elaB

yfcZ
ytjA

ycbW
fliR

yibL

Response regulator
Protein YciE
Putative bacteriophage protein
Putative bacteriophage protein
Hypothetical protein
Transcriptional activator of maltose
regulon, malt
Putative bacteriophage protein
Glycoprotein-polysaccharide metabolism
Putative bacteriophage protein
Probable membrane protein YPO2012
L-fucose operon activator
DNA topoisomerase III
Lipopolysaccharide biosynthesis protein
WzxC
Cro repressor
Catalase
Tyrosine-protein kinase Wzc
Flagellar hook-associated protein FliD
ABC transporter, permease protein
Outer membrane lipoprotein Blc
Bacterioferritin-associated ferredoxin
Elab protein
Putative starvation-inducible protein
Bicupin, oxalate decarboxylase family
Mobilization protein
Ferrous iron transport protein A
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Putative bacteriophage protein
Putative siderophore biosynthetic enzyme
Isehe3 orfb
Sigma-fimbriae usher protein
DEAD/DEAH box helicase domain protein
Hypothetical protein
Flagellar biosynthesis protein FliR
Secreted effector protein
Protein gp55 precursor
Sigma-fimbriae chaperone protein
Hypothetical protein
Phage-related protein
Putative bacteriophage tail protein
Protein gp47
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3.0 (R)
3.0 (R)
3.0 (R)
3.0 (R)
3.0 (R)
2.9 (R)
2.9 (R)
2.9 (R)
2.9 (R)
2.9 (R)
2.8 (R)
2.8 (R)
2.8 (R)
2.8 (R)
2.8 (R)
2.8 (R)
2.8 (R)
2.8 (R)
2.8 (R)
2.8 (R)
2.8 (R)
2.7 (R)
2.7 (R)
2.7 (R)
2.6 (R)
2.6 (R)
2.6 (R)
2.6 (R)
2.6 (R)
2.6 (R)
2.6 (R)
2.6 (R)
2.6 (R)
2.5 (R)
2.5 (R)
2.5 (R)
2.5 (R)
2.5 (R)
2.5 (R)
2.5 (R)
2.5 (R)

ACV-0285931

CKS-2111

ACV-0291295
ACV-0288416
ACV-0285655
ACV-0289536
ACV-0288222
ACV-0287216
ACV-0288740
ACV-0285724
ACV-0285615
ACV-0286541

CKS-3815
CKS-0970
CKS-1833
CKS-2249
CKS-4055
CKS-2545
CKS-1539
CKS-1903
CKS-1793
CKS-3145

ACV-0286474

CKS-3212

ACV-0286147
ACV-0287848
ACV-0290452
ACV-0285925
ACV-0290819
ACV-0290231
ACV-0289726
ACV-0291048
ACV-0290836
ACV-0288415
ACV-0288263

CKS-4538
CKS-2942
CKS-0533
CKS-2105
CKS-0164
CKS-2766
CKS-3333
CKS-1259
CKS-0147
CKS-0971
CKS-4096

ACV-0290049

CKS-3579

ACV-0288409
ACV-0286159
ACV-0289541
ACV-0285616
ACV-0288792
ACV-0289059

CKS-0977
CKS-4550
CKS-2244
CKS-1794
CKS-1591
CKS-4854

mdtI
bfr
ecnB

ACV-0285956

CKS-2569

trg

ACV-0288295

CKS-4128

ACV-0286131

CKS-4522

ACV-0288310
ACV-0289123
ACV-0288451

CKS-4143
CKS-4920
CKS-0935

uspB

yccJ

mdtJ

ompW
chaB

uspA

fliC

cycA
yhbO
yhhQ

Putative protein secretion efflux system,
membrane fusion protein (hemolysin-type
secretion transmembrane protein)
(superfamily ABC, membrane)
Probable secreted protein
Universal stress protein B
Putative lyse family transporter
Putative glycosyl transferase
Hypothetical protein
Putative MFS transporter
Extracellular metalloprotease
Gifsy-1 prophage ci
Spermidine export protein MdtJ
Na+/solute symporter
COG3250: Beta-galactosidase/betaglucuronidase
Type III secretion apparatus
GCN5-related N-acetyltransferase
Putative periplasmic protein
Large repetitive protein
Major tail tube protein
Outer membrane protein W precursor
Cation transport regulator ChaB
Carbon storage regulator
Phage major capsid protein #Fam0066
Universal stress protein A
Putative CI repressor
Hypothetical transporter YidO, benzoate
like (BenE), MFS superfamily
Putative CI repressor
Flagellar biosynthesis protein FliC
Polysaccharide export protein
Spermidine export protein MdtI
Bacterioferritin
Hypothetical protein
Methyl-accepting chemotaxis protein III
(ribose and galactose chemoreceptor
protein)
Putative bacteriophage protein
Type III secretion chaperone protein for
YopD (SycD)
D-serine/D-alanine/glycine transporter
ThiJ/PfpI family protein
Putative preq0 transporter
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2.5 (R)
2.5 (R)
2.5 (R)
2.5 (R)
2.4 (R)
2.4 (R)
2.4 (R)
2.4 (R)
2.4 (R)
2.4 (R)
2.4 (R)
2.4 (R)
2.4 (R)
2.4 (R)
2.4 (R)
2.4 (R)
2.4 (R)
2.4 (R)
2.4 (R)
2.3 (R)
2.3 (R)
2.3 (R)
2.3 (R)
2.3 (R)
2.3 (R)
2.3 (R)
2.3 (R)
2.3 (R)
2.3 (R)
2.3 (R)

2.3 (R)
2.3 (R)
2.3 (R)
2.2 (R)
2.2 (R)
2.2 (R)

ACV-0287802

CKS-5262

dxr

ACV-0288137
ACV-0287487
ACV-0287296
ACV-0290558
ACV-0286754

CKS-3968
CKS-3898
CKS-2464
CKS-0426
CKS-5584

cspD

ACV-0286133

CKS-4524

ACV-0290490

CKS-0494

ACV-0290639

CKS-0345

ACV-0289733
ACV-0288356

CKS-3340
CKS-1030

impM
ybdJ

ACV-0288759

CKS-1558

mscL

ACV-0286947
ACV-0290319

CKS-4182
CKS-0667

msyB
yqjK

ACV-0290634

CKS-0350

ACV-0287318
ACV-0289200
ACV-0288317
ACV-0290092
ACV-0289765
ACV-0289333
ACV-0290320
ACV-0289713
ACV-0286141
ACV-0287381
ACV-0286540
ACV-0290158

CKS-2442
CKS-5001
CKS-4150
CKS-2905
CKS-3372
CKS-3470
CKS-0666
CKS-3320
CKS-4532
CKS-2379
CKS-3146
CKS-2839

ACV-0290648

CKS-0336

ACV-0291055

CKS-1266

ACV-0288300
ACV-0289262
ACV-0289533
ACV-0289468
ACV-0287480
ACV-0288910
ACV-0287438

CKS-4133
CKS-3541
CKS-2252
CKS-2317
CKS-3905
CKS-4704
CKS-3710

aldB
uvrY
astE
yqjE

ydbJ

phnA

wcaK
yeeX

1-deoxy-D-xylulose 5-phosphate
reductoisomerase
Cold shock proteinCspD
Resolvase
Formate dehydrogenase related protein
Putative membrane protein
Membrane glycoprotein
Type III secretion inner membrane protein
(ysct,hrct,spar,esct,epar1,homologous to
flagellar export components)
Probable PTS system regulatory protein
Filamentous haemagglutinin family outer
membrane protein
Protein phosphatase ImpM
Putative inner membrane protein
Large-conductance mechanosensitive
channel
Acidic protein MsyB
Inner membrane protein YqjK
Filamentous haemagglutinin family outer
membrane protein
Aldehyde dehydrogenase
Fimbrial protein precursor
Bara-associated response regulator UvrY
Predicted sugar transporter
Succinylglutamate desuccinylase
Malto-oligosyltrehalose synthase
Inner membrane protein YqjE
GGDEF domain protein
Type III secretion system apparatus protein
NUDIX hydrolase
Dihydrodipicolinate synthase
Probable lipoprotein YPO2331
Glycerol metabolism operon regulatory
protein
Alkylphosphonate utilization operon protein
PhnA
Putative bacteriophage protein
Oxidoreductase domain protein
Colanic acid biosysnthesis protein WcaK
Hypothetical protein
IS911 orfa
Glutathione S-transferase
Citrate carrier protein
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2.2 (R)
2.2 (R)
2.2 (R)
2.2 (R)
2.2 (R)
2.2 (R)

2.2 (R)
2.2 (R)
2.2 (R)
2.1 (R)
2.1 (R)
2.1 (R)
2.1 (R)
2.1 (R)
2.1 (R)
2.1 (R)
2.1 (R)
2.1 (R)
2.1 (R)
2.1 (R)
2.1 (R)
2.1 (R)
2.1 (R)
2.1 (R)
2.1 (R)
2.1 (R)
2.1 (R)
2.0 (R)
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

ACV-0290095
ACV-0286079
ACV-0286883
ACV-0286153

CKS-2902
CKS-5371
CKS-2704
CKS-4544

ACV-0289525

CKS-2260

ACV-0286180
ACV-0287730
ACV-0291279
ACV-0291071
ACV-0286673
ACV-0286487
ACV-0286416

CKS-4571
CKS-5190
CKS-3797
CKS-1282
CKS-3013
CKS-3199
CKS-3270

ACV-0286633

CKS-3053

ACV-0290056

CKS-3586

ACV-0288879
ACV-0286664
ACV-0286288

CKS-4673
CKS-3022
CKS-4321

ACV-0286674

CKS-3012

ACV-0290953

CKS-0001

yghA
ycgB

ampD
ybgC
cysN

pgi

purH

ACV-0289042
ACV-0290302
ACV-0288462
ACV-0287497

CKS-4836
CKS-0684
CKS-0924
CKS-3888

ACV-0289133

CKS-4930

ftsI

ACV-0285631
ACV-0290872

CKS-1809
CKS-0110

lexA

ACV-0289168

CKS-4965

ACV-0289058

CKS-4853

ecnA

ACV-0287177

CKS-1106

cpxR

ACV-0286411

CKS-3275

hrpN

ACV-0287013
ACV-0288326
ACV-0289322
ACV-0291078

CKS-4248
CKS-1771
CKS-3481
CKS-1289

ndh

diaA

tppB

Putative oxidoreductase
DNA topoisomerase III
Putative sporulation protein
Lytic transglycosylase, catalytic
Undecaprenyl-phosphate Nacetylglucosaminyl 1-phosphate transferase
Virulence protein
N-acetylmuramoyl-L-alanine amidase ampd
4-hydroxybenzoyl-coa thioesterase family
Sulfate adenylyltransferase subunit 1
L-2,4-diaminobutyrate decarboxylase
Putative transcriptional regulator
HrpF protein (hrp cluster)
Homoserine/homoserine lactone efflux
protein
Phosphotransferase system
lactose/cellobiose-specific IIB subunit
Glucose-6-phosphate isomerase
Anion transporter
2-ketogluconate utilization repressor ptxs
Diaminobutyrate--2-oxoglutarate
aminotransferase
IMP cyclohydrolase /
Phosphoribosylaminoimidazolecarboxamide
formyltransferase
Aldo-keto reductase
Phosphoheptose isomerase
Putative acetyltransferase
ArdR protein
Cell division protein FtsI [Peptidoglycan
synthetase]
Protease II
SOS-response repressor and protease LexA
Extracellular solute-binding protein, family
5
Hypothetical protein
Copper-sensing two-component system
response regulator CpxR
Elicitor of the hypersensitivity reaction
HrpN (hrp cluster)
NADH dehydrogenase
Formate efflux transporter
Di/tripeptide permease DtpA
Endoribonuclease L-PSP
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2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

2.1 (A)
2.1 (A)
2.1 (A)
2.1 (A)
2.1 (A)
2.1 (A)
2.1 (A)
2.1 (A)
2.1 (A)
2.1 (A)
2.1 (A)
2.1 (A)
2.1 (A)
2.2 (A)
2.2 (A)
2.2 (A)

ACV-0287320
ACV-0287426
ACV-0286882
ACV-0286239
ACV-0285737
ACV-0286270

CKS-2440
CKS-3722
CKS-2705
CKS-4630
CKS-1916
CKS-4303

ACV-0291281

CKS-3799

ACV-0286568

CKS-3118

ACV-0289622

CKS-2163

tatE

dtd
tolR

fruB

ACV-0291280

CKS-3798

tolQ

ACV-0286034

CKS-2647

ACV-0287580

CKS-5040

ACV-0289470
ACV-0290242
ACV-0287014

CKS-2315
CKS-2755
CKS-4249

dacD
yciU
ycfJ

ACV-0288517

CKS-0869

yrfF

ACV-0290793

CKS-0190

ykgM

ACV-0289327

CKS-3476

ACV-0288393

CKS-0993

ACV-0288510

CKS-0876

ACV-0288957

CKS-4751

ACV-0290308

CKS-0678

ACV-0290288
ACV-0289585
ACV-0291275
ACV-0291072

CKS-0698
CKS-2200
CKS-3793
CKS-1283

ACV-0288385

CKS-1001

ACV-0287591
ACV-0286569

CKS-5051
CKS-3117

ACV-0286289

CKS-4322

ACV-0287790

CKS-5250

ompR

ahpF
cysD

yaiE

degP

Glutamine amidotransferase
Twin-arginine translocation protein TatE
D-amino acid dehydrogenase small subunit
Cellulase
Endodeoxyribonuclease RusA
D-tyrosyl-trna(Tyr) deacylase
Tol biopolymer transport system, TolR
protein
Hypothetical transmembrane protein
coupled to NADH-ubiquinone
oxidoreductase chain 5 homolog
Fructose-specific phosphocarrier protein
HPR / PTS system, fructose-specific IIA
component
MotA/TolQ/ExbB proton channel family
protein
OspG
Methionine synthase, vitamin-B12
independent
D-alanyl-D-alanine carboxypeptidase
Hypothetical protein
Putative exported protein
IgaA: a membrane protein that prevents
overactivation of the Rcs regulatory system
Putative ribosomal protein
Membrane-bound lysozyme inhibitor of ctype lysozyme
Inositol-1-monophosphatase
Two-component system response regulator
OmpR
Endo-1,4-beta-xylanase
C-terminal fragment of a PLP-dependent
catabolic threonine dehydratase
Putative inner membrane protein
Alkyl hydroperoxide reductase protein F
Cytochrome d ubiquinol oxidase subunit I
Sulfate adenylyltransferase subunit 2
Possible ABC transporter, periplasmic
substrate X binding protein precursor
Cytoplasmic protein YaiE
NADH dehydrogenase, subunit 5
Periplasmic binding protein/LacI
transcriptional regulator
HtrA protease/chaperone protein
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2.2 (A)
2.2 (A)
2.2 (A)
2.2 (A)
2.2 (A)
2.2 (A)
2.3 (A)

2.3 (A)

2.3 (A)
2.3 (A)
2.3 (A)
2.3 (A)
2.3 (A)
2.4 (A)
2.4 (A)
2.4 (A)
2.4 (A)
2.4 (A)
2.5 (A)
2.5 (A)
2.5 (A)
2.6 (A)
2.6 (A)
2.6 (A)
2.6 (A)
2.6 (A)
2.6 (A)
2.7 (A)
2.7 (A)
2.7 (A)
2.8 (A)

a

ACV-0286426
ACV-0288744

CKS-3260
CKS-1543

ACV-0290791

CKS-0192

ACV-0287183
ACV-0288306
ACV-0285895
ACV-0287319

CKS-1100
CKS-4139
CKS-2075
CKS-2441

sbp

ACV-0289810

CKS-3417

sufE

ACV-0289269
ACV-0285804

CKS-3534
CKS-1984

ACV-0289993

CKS-0835

ACV-0290094

CKS-2903

ACV-0290191

CKS-2806

ACV-0285632

CKS-1810

yebE

ACV-0290093

CKS-2904

esaI

ACV-0290388

CKS-0598

ACV-0289766

CKS-3373

esaR

spy

Nitrate/nitrite sensor protein
Lipase
COG0803: ABC-type metal ion transport
system, periplasmic component/surface
adhesin
Sulfate-binding protein Sbp
Putative DNA damage-inducible protein
LysR family transcriptional regulator LrhA
Methyltransferase
Sulfur acceptor protein SufE for iron-sulfur
cluster assembly
Membrane-fusion protein
Phage-related protein
Atpase involved in chromosome
partitioning
Quorum-sensing transcriptional activator
EsaRsar
Putative formate dehydrogenase
oxidoreductase protein
Hypothetical protein
N-3-oxooctanoyl-L-homoserine lactone
synthase
Methyl-accepting chemotaxis sensory
transducer
Periplasmic protein related to spheroblast
formation

2.9 (A)
2.9 (A)

3.0 (A)
3.0 (A)
3.1 (A)
3.2 (A)
3.2 (A)
3.2 (A)
3.3 (A)
3.6 (A)
4.7 (A)
5.4 (A)
5.5 (A)
6.3 (A)
7.3 (A)
7.6 (A)
9.7 (A)

(A) denotes fold activation, (R) denotes fold repression by EsaR as seen in the RNA-Seq data.
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Table B.2: List of hypothetical-protein encoding genes differentially expressed 2-fold or
more in the RNA-Seq data.
Accesion Number

Locus Tag

Protein Product

ACV-0290189
ACV-0286341
ACV-0285926
ACV-0286469
ACV-0290064
ACV-0288716
ACV-0290400
ACV-0286559
ACV-0288436
ACV-0291240
ACV-0290383
ACV-0290572
ACV-0286470
ACV-0286465
ACV-0288257
ACV-0286472
ACV-0286716
ACV-0286471
ACV-0288250
ACV-0288259
ACV-0290423
ACV-0288255
ACV-0288252
ACV-0288280
ACV-0288291
ACV-0286702
ACV-0287117
ACV-0286018
ACV-0286717
ACV-0288254
ACV-0286846
ACV-0288289
ACV-0288253
ACV-0288251
ACV-0288884
ACV-0290401
ACV-0286009

CKS-2808
CKS-4374
CKS-2106
CKS-3217
CKS-3594
CKS-1515
CKS-0586
CKS-3127
CKS-0950
CKS-3758
CKS-0603
CKS-0412
CKS-3216
CKS-3221
CKS-4090
CKS-3214
CKS-2970
CKS-3215
CKS-4083
CKS-4092
CKS-0562
CKS-4088
CKS-4085
CKS-4113
CKS-4124
CKS-2984
CKS-1166
CKS-2631
CKS-2969
CKS-4087
CKS-2742
CKS-4122
CKS-4086
CKS-4084
CKS-4678
CKS-0585
CKS-2622

hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
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Fold
Regulationa, b
13.2 (R)
9.6 (R)
8.3 (R)
8.3 (R)
6.8 (R)
6.8 (R)
6.6 (R)
5.7 (R)
5.2 (R)
4.5 (R)
4.4 (R)
4.3(R)
4.2 (R)
4.2 (R)
4.2 (R)
4.2 (R)
4 (R)
4 (R)
3.9 (R)
3.8 (R)
3.8 (R)
3.7 (R)
3.7 (R)
3.6 (R)
3.5 (R)
3.5 (R)
3.5 (R)
3.5 (R)
3.3 (R)
3.3 (R)
3.3 (R)
3.2 (R)
3.2 (R)
3.2 (R)
3.1 (R)
3.1 (R)
3.1 (R)

ACV-0286747
ACV-0286468
ACV-0290440
ACV-0287288
ACV-0290338
ACV-0286464
ACV-0288311
ACV-0286725
ACV-0291013
ACV-0290586
ACV-0288262
ACV-0290849
ACV-0286090
ACV-0286067
ACV-0287104
ACV-0288258
ACV-0286778
ACV-0291350
ACV-0287058
ACV-0286786
ACV-0288268
ACV-0288404
ACV-0288256
ACV-0287344
ACV-0287877
ACV-0290025
ACV-0286709
ACV-0286489
ACV-0286019
ACV-0288241
ACV-0288248
ACV-0290835
ACV-0285875
ACV-0286010
ACV-0287359
ACV-0288305
ACV-0286753
ACV-0291002
ACV-0286152
ACV-0290527
ACV-0286701

CKS-5576
CKS-3218
CKS-0545
CKS-2472
CKS-0648
CKS-3222
CKS-4144
CKS-2961
CKS-5649
CKS-0398
CKS-4095
CKS-0134
CKS-5382
CKS-5359
CKS-1179
CKS-4091
CKS-5608
CKS-1465
CKS-1225
CKS-5616
CKS-4101
CKS-0982
CKS-4089
CKS-2416
CKS-5525
CKS-0027
CKS-2977
CKS-3197
CKS-2632
CKS-4074
CKS-4081
CKS-0148
CKS-2055
CKS-2623
CKS-2401
CKS-4138
CKS-5583
CKS-5638
CKS-4543
CKS-0457
CKS-2985

hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
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3 (R)
2.9 (R)
2.9 (R)
2.9 (R)
2.9 (R)
2.9 (R)
2.9 (R)
2.8 (R)
2.8 (R)
2.8 (R)
2.8 (R)
2.8 (R)
2.8 (R)
2.7 (R)
2.7 (R)
2.7 (R)
2.7 (R)
2.6 (R)
2.6 (R)
2.6 (R)
2.6 (R)
2.6 (R)
2.6(R)
2.6(R)
2.5 (R)
2.5 (R)
2.5 (R)
2.5 (R)
2.5 (R)
2.5 (R)
2.5 (R)
2.5 (R)
2.5 (R)
2.5 (R)
2.5 (R)
2.4 (R)
2.4 (R)
2.4 (R)
2.4 (R)
2.4 (R)
2.4 (R)

ACV-0289583
ACV-0287560
ACV-0286739
ACV-0290357
ACV-0290075
ACV-0285778
ACV-0287878
ACV-0286165
ACV-0290587
ACV-0288639
ACV-0286219
ACV-0287393
ACV-0290999
ACV-0290567
ACV-0290577
ACV-0286014
ACV-0289687
ACV-0287339
ACV-0290832
ACV-0290887
ACV-0289708
ACV-0286182
ACV-0286024
ACV-0290059
ACV-0286406
ACV-0288243
ACV-0286772
ACV-0286085
ACV-0286099
ACV-0285986
ACV-0288983
ACV-0289694
ACV-0290622
ACV-0290889
ACV-0286022
ACV-0288304
ACV-0289820
ACV-0287039
ACV-0290653
ACV-0286008
ACV-0286575

CKS-2202
CKS-5020
CKS-5568
CKS-0629
CKS-3605
CKS-1958
CKS-5526
CKS-4556
CKS-0397
CKS-4450
CKS-4610
CKS-2367
CKS-5635
CKS-0417
CKS-0407
CKS-2627
CKS-3294
CKS-2421
CKS-0151
CKS-0095
CKS-3315
CKS-4573
CKS-2637
CKS-3589
CKS-3280
CKS-4076
CKS-5602
CKS-5377
CKS-4490
CKS-2599
CKS-4777
CKS-3301
CKS-0362
CKS-0093
CKS-2635
CKS-4137
CKS-3430
CKS-4274
CKS-0331
CKS-2621
CKS-3111

hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
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2.4 (R)
2.4 (R)
2.4 (R)
2.4 (R)
2.4 (R)
2.4 (R)
2.4 (R)
2.4 (R)
2.3 (R)
2.3 (R)
2.3 (R)
2.3 (R)
2.3 (R)
2.3 (R)
2.3 (R)
2.3 (R)
2.3 (R)
2.3 (R)
2.3 (R)
2.3 (R)
2.2 (R)
2.2 (R)
2.2 (R)
2.2 (R)
2.2 (R)
2.2 (R)
2.2 (R)
2.2 (R)
2.2 (R)
2.1 (R)
2.1 (R)
2.1 (R)
2.1 (R)
2.1 (R)
2.1 (R)
2.1 (R)
2.1 (R)
2.1 (R)
2.1 (R)
2.1 (R)
2.1 (R)

ACV-0286163
ACV-0289922
ACV-0287107
ACV-0286181
ACV-0286712
ACV-0287984
ACV-0288911
ACV-0286351
ACV-0290847
ACV-0290895
ACV-0286011
ACV-0287342
ACV-0288739
ACV-0286407
ACV-0289281
ACV-0287328
ACV-0287036
ACV-0290104
ACV-0287915
ACV-0289394
ACV-0289127
ACV-0290880
ACV-0291354
ACV-0290672
ACV-0291020
ACV-0289218
ACV-0285736
ACV-0289244
ACV-0289165
ACV-0290048
ACV-0290498
ACV-0287957
ACV-0289390
ACV-0287555
ACV-0289418
ACV-0286509
ACV-0290412
ACV-0286816
ACV-0287934
ACV-0290286
ACV-0287741

CKS-4554
CKS-5453
CKS-1176
CKS-4572
CKS-2974
CKS-1751
CKS-4705
CKS-4384
CKS-0136
CKS-0086
CKS-2624
CKS-2418
CKS-1538
CKS-3279
CKS-3522
CKS-2432
CKS-4271
CKS-2893
CKS-3662
CKS-5316
CKS-4924
CKS-0102
CKS-1469
CKS-0312
CKS-5656
CKS-5487
CKS-1915
CKS-3559
CKS-4962
CKS-3578
CKS-0486
CKS-3620
CKS-5312
CKS-5015
CKS-5340
CKS-3177
CKS-0573
CKS-5693
CKS-3643
CKS-0700
CKS-5201

hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
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2.1 (R)
2.1 (R)
2.1 (R)
2.1 (R)
2.1 (R)
2.1 (R)
2.1 (R)
2.1 (R)
2.1 (R)
2.1 (R)
2 (R)
2 (R)
2 (R)
2 (R)
2 (R)
2 (R)
2 (R)
2 (R)
2 (R)
2 (A)
2 (A)
2 (A)
2.1 (A)
2.1 (A)
2.1 (A)
2.1 (A)
2.2 (A)
2.2 (A)
2.3 (A)
2.3 (A)
2.3 (A)
2.3 (A)
2.4 (A)
2.4 (A)
2.4 (A)
2.5 (A)
2.5 (A)
2.6 (A)
2.7 (A)
2.7 (A)
2.7 (A)

ACV-0287556
ACV-0290394
ACV-0287362
ACV-0290395
ACV-0286758
ACV-0286533
ACV-0290874
ACV-0285807
ACV-0285990
ACV-0289341
ACV-0289294
ACV-0285941
ACV-0290873
ACV-0289132
ACV-0290206
ACV-0287940
ACV-0290788
ACV-0286150
ACV-0287941
ACV-0286069
ACV-0285663
ACV-0285618
ACV-0288958
ACV-0287996
ACV-0287935
ACV-0286567
ACV-0288261
ACV-0290386
ACV-0289202
ACV-0287456

CKS-5016
CKS-0592
CKS-2398
CKS-0591
CKS-5588
CKS-3153
CKS-0108
CKS-1987
CKS-2603
CKS-1642
CKS-3509
CKS-2554
CKS-0109
CKS-4929
CKS-2791
CKS-3637
CKS-0195
CKS-4541
CKS-3636
CKS-5361
CKS-1841
CKS-1796
CKS-4752
CKS-1739
CKS-3642
CKS-3119
CKS-4094
CKS-0600
CKS-5003
CKS-3692

hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein

a

2.8 (A)
2.8 (A)
2.8 (A)
2.9 (A)
2.9 (A)
3.1 (A)
3.1 (A)
3.2 (A)
3.3 (A)
3.3 (A)
3.5 (A)
3.6 (A)
3.7 (A)
3.8 (A)
3.8 (A)
4 (A)
4.1 (A)
4.3 (A)
4.3 (A)
4.5 (A)
5 (A)
5.8 (A)
5.8 (A)
6.1 (A)
7.5 (A)
8.8 (A)
9.1 (A)
9.4 (A)
12.4 (A)
12.9 (A)

(A) denotes fold activation, (R) denotes fold repression by EsaR as seen in the RNA-Seq data
The fold-change in expression of the unnamed hypothetical protein-encoding genes in v5b
were computed using the normalization factors for the original analysis of the annotated genes in
Table B.1.
b
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Table C.1: Primers used for strain construction
Primers

Sequence (5’ to 3’)

Purpose

Deletion construction
LrhA-UPF
LrhA-UPR
LrhA-DNF
LrhA-DNR
LrhA-1kbUPFattB1
LrhA-1kbDNRattB2
UP-LrhA-SeqF
IN-LrhA-SeqF
DN-LrhA-SeqR
RcsA-UPF
RcsA-UPR
RcsA-DNF
RcsA-DNR
RcsA-1kbUPFattB1
RcsA-1kbDNRattB2
UP-RcsA-SeqF
IN-RcsA-SeqF
DN-RcsA-SeqR

GTCGACATTGTCCAGTTTGCCGG
AGTGGAATATAGGCGGCCGCCTTCACTTATTAGAG
GCGGCCGCCTATATTCCACTATCCCGTCTTC
GGATCCCCAATGCGCACCAG
GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTGTCGACG
TTTGCCGGATTTATCAATTTG
GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTGGATCCG
CGCACCAGATAAACCAGGC
GTATGACAGACCCATTTACCCCG
GCGATCCCTCTGGTATTGCTGG
GCCCTGTTGGCCAGAGTATG
GTCGACATCCTTCAACGGTCATTTGTG
AGTGGAATATAGGCGGCCGCCTCACCAATTTGTTAT
C
GCGGCCGCCTATATTCCACTCCTCACAGAACTG
GGATCCGATAGCGCCTTCAAGC
GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTGTCGACC
AACGGTCATTTGTGGCTTATC
GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTGGATCCG
CCTTCAAGCACCGAACCGAC
TACCCGATGTGGATTCGACGCC
CCAGCCCTGAGGAAATACGCGG
TTGAAATCATCCATCTCACCAATACGCGC

Amplify 1 kb region
upstream of lrhA
Amplify 1 kb region
downstream of lrhA
Amplify 2 kb deletion
fragment of lrhA with
flanking attB sites
Screen/sequence mutants
for lrhA deletion
Amplify 1 kb region
upstream of rcsA
Amplify 1 kb region
downstream of rcsA
Amplify 2 kb deletion
fragment of rcsA with
flanking attB sites
Screen/sequence of
mutants for rcsA deletion

Chromosomal complementation construction
EcoRI-PlrhA-F

GAATTCTGCACAATGTACTCTCCTCACG

XhoI-LrhA-R

CTCGAGCTATTACTCTTCATCGTCCAGCAG

SpeI-RcsA-F

ACTAGTGAAATTCACAACTATCCGGGCATTTTTC

SacI-RcsA-R

GAGCTCCTATCTTACGTTGACGTAAATACCAG

glmS downstream

TCTCTGATAAGCACCATGCCCTGT

glmS intergenic
region rev

TACGGTGCTACGCATCAGTGTCAT

Amplify promoter and
coding region of lrhA,
and screen conjugants
Amplify promoter and
coding region of rcsA,
and screen conjugants
PCR screen and
sequence for validation
of chromosomal
insertion (1)

GFP plasmid construction
TFRcsAFwdEcoR
I
TFRcsARevKpnI

GAATTGGAAATTCACAACTATCCGGGCATTTTTC
GGTACCGTTAGCGACCCTCACCAATTTGTTATCC
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Primers used for GFP
transcriptional fusion
construction

Table C.2: Primers used for qRT-PCR
Gene

Primer

Annealing
Temp

Sequence 5’ to 3’

Genes validated for RcsA regulon

argC

CKS_2806

CKS_3504

wceG2

wza

CloningForward
55°C
CloningReverse
RT-PCR
Forward
62°C
RT-PCR
Reverse
CloningForward
55°C
CloningReverse
RT-PCR
Forward
64°C
RT-PCR
Reverse
CloningForward
55°C
CloningReverse
RT-PCR
Forward
64°C
RT-PCR
Reverse
Previously published (2)
CloningForward
55°C
CloningReverse
RT-PCR
Forward
62°C
RT-PCR
Reverse

ATCGTTGGTGCCAGTGGTTACG
AGGGAAACCGAAACGAATATTAAGGCAC
GTGGAGCAGGGCGCAAA
AAATACCGTAAGGCTGCAGACTGA
GAACGCGGTCTGGAACGG
TCAGGCAATGCGTTGGGTG
GCGAAGGCCAGAATGTTGACA
GCTCACGCGACGTGTTACG
ATGCCAGCCGAAACATCTGCAGCA
TGCCGGGGAGACTGAATGGG
GCGTTTTTCGTGCCATGGA
CACTTTGCCCTGGGTGATCA
ATGATTACAATGAAAATGAAGATGATACCTGTT
TTGG
TTAGTTCGACCAGTTGCGGATGC
GCGAACAGCGCGTGTCA
ATGGTTTTGGCTCAGAT

Genes validated for LrhA regulon
CKS0458

CKS_3793

Previously published (2)
CloningForward
57°C
CloningReverse
RT-PCR
Forward
64°C
RT-PCR
Reverse

ATGCTAGATATCGTCGAACTGTC
TCTGTTCATGGTGATAGCGC
CCTTTGTGGGCCTGTTCTTTTT
ACCGCCAGATGCTGCACTT
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CKS_5208

CKS_5211

rcsA

CloningForward
CloningReverse
RT-PCR
Forward
RT-PCR
Reverse
CloningForward
CloningReverse
RT-PCR
Forward
RT-PCR
Reverse
CloningForward
CloningReverse
RT-PCR
Forward
RT-PCR
Reverse

ATGAAAGTGATTATTGGCGCAC
57°C
TCTGTGGGTTTGATTAGCCAG
TCAATAACGAACCGCAGTCGAT
60°C
AATCCCTCGCGCGCTTT
ATGAGTCACGGTTATTCTGTAGTAAAC
57°C
TCAACAAAGCCTACCACAGC
CATTACGTTTGATCTTCCGTTCTCA
60°C
GACGATATGGCAGCCCTGTTC

55°C

ACTAGTGAAATTCACAACTATCCGGGCATTTTT
C
GAGCTCCTATCTTACGTTGACGTAAATACCAG
AGCGGAAAATTAAAACGCACAAC

60°C
CAGAGGTCACGTTATCGGTTAAGC

Gene used for normalization of samples
16S rRNA

Previously published (2)
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